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Clerics Divine Class exploits Leader role feats community content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. So why play a clergyman? The warlord is great for providing additional attacks and damage, the Shaman gets a lot of tactical tricks, and the bard gets multifaceted. What do the clergy offer? Versatility: The clergy have some of the most diverse assembly
options out there, perhaps more than any other class. From the front line the guy is cutting the orcs down with a big sword on the back line is a healer that will never directly hurt the enemy. Your channel of divinity and domain options additionally help make sure that no two clergymen play quite the same. And almost every race is good for at least one build, and you can sub-
controller, defender or striker. You hybrid really well: Templar clerics keep their good AC and lose a little hybridization. Combined with the versatility of the class makes clergy one of the best hybrid options in the game, to the point where some charopers think that almost all clergymen need a hybrid to get the best out of class and pick up the features and credentials of other strong
classes. Great Team Player: You have a lot of polishing opportunities and will make your teammates hit harder and more often. Plus you get dozens of good blast/explosion powers and almost all of them are just target enemies. Overall clergy do for a big fifth or sixth person at a party to fill in the gaps and help. You can heal the Great: The priests are the best class out there for
healing, particularly the splash of free healing. You have to try to make your clergyman not good at it, so you don't have to invest much in it. You are good at most other things, a leader is good at how to boost allies' defenses and provide saves. You won't miss much: Many of the good clerics attacking credentials either don't require an attack roll or the underlying consequences
still occur at Miss. And many of the good forces of the weapon target NAD instead of AC. Hey everyone, I'm having some questions deciding on the race and the exploits for the clergyman to build. Mostly focused on treats, so my basic Wis stats. Have good ideas? Page 2 11 comments Originally posted by GelatinousOctahedron: Holy Smoke! The cleric (Templar's) Handbook of
Your God (s) wants you to go out into the world and destroy the chaos / bring peace / do something for the world, depending on who you choose to serve. Many beings may worship your god, but you have invested with divine power as a leader, and your god expects you to be there in the midst of battle. Your profession has several options in battle from smashing things by
shooting sloths from your holy symbol to preach to your enemies to trigger things to do it all at once. is generally better at healing than other leaders, and no matter what choice you make healing will always be part of your abilities. But if you want, you can be the best at it. You can be strong, wise and/or charismatic. Finally, what god you choose to follow will effect what you can do
to a huge degree as well. You have many options ahead of you. You. Choose wisely! Rating system: Red: Don't take it, there's always something better. Either bad or surpassed purple: Can be useful sometimes, but there are almost always the best options for Black: Good Enough Blue: A Good Choice and May Be Better Depending on Various Factors. Sky Blue: Almost always
one of the best Gold options is either broken well or the class needs it to function properly. Less than 1% get this rating. WoTC has renamed the original PhB cleric Templar, but I'm not going to make all the changes in this guide to correct this change. The cleric usually means Templar, warpriest means warpriest essentials. Sources: PHB: Player Handbook; PHB2: Player
Handbook 2; DP: Divine power; FRPG: Player Guide to Forgotten Worlds; MM: A guide to monsters; MM2: Monster Guide 2; AV: Adventurer's Refuge; AV2: Adventurer's Refuge 2; DM: Dragon magazine No. MOTP: Aircraft guide; PHBH: Player's Heroes Handbook; MP: Combat power; AP: Arcane Power; EPG: Eberron Player's Guide Thank You to Everyone Who Contributes! If
you contribute try to include sources because there are so many books and dragon magazine articles it is now difficult to know where these things are from and readers (including me) may need help. Finally, a favor to ask if you are responding to another person's long post, please just quote the relevant parts, and if you unlock a full build or something like that try to hide it in the
spoiler box (sblocktitle'text/sblock without quotes) so as it will make the guide less cluttered. Also, if you note any errors/typos let me know through a personal message, since I used both a compilation and a book to do so, and they sometimes disagree with each other on things like if the power collides or daily who it targets, etc. The warlord is great for providing additional attacks
and damage, the shaman gets a lot of tactical tricks, and the bard gets a multifaceted. What do the clergy offer? Versatility: The clergy have some of the most diverse assembly options out there, perhaps more than any other class. From the front line the guy is cutting the orcs down with a big sword on the back line is a healer that will never directly hurt the enemy. Your channel of
divinity and domain options additionally help make sure that no two clergymen play quite the same. And almost every race is good for at least one build, and you can sub-controller, defender or striker. You hybrid really well: Templar clerics keep their good AC and lose a little hybridization. Combined with the versatility of the class makes clergy one of the best hybrid options in the
game, to the point where some charopers think that almost all clergy should to get the best out of the class and pick up the features and credentials of other strong classes. Great Team Player: You have a lot of polishing opportunities and will make your teammates hit harder and more often. Plus you get dozens of good blast/explosion powers and almost all of them are just target
enemies. Overall clergymen make for a big fifth or sixth person at the party to fill in the gaps and and Of. You can heal the Great: The priests are the best class out there for healing, particularly the splash of free healing. You have to try to make your clergyman not good at it, so you don't have to invest much in it. You are good at most other things, a leader is good at how to boost
allies' defenses and provide saves. You won't miss much: Many of the good clerics attacking credentials either don't require an attack roll or the underlying consequences still occur at Miss. And many of the good forces of the weapon target NAD instead of AC. Originally posted by GelatinousOctahedron: When you create your clergyman you have a few basic options to do right
away. The clergyman has more options than any other class at the moment, so this guide has a lot of detail and material in it. You are almost always better at hybridizing as a clergyman because you lose very little and can pick up good opportunities and credentials from a wide range of classes, but this is discussed in the hybrid section of a few posts below. The Templar hybrid is
one of the best hybrids in the game (automatic good air conditioning, access to some good forces using two different attack statistics, access to sales and weapons credentials, and a very good pattern of pathways for different roles), while regular Templars and Warpriests are generally considered only normal leaders as far as chaop rankings go. If you're not a hybrid the next
question is if you want to go Templar or Warpriest. It depends on what you want from the build, but this guide assumes that you are going to the Templars, and I have a warpriest specific guide for those who choose warpriest. Some warpriests have some good unique tricks and some campaigns are limited to essential materials, but the Templars have an incredible amount of
variety. The next important choice if you choose the Templars: Do you want the knowledge of a healer or the battle of clergy knowledge? The correct charop response to this is almost always the knowledge of a combative cleric. Some pure range clergy may get away with the knowledge of the healer because it adds a lot to your healing, but the battle of the clergy is knowledge
number 3 for your AC and substantially enhances the accuracy of your party, which is usually better than some extra healing. Online builder characters are the default to Knowing the Healer (and Divine Fortune), so make sure to manually change these options when using this. Other major early picks: What stat array to go with? What race? Which version of the Divinity Channel to
choose? Which diet? Weapons, realization, or weapliment? They will be answered in the next few posts. Hit points, healing jumps, skills and bonuses Hitpoints: 12'con (No 5/lvl) Withering flower, but you are not paladin) Splashes: 7'con mod (Con sometimes your secondary stat) Armor Skills: Fabric, Leather, Hide, Chain. Scale for Templars (usually) or Heavy Shield (for
warpriests) Weapons/Implementation Skills: Simple melee and long-range weapons, Holy symbols. Priests are one of the few melee classes that can stick to simple weapons like morning stars or employees, but but still want to switch to superior weapons. Bonus: The Templars get 2 euros to be. The Warpriests get No.1 going and the No.1 resilience instead. Warpriests: I'm going
to try to include essential warpriests in this guide as much as possible, usually by adding them one last time in different sections when they have relevant information that is different. But there may be old comments that leave them when discussing things like feats and subjects because they came out after most of the guide was written. If you are interested in warpriests make sure
to look at my miniguide Master of my domain that is focused on them. Warpriests do get the word healer, don't get the Lore option or ritual casting, and get different versions of the divinity channel compared to the Templars of the clergy. Features Ones All the clergy (Templars and Warpriests) Get Channel Divinity: You start being able to use this once meeting and all Templar
clergy receive Divine Fortune or the favor of the gods. The divine state was normal to have for casual use before, but the favor of the gods is an automatic overturb that you will use most meetings and well quasi-inclusion. You can also choose either turn the undead (PHB), punish Profane (D400) or Mercy Healer (DP). Turning the undead is very useful when you need it and can
be increased to exercise creatures other than the undead, but is situational and only for those who raise wisdom. The mercy of the healer is good as a backup to heal bloodied allies, but weakens you (no problem for healics) as well as standard action. Punish mundane choices mostly for the power of primary builds. You can also take dozens of different feats that give you more
choice of channel of divinity, but this deity/domain depends. If you choose a deity solely for role-playing reasons you may be stuck with the lemon feat of choice, but with domains it's less of a problem now. Usually for the Templars to stick to the default is good if one of the other channels of divinity feats from your diety/domain is very strong, since the favor of the gods is effective
enough in itself. For the channel of divinity all Warpriests get Smite Undead, a good weapon of power against the undead, and one channel of divinity that varies depending on their domain. Healing Word Heal as a minor action, close Explosion 5 at least twice encounters (the range grows as you level). Your healing word does something extra (additional healing, tempo hitpoints,
ally shift, bonus to hit, etc.) depending on what warpriest domain or Templar knowledge option you choose and you can add to that through feats and patterns of the path. Such You can still do the same round things you heal. Warpriests automatically get different impulses to heal the word at levels 1, 5 and 10 and possibly at 16 if they go devout warpriest. Templar only features:
You can choose one of these 2 knowledge options, but you have to choose Battle cleric in Lore. Healers Lore: (PHB) Add wisdom to the bonus of clergy credentials with a healing keyword that allows PCs to spend a splash. Since one of your main jobs is to heal, it's this It's always nice. Note that this was a mistake only to work when the computer spends a splash, so there may be
old comments in this guide that don't reflect this. Batlle Cleric's Lore: (Drag 400) It gives you a scale of skill, a bonus shield no 2 to AC, and your personal and allies target healing power where they spend bursts (healing the word and a large number of your utilities) gives you and your allies a bonus of 2 pounds to attack the rolls until the end of the next turn. It's some good
polishing and makes the class no longer MAD. Every Templar cleric should accept this because it fixes a lot of problems with the class. powers that work with knowledge features the powers of the sblock It may not cover all the powers, but the basic rule if it is a surge in the purchasing power of the healer's knowledge of the works. If it is a surge of purchasing power that is aimed
at an ally, the knowledge of a combative cleric. Forces that work with both Laura the Battle Cleric and the healers Of The Healing Words, Return from the Door of Death, The Reborn Power, The Bastion of Health, Divine Favor, the Word of Vigor, the Astral Refuge, The Unexpected Return, and the Spirit of Health. Forces that work only with the knowledge of the healer: Healing
Blow, Resurgant Sun, Consecrated Advance, Jealous Sanctions, Flame Blacksmith Master, Talon Crow, Tactical Strike, Strengthening the faithful, the decisive resurgance, the contrition, the union of the three destinies, the mantle of glory, the divine retribution, the power of the sun, the divine fervor, the touch of death, the moon tide, the revitalization of the push, the healing torch,
the soulshock field, the healer in the reproof, the strokes of grief and weal, the sacrificial healing (sblock) Ritual Caster: You will not have to succeed in this, but you can not do so. Warpriest Only Features: They get power called Holy Clensing at Level 4 and a free daily resurrection ally at level 8. Each of them get a Level 1 utility along with different boosts to their healing word and
some other class functions depending on their domain and level. They also get access to the Devout Warpriest sample. The core job of a cleric: clergy leaders can have decent minors in protection, strike, or control depending on how you build them. Leaders have several basic functions that revolve around providing direct assistance to their allies: Healing, polishing (providing
bonuses to hit, damage, AC, resistance, tempo hitpoints, etc.), providing saves, providing additional attacks, and movement. Priests are particularly good at healing and with the right feats, powers, stats, and equipment can be the best without too much trouble. With divine power they have become even better at offering a burst of free healing, but still have a large amount of
strength that heal and use of jumps. In fact the great danger of creating a clergyman is to overload on healing as you level at the expense of other parts of the presenter. The clergy are also very good at polishing, especially after the dragon 400. It is basically a function of choosing power, but all clerics are clergymen be good at it without too much trouble. Their ability to provide
saves varies dramatically with the feat and choice of power and power of clergy often stuggle with this, but the wisdom of clergy has many to keep providing options. Additional attacks and allied movement are the areas they are the weakest, especially in the heroic tier, as they have only a couple of powers that slide, shift, or teleport allies or who give additional attacks, although
some warpriests have good ally movement strength or features and the Templars are good at providing attack rerolls. Because of this, clerics are often more reactive than some other leaders specializing in helping party members after they get into trouble or miss out with an attack. Almost all clergy of their choice help with these features: Righteous Brand/Lance Faith/Gaze of
Disobedience provide bonuses to hit, Sacred Flame gives extra saves or pace hit points, and the Astral Seal/Recovery Strike provide a splash of free healing. Don't repeat the function (i.e. don't take both the Righteous Brand and Lance Faith). Priests also effect enemies differently depending on builds. Militant clerics are generally the best at inflicting the most serious damage and
can obey defenders with multiple marking powers and other means of punishing/preventing enemy attacks. They have a decent amount of powers that are debuff and have a positive effect. The range of clerics is often much more focused on controlling abilities through party-friendly zone effect powers, challenge, debauchery, and status effects. Laser clerics tend to do the most
multitarget damage to any cleric build and can easily sub-controller with lots of explosion/explosion powers and have a decent amount of depraved powers as well. Healics (generally the weakest of the main builds) are the best debuffers so they tend to focus on that type of control making it easier for enemies to be damaged and/or harder for them to hurt allies and some forced
movement forces as well, but bad at mignon cleaning as they tend to have only a few powers that do any damage. And they're the best healers in the game. The Warpriests and zelots are one of the best off-tank leaders in the game because of their high constitution. They also have a lot of powers with effects that occur on the blunder, including by choice, but what they are good
at depends on the domain. Clerics builds have more builds than almost any other class at the moment. You have 2 basic attack statistics, but they are broken down into 6 main builds: battle, laser, healic, balanced, fanatic and warpriest (9 domains so far). I'm generally rating them compared to others Based on the version of what LordDuskBlade uses in its Guide to the Warlord:
Healing, Preservation Throws (Condition Removal), Buffing (Temp Hitpoints, Buffing Attacks, Buffing Defenses) Debuffing Enemies (Attack, Debuffing Enemies Defense) Inclusion (Ally Movement, Ally Extra Attacks) All clerics, at least worthy of two of the clergy builds to use use weapons attacks (battle and warpriests), two use are mostly carry out attacks (laser and healic along
with the death of domain warpriests), and the last two builds are pretty balanced between them (zealous and balanced). When WoTC first made a clergy class they decided to split most of their attacks into two main groups: weapons attacks using force and carry out attacks using wisdom. They also made the charisma a tertiary stat for all clergy. This along with the fact that they
need consitituion and the dexterity for feats made them a challenging class to build right and very MAD (multi-functional depends). Then they decided to try to rectify the situation by adding a warpriest build in basic necessities, which is the wisdom to build that uses mostly attack weapons, with the constitution as its normal secondary account. They they allow melee clerics to
effectively ignore wisdom if they want through the dragon 400. So you can make an effective melee cleric now that uses only wisdom that uses only force, or that uses both. Four melee builds: Battle cleric VS Balanced cleric Vs Warpriest Vs zelot: Warpriest is the easiest to build and most tank out builds and gets free extra features and powers as it levels, and it has the best word
of healing. The cost of this is that you are much more limited in your will and face the choice of power, and you do not get the knowledge of healer/battle clergy knowledge or ritual casting and some of the areas are not very good. Balanced requires that you maintain both high strength and wisdom, and your rider stats will suffer some, but you can strike with any power cleric. This
is the most versatile route and gives you more flexibility in choosing power, but you can't get a starting 20 in both attack stats. Battle cleric is the main force and is usually the most offensive focused on builds. It's good for 2-H weapons and simple weapon builds or for racing with bonus strength, but doesn't have access to many exercise credentials. The zelot, as a warpriest, is that
it usually takes a bunch of warpriest powers, goes wis/con, but it is a Templar with the fighting knowledge of the clergyman and no shield. Once balanced it has the widest choice of power and can choose from good implementation powers without problems and almost as rigid as warpriest. Battle Of ClericStrength is your most important stat, but you have to decide between Wis or
cha as your secondary stat. With the essentials warpriest powers to choose from, you get the most melee power choices, having both strength and wisdom equally high. A few good strength and useful powers are the charisma of riders so that often your secondary stat if you're okay stick to the only strength Good for from the defender or from the striker builds. Healing,
Preservation Throws Buffing Debuffing Incorporating a Laser Cleric (aka Dedicated): You shoot shining lasers at enemies, polishing and healing them from near the front line while using implementation. Wisdom is your most important statistic, with charisma getting at least a little momentum. I wouldn't do it yours. on secondary statistics, as it will tank both your fort and reflex
protection. Probably the easiest leader to build a play. A well built can consistently put out some good party friendly area of radiant damage with solid polishing and debuffing and lots of saves. Healing, Preservation Throws Buffing Debuffing Inclusion Focused Healer/Comptroller healics (aka screening): Like a laser cleric, but you give up being good at dealing with damage and
instead are the best healer in the game. You are in many ways a controller that happens to heal better than any other leader. But you don't really do much, if any, damage, so make sure the party that covers and your healing can get redundant in the leader of a heavy party. This is the weakest of all the major builds and I don't recommend going full pacifist and taking a pacifist
healer feat because it's not worth losing in total damage to the party. At low levels the compromise may be worth it sometimes, but not the past late heroic, since the clergy are already very well healing by then. If you are still interested, I think you should skip the feat and go Wis/Con and take basically or even all the pacifist meeting powers because those can be a very good
choice anyway, with damage to your will and some damage to the daily newspapers. You do not need charisma and will not be limited in the choice of power. If you decide to take a pacifist healer feat you still have to take a couple of destructive powers (a few of them damage without causing a stun), so you help some with the damage because even with the pacifist healer feat
you won't always attack bloodied enemies. Wisdom is your most important statistic, with charisma second or third (another problem with assembly because it needs a good cha, which means bad fort and reflex). Healing, Preservation Throws Buffing Debuffing Inclusion Balanced Cleric: You don't settle for one focus and are comfortable in range or melee and in close combat you
can use force or wisdom for your attacks, so you get to choose from each cleric attacking power. You cover all grounds, but the danger extends too thin on feats, the ability to score, having low power riders, and possibly needing both realization and weapons. Make wisdom and strength equal or equal as your highest statistic. Healing, Preservation Throws Buffing Debuffing
Inclusion Warpriest: It is necessary to build that uses wisdom for all their attacks, which are usually melee weapons. The domain of death is implemented purposefully, while corellon can use both melee and long-range weapons. This assembly receives free knowledge of the shield and is one of the most enduring leaders, but not the ritual of casting or healer / clergyman's
knowledge. It is usually a very good melee focused ally buffer and the easiest melee cleric to build, but much more limited in his choice of power. How well this is on the above rankings depends on your domain. See the hidden area for more information. warpriest domain summary sblock Here's a brief summary of various areas in the rough order of overall efficiency: Oghma: It's
This well, and I think it's the most effective overall warpriests, especially after you get in the middle of the year. You are focused on numbness and mental strength, so you can debuff very well. You need to go to the devout military, the end of the discussion. This makes one of your choices immobilize and your healing word provides basic attack for free at level 16. The obvious
optimization route is the Mc Fighter for the dizzying mace and the maximum number of healing words you get through the players word/unforgettable baton and supreme healer. And throw in a mental lock at some point. It is also best to learn the skills all the clergy build. Dominance: Emphasis on pushing, prodding and intimidation. He has a lot of mental and fear credentials and if
I wanted to do from a striker warpriest this would be my first choice. Very good at probate both with prodding attacks that can be used to charge and push attacks that the target will be pushing, and allowing the ally to shift. A pretty good meeting of forces in general and a good devout warpriest features and credentials. It is also good at ally shifts and generates some pace hit points.
Storm: Starting is the most ally damage focused build and has a good ally motion allows. Focus on thunder and lightning.50 Simple and effective. I would strongly consider the sign of the storm and flail experience with a tripple headed flail or did get a spear for polearm momentum. One of the few warpriest builds I would consider using two hand weapons since I think that spear and
polearm exploits may be worth having a greatspear. Torm: They do a little bit of everything. They have a decent defense on will and a healing word can teleport and shift allies and potentially provide saves. Their meeting credentials do everything from grant pace to hit points, blind, prone, let allies spend bursts, let you shift, and at level 27 provides everyone in the party with a free
action charge or BA. Probably the most difficult warpriest to miss over time and they are probably the best leader to face the power in the game with a valiant charge. I'd probably only take a devout warpriest if you don't take the healing sign. Earth: You can get a lot of damage resitance with this area, especially if you go with the devout warpriest way, and it has a good bit of
clicking and proning along with some ac enhancement. And you tend to aim for resilience with weapons credentials, so you tend to be pretty accurate. You will get a slide with a healing word starting with 5, which is helpful, and your enemies will be giving CA when you hit them with clashing powers starting at 10. Its a little boring, but consistent. Selune: Has many options to
enhance the defense and your attacks tend to do cold and radiant damage, which is a good combination. Decent resistance to damage and hit generation. About the only clergyman build where you have to do both cold and radiant optimization, although you'll do less cold damage in the future. Devout warpriest gives you at its request to keep giving so that it is a good option if a
sign of healing healing Available. Sun: The best healing/save is providing a warpriest build and the easiest to play as well. Its powers do radiant damage and you should have more than enough to keep giving that you might not want a sign of healing. His meeting powers get to be a bit repetetive and I would turn off at least one through a reserve manuever or power swap. I would
go with a radiant thematic pattern of ways like a morninglord or a radiant servant rather than a devout warpriest. The obvious optimization route is to focus on the radiant pulses of damage and buffs that cause a cause of radiant damage. Death: It is focused on automatic damage and uses implementation. He has good by choice, but some of his clashing powers are pretty bad,
even if they are autohit and should be power replaced by an invoker, avenger, or similar powers as soon as possible, and you should look at reserve manuever in the sample too. If you swap these credentials it has some pretty good class features and devout warpriest features if you like autodamage and damage boosts and can be built into a solid front-line mental lock controller
build. Corellon He focuses on the fact radiant and strength credentials can be used either in range or melee so tossed weapons like net, dagger or trident is a good option. It also has some good movements for you and your allies and is the most mobile basic cleric to build there. I don't like some of the meeting credentials: they don't do leader stuff, but they don't do much else
either. His choice is not so good and do not have a leader ability and a devout warpriest is only the normal way for him. Even his one really good strength meeting is not a power leader and his one truly unique leader feature his devout warpriest healing word makes the goal invisible, but you don't get that until 16 and the rest of the devout warpriest stuff for him isn't very good.
Obvious optimization routes focus on radiant or cold damage and boosting free teleports you get at level 10 or do int your secondary stats and mcing trick for a commander's spell. I think this is the worst cleric to build because although it has some decent features, you can get these other ways, and any other cleric build offers both more leadership functions and more like control or
damage. (/sblock) This is a build that is the result of warpriest and the battle of clergyman's knowledge. You only accept the wisdom of attack powers, but you Are a Templar with the combat knowledge of a cleric and make Wis/Con two basic statistics. You take a combination of warpriest weapons credentials and regular implementation powers when using 2-H weapliment. Like
warpriest, what you depends on the choice of power, but you probably have a good buffer. You have more healing jumps and hit points than a str/cha cleric and another and a wider set of power options. But you might not have a good MBA depending on the choice of strength (you like melee training, dropped kick, sonnlinor hammer, or dilletante), and will have more problems
qualifying for some weapons and and Feats. Overall this is my favorite build for clergy because it gets a wide range of good options and can stand on the front line without problems, while at the same time attacking the range when needed. Bow Cleric is a specialized assembly, often hybrid or muled with a class like a ranger, bard, finder, or monk. It is more focused on varying
damage and is usually more mobile than other clerics, but not as good a leader. It is usually aimed at elves, but some other races can also be effective. It's quite different from other clergy that I thought he needed his own miniguide, so you won't see him mentioned much other than this post. You want at least 18 post-racial punch in your main attack stat or 18 in wisdom and
strength if you're going for both. Its often a good idea to go to the 20 post for racial strength or wisdom, but you don't have to for many builds if you need stats for feat prereqs and some warpriests get a lot out of a high constitution. Usually charisma or constitution is your secondary statistic, but you can potentially make any statistics secondary statistics depending on the choice of
power and other assembly options, and you can increase a few secondary stats with some builds. Usually your best choice is STR/WIS with both primary; WIS as primary, CON secondary; or STR primary, Cha secondary. Strength: If you are a combat cleric than this is your most important stat. Balanced want this number 1 or 2. Warpriests, Laser clerics and healics mostly care
about this feat of prereqs so they can even use this as a landfill stat. (Recommended: Battle 16-18, balanced 14-16, laser, warpriest, fanatic, and healics 8-13.) Constitution: Always helpful and helps with weapons of skill and some feats. Warpriests and some zelots need this for riders' credentials, so it usually has to be their secondary stats. The Constitution affects only about 1 in
20 clergy powers, but it affects 5 different in its score and defines some Warpriest class feature riders. Its a good idea to make this your secondary stat for many pure exercise clergy as well. This should probably be the 3rd or 4th stat you invest otherwise. (Recommended 10-13, Warpriest/zealot 14-16) Dexterity: There are some useful feats that require dex as prereq, but if you
don't want these some clergymen can start with this as low as 8. There are some good feats in the sample where starting 14 postracials is good enough. Some special bow builds want this high, but most clergy don't care much. (Recommended: 8-13) Intelligence: You'd think clergy care about Int, but most of them don't even if affects three of your class skills. If you are playing in a
race with a boost int you might consider raising this a bit rather than dex to help your reflex or claim some feats, but otherwise it should be your stats dump by default. Or you can ignore this advice and do your secondary stat if you don't have authority with the constitution or charisma of riders and that opens up some interesting multiclass options and you'll be good at your class
skills. (Recommended: 8-10, 11-12 if you get a racial punch) Wisdom: This is your main statistic for most builds so start with this high. The battle of the clergy may get away with this being as low as 16 after racial bonuses to start with, but they are the only build that can. If you are not a combat cleric you should shoot for an 18-20 racial post. (Recommended: Combat Clerics 8-13,
Balanced 14-16, All Other 16-18) Charisma: This can range from very useful to reset stats depending on assembly and authority. It helps with a couple of wills and a few other powers, but you can build a perfectly effective cleric who resets this. Only about 1 in 8 powers you can choose from will use charisma, but for the strength of primary builds it works well as the default
secondary statistic if you don't plan to take wisdom credentials. It is more consistently important for laser clerics and healics than for combat clerics, but even they should often treat it as a tertiary stat because the vis/cha means that your reflex and foritude defense will be low. (Recommended Battle 10-14 Balanced 10-13 Laser/ Healics 12-14 warpriest/zealot 8-12) My preferred
starting array is 16 16 12 12 10 8 if balanced. For most others builds 18 14 11 10 10 8 or 18 13 13 10 10 8 if you don't get a stats boost for your attack stat. If you get a boost for your attack stat, I like 16 16 13 11 10 8 or 16 14 14 13 10 8. Starting 20 in strength or wisdom is often a good idea, but there are good feat and mulitclassing options that go away when you do it, and your
NADs, jumps, and riders won't be so good. The more powers you take that require a hit to make riders go off the better starting 20 jobs, so it mostly depends on the choice of power. Potential problems with clerics: Templars and AC: I leave this hidden area only for those DMs who do not allow dragon material or for those who insist on preserving the Knowledge of the Healer, but
after Dragon 400 this section is no longer needed for the vast majority of charoped clergy. A short version of what Templar clerics should do with AC: Take Battle cleric in Lore. Maybe a defensive weapon if you really want to zoom in after that (singing sticks for a wobbled, or maybe urgosh) for some builds that could use this and scale specs or plate knowledge in a sample or epic.
You can increase your AC a lot for a leader with elements such as singing sticks, sample ways like tactical warpriest, and feats like lost in and small defense warriors. Hybrids have even greater potential for insane AC (fighting clerics knowledge and barbaric agility or swordmage warding and profit). Cleric AC Issues sblock Long note about clergy, ability results, and AC Hide AC
and defense is one of the most difficult parts of creating a non-warpriest cleric (your going defense should usually be good though). You have good skills, but scale, plates or any shields. And none of your three basic stats directly adds to your AC and except for the strength doesn't help with getting armor/shield exploits. Warpriests have heavy shields so they can ignore most of
this section. For combat clerics this is not a big problem, since you probably have statistics to invest in the best armor and shields if you want it and maybe even claim some of the specialist exploits later without much effort. In addition, many magical armor that are very useful for clergy are only available in a chain so many clergy might want to stick to the chain for this reason. The
combat cleric's weapons feat from Dragon Magazine gives you a lightweight shield of skill and combat weapons knowledge so much for many clergymen that are as good as two feats for the price of one. Hafted defense from PHB3 is also a good defense-enhancing feat if you want to use a pole arm or personnel. Spending the feat for knowledge with a singing stick is another good
choice since it lets you get a healing enchantment weapon and defensive/offhand. If you don't mind doing d6 damage it might be a good idea to double own them and make weapons healing like your hand alone and something like an unforgettable baton or crusader weapon as the main weapon. The paragon path of the battle chaplain also gives you heavy shield knowledge for
free. Balanced clergy have strength for armor and shields and depending on race and stats can have a con for better armor or even a con/Dex for specialty feats. Half ok with the starting stats of Str 18 Con 12 Dex 14 Int 8 Wis 16 Cha 10 could.get shield exploits in heroic and scale in paragon. The range of clerics has a problem though, since you are still expected to be in the thick
of battle, and many of your forces have a range of 5 or close to explosion/explosion, so you are a very tempting target. Option 1: You can stick to the chain and recognize that you have a lower AC and try very hard to use good tactics and heal yourself. The dwarf laser cleric can make Str 10 Con 13 Dex 10 Int 8 Wis 20 Cha 14 and place all the dots in wisdom and charisma. One
option is to spend the feat for owning a weapon parrying dagger (AV1) or cutting wheels (EPG), which will boost your air conditioner by one. Getting a rhythm blade charm (AV2, and if your DM allows it) will be that one more. It takes a feat but does not have any prereqs and wavered clergy often have a free hand. Pros: Keeps points and feats stats and allows for high charisma.
Many good chain armor. Cons: Lower AC and Low Reflex and Durability Option 2: You can invest in str and maybe con to get feats, but you won't use stats for more nothing else. This can be a good choice if you want to put all your stat stumbles on charisma and wisdom, with the caveat that then both your reflex and durability of defense will be low. Dwarf healic for example can
use the purchase point str 13 Con 13 dex 10 Int 8 wis 18 cha 16 and get scale and light shield knowledge and then put the rest of it it his stumbles upon wisdom and charisma. Pros: Good air conditioning and allows for high charisma. Cons: a little wasted points and cost exploits. Low fort and reflex. Option 3 You can put your glasses in dex or Int and stick to hide. Note that this is
mainly for specialist builds like cleric/ranger hybrids. It gives you mobility and unique multi-class options, but due to low charisma. The elf laser cleric can start with Str 10 Con 13 Dex 16 Int 8 Wis 18 Cha 14 and then put all his points bumps on dex and wisdom to keep his AC (and reflex) and attack, but your charisma riders suffer. If you're having an epic destiny that boosts dex or
Int, you'll have a slightly higher AC in the epic than if you just had a chain. Indeed you need to start with 18 in dex/int to make it worthwhile while since you're ahead of the circuit almost all the time, but only races like Virgin and Elves can really pull this off the pros: A good reflex, potentially above variable then chain, mobility, and salvages feats. Cons: Lots of wasted points for
some builds. Low charisma and resilience. Comparing ACs to chain and hide from the beginning of dex 18 with bumps on dex every opportunity (leaves variables for shields, armor specialization, demigod stats beats, suggests equal level of armor, etc.) hide almost always is about 1 point higher. Chain L1,AC-16 L4,AC-19 L8,AC-22 L11,AC-26 L14,AC-28 L18,AC32 L21,AC-35
L24,AC-37 L28, AC-40 L30, AC-43 Hide L1,AC One of the weak leaders, 4,AC-20 L8,AC-20 L8,AC-24 L11, AC-24 L11, AC-26 L24,AC-38 L28,AC-42 L30, AC-44. Bard, Shaman and Warlord are getting better deafness and allowing allied attacks is one of the most important things leaders can do. But the cleric has several favorable powers, several quasi-favorable powers, and
several paragon pathways that help with inclusion. Here's a quick run down the cleric's quasi-incorporation powers (rolls and potential OA) that allows powers, and sample paths. Direct Enabaling Powers: Inspire Fervor, Valiant Enemies of Charge Must Move: Cause of Fear, Deadly Bait, Deadly Terror (DMs Discretion) Allies Get OA to Choose An Enemy's Trigger: Conquest of
Strike, Demand Obedience, Kingdom of Battle, HopeKiller, Sundered Victory Giving Attack Rerolls: Favor of the Gods, Prophetic Leadership, Levi's Court, Allied Precision, Death by Death, Favorable Foresight, Glittergolds Gambit (usually superfluous with the favor of the gods) Paragon Ways: Luckbringer Of Tymorra (rerolls), Devout warpriest (ogma) (major attacks with a healing
word), Jealous Demagogue (prosecution allows) At the moment most PC races are a good choice, at least for one Overall dwarf and semi-elf the two strongest clergy races, with Virgo and Dragonborn the next strongest. For the power of the primary builds your best choice: dragonborn (str/cha) and dwarf followed by goliath, mule, and semi-orcs. half-orcs. Balanced str/wis builds:
Longtooth shifter, minotaur, snerfneblin, and Goliath. For laser/healic builds: half elves and maiden (shining builds) both work very well, followed by the elf and kalashtar. For warpriest/zealot: semi-elf, dwarf, and maiden (shining concentrated), followed by goblin (fanatic) and mule. People are always a good choice, but the struggle with balanced builds. Racing sblock note for races,
colors in general for builds they are best. With two different primary attack statistics (wis and str), and two different secondary stats (con and cha) most races are good for at least one build. PHBsDeva can make pretty good laser clerics or warpriests with their stats. Good racial features too and with Radiant Recovery they hosses like sun or correlon warpriests or radiant themed
fanatics. Dragonborn is one of two races that gets a bonus to strength and charisma to make them the best battle clergymen, but they are only normal for most other builds. They also have good racial paths and exploits for melee clerics. Dwarf O is the best race for clerics in general, especially for melee-focused clerics. Either wisdom or increased strength. Good for any build and
extra rugged, so you'll spend less time healing yourself as well as a good racial weapon feat. Eladrin not much for clerics here, although teleportation is good and so racial PP from DP. Dex and cha worthy bonuses. A long sword prof from a regular, long onion prof from the moon option, and staff realize the prof from the sun option can be useful. Elf Is one of the best races for
range clerics (and good for other builds too) and they get good racial PP for clergy who use bows. I generally like the standard pack of elves, but wild and wood are both good. Githzerai Wis and dex bonuses and good racial features and feat of support. Pretty close to the elves for the laziness of the clergy. The Dwarf Passable hesitated the clergymen. Can get pretty good
protection at least. Goliath is really good for battle/balanced clerics and very durable. Make good warpriests as well. There's a good racial way paragon for the power of the clergy, and they're Goliath's great focus weapon, which is good for morning stars and spears. Half-Elf With a bonus to wisdom, Half Elves are one of the best range of clergymen and are one of the best
warpriest races. Rivals dwarf for the best overall cleric race now. My suggestions on dilletante. Wisdom of realization: Astral wind, Magic Stones, Hand of Radians, Visions of Blood, Capture Shards, Tide Capture, Thorne Whip. Weapons of wisdom: dynamic attack, strike or overwhelming blow (strength of skill). Any: Direct strike. With Adept Dilletante: Thunder wave (my favorite),
fist, five storms, pushing strikes, howling punch, boom blade, recovering blow, decisive shield (only warpriests) or magic weapons. Con or Cha: Concussion Spike, Iron Fist, Condensed Defense, Viscious Cobra Strike, Eldrich Strike, Hell's Rebuke, or Dire Radiance. Half-Orc Good for combat clerics who love heavy blades and do extra damage and is normal for And. A worthy
racial cleric is the way to go. Halfling you won't get a pulse or attack stat, but can choose your con/cha with dex. Small size weapons hurt even if you have a con bonus. The reason this is still black is that you can get a insane AC like a halfling mc fighter. Battle or fanatic is your best choice for this route. Human extra feat and in its time is very nice, but your stats will be a little low.
Probably best as a melee or hesitated to build with wisdom like your prime stat, but until you go balanced you'll be fine. Very good racial path paragon. Minotaur Good hard fight clerics or great balanced clergy on our phB3. (No over-sized weapons for PCs however). Good for warpriests as well. Shardmind Good hesitated the clergy. Shifter, Longtooth is great for balanced, since
you get to zoom in as attack statistics and regeneration are nice. Shifter, Razorclaw Good for Laser or Warpriest and OK for others builds Tiefling At least you can get charisma and con momentum. A good feat of support and there are a large number of clergy fire and fear powers so you could make something out of it. Wilden excellent warpriests, a good range of clergymen and
worthy battle clerics as well. Non-PHB Bladeling (MOTP) is its str/wis race, but it doesn't offer much other than that. Racial power is not large-scale and does not have good support. Changling (EBPH) No primary statistics, but there is a racial feat that allows you to choose any channel of divinity feat you want. Gnoll (D374) bumps up to two tertiary stats. Make a worthy battle of the
clergy of Goblin (DSH) Good stats for a fanatic or warpriest. Mc Fighter for Small Defense Warriors makes them the highest AC potential for fanatic builds or laser/pacifist clerics with high wisdom. And they have a good change of racial power. If you are not interested in Mc Fighter, they fall to dark blue. Sleepiness (FRPH) With wisdom to increase drowsiness is now a solid range
of clergy or warpriests. Genasi (FRPH) Is good for combat clerics and normal for balanced builds. They have very good racial characteristics, feat, and PP support. Make normal warpriests. Hamadage (Hof) Wis/Cha with solid racial abilities. Henggoykai (D403) Vis/Cha. But no support and just decent racial ability. You can pull off some strange tricks with this race, but its not
exactly a practical build because you can't use the force of an attack while in the shape of an animal. Hobgoblin (D412) con/ cha, but good racial features and support if you want flails or spears. Kalashtar (EBPH) Bonuses to both wis and cha and skills enhance classroom skills. It would be good for but racial traits seem to want you to be close to enemies. Racial PP is very good.
Kobold (DSH) Con/Cha Pulse and worthy racial traits. Not quite as fast as they were, but even meeting a minor group shift action is a good addition for most clergy. Little Kenku (D411) Dex/Cha is OK. Ok racial features and some good utilities. Mul (DS) There usually may not be any clergy in the darksun, but mules are almost as good a choice as dwarves for any assembly. The
biggest is that they are not entitled to dwarf or human pattern pathways, even if they can claim feats that puts the dwarfs a little ahead. Pixie (HOF) Dex/Cha is ok, but the racial abilities are solid. Don't get small feats. Revenant (D372) Tertiary stats, but access to the abilities of any race and good support. Satyr (HOF) Cha/Con bonus is decent. Racial ability has potential, but not
much support fot race shadows (HOS) not very good statistics or racial support. Dex/Cha is fine. Shadar-kai (D372) They now have good stats for most builds along with good feats. Svirfneblin (DSH) is Str/wis and small. Only a small race with a power bonus so they can get a really high ac by MCing fighter with small defense warriors and for warpriest/fanatics you will get a good
deepstone blessing feat. Thrikreen (DS) Racial abilities make them more melee focused with statistics for melee or wavering. Speed 7 is good. Vriloka (HOS) The only other race other than dragonborn to enhance Str/Cha and starts at good speed. Warforged (EBPH) Is good for combat clerics and durable. A decent racial PP for leaders. Ok for warpriests as well. MM Races
(warning no feat supporting these races) Bugbear (MM) make a nice heavy blade battle clergy Bullywug (MM2) tertiary statistics. Duergar (MM2) Is the same statistic as a dwarf, but without great feats and racial abilities. Githyanki (MM) con bonus and racial features makes them tolerant fanatics/warpriests. But no support. Kenku (MM2) is a worthy laser cleric of tertiary statistics,
but no useful racial features. Orc (MM) tough and fast battle clerics /sblock You get religion and 3 others. In addition, many domain exploits will add bonuses to different skills, so take a look at them. All skills now have at least some decent skill abilities, even history, so if there is a skill power you like, take that into account. Relgion (int) You have to take it, but at least it helps with
the rituals and monster knowledge of Arcana (int) again good for rituals and monster knowledge diplomacy (cha) it will help you to be a party person Healing (wis) well for out of the struggle to heal checks and rituals. The history (int) meh (dwarves might want it for a stone keeper of the exemplary way) Insight (wis) is helpful and uses the wisdom of Non-Class: Athletics is good for
combat clerics, warpriests must try for endurance, and perception is always pleasant for any clergyman. Skills Power: Skills powers sblock I put them here mainly because there is enough room for them here and I only do class skills credentials so good strength as Mighty Sprint is not here. Priests have good powers but they can be repetitive and often standard actions. It is often
worth getting a mastery power feat to get one of these skill credentials to help with the gap in your abilities. Level 2 Daily Epiphany Strategist (History) You and your allies can use your background check for initiative. Only the skill of power that is worth taking without a feat for Ogma builds. Level 6 Daily Speech Mixing (Diplomacy) Allies receive a bonus of 1 euro to save and attack
rolls. Rolls. Empathetic Read (Insight) Allies can re-test the social skills of Insightful Warning (Arkana) When you target an area/close attack you and allies receive a bonus of 2 pounds for the defense Of Preseicent Manuerver (Insight) Interrupt to move half your speed when the enemy moves. You don't have much authority to move. Swift Recovery (Heal) Is a minor action for an
ally to use a second breath as a free action. Great for Wardens Level 10: Meeting Conviction (Religion) No. 5 to the next save. Insightful Comment (Insight) party gets a bonus to social skills key to your fashion wisdom. Prophetic Defense (Insight) Immediate power bonus for all defense action tactics (story) you or ally can displace and get a bonus to defense when the enemy is
approaching you. Time out (healing) gives the ally a second breath. Good for Warden Allied Level 16 Daily Miraculous Healing (Healing) Ally Gets a Splash Free Healing Meeting Elementary Countermeasures (Arcana) Reduce Elementary Damage Insightful Riposte (Insight) Add 3 to the missed attack roll. One of the few worth considering without a feat. There are those that can
do everything from giving allies a point of action and saving to deal with additional radiant damage to allow the turn of undead target angels, demons, devils, dragons or giants. However, with revised implementation rules, clerics can now use any implementation they own from a multi-class to their clergy credentials. This has two main consequences. The first clergymen can use
any weapliment they own for clergy credentials, including heavy/light blades from multi-class swordmage and ki focus with weapons if they get it out of the background/multiclass. Second, other guns can be used to attack various clerics. There are a few rods and balls to watch, but the headquarters generally have the best charms for clergy, can be used as a mere weapon, and
have good feat experience. In both of these cases you can still save the holy symbol with a useful property that does not require you to attack with it as a symbol of victory. PHB3 has discovered the use of superb holy symbols at the cost of the feat. So far there are four of them for the range and balanced clergy to consider. At the last count, the realization powers that will target
the defense: 47 against the will, 26 against the reflex, 12 against durability, and 4 against ac. Accurate No.1 hit is boring. but solid because most of your exercise powers need you to hit for the leader rider to leave. The clergy are quite precise and have other exploits like a coordinated explosion that they must still consider other superb symbols. Astral-2 for range and raising to
Damage. Laser clerics in particular want these Warding Shield bonus to defense when you hit with power and bonus when targeting the fort. Not that many clerics exercise the powers of trust resilience, and you should There is a shield bonus from combat clerics knowledge. An angry bonus to the crit damage and bonus to hit will be. Great for divine oracles, which are more critical
than most clergy and who will be targeted more often. Will be the most common defense that you target with guns so for multiple builds it is a little better than accurate at higher levels. Other higher implementations are if you're a multiclass or hybird take a look at these (except accurate) Farseeing Totem O as good as an astral character. Mindwarp personnel It is good for the death
of domain warpriests and similar mental damage builds. Battle and balanced clerics care more about melee weapons, but there are few options like bows and mace that laser and healics should look at. At this point most melee-focused Templars with combat cleric knowledge are best with 2-handed weapons or versatile/small arms for the small Templars. Warpriests should stick
with one hand as they need a shield, except for a few stormtroopers. Generally I prefer No.3 to hit the damage to clergy, as many of your powers require you to strike at all the consequences for the job, but some race and builds better with guns No.2, especially if you accept powers that require simple weapons. In epic levels, the improved crit feats really help you to be the best
leader because of the other feats and properties of the element that go away when you crit, so if you plan to play your character in epic levels, you'll want to try to take the weapon you can get epic crit feats without much stat investment. Also, which deity you worship can affect your choice of weapon because there are some feats, weapons of enchantment, and patterns of the
ways that deities are specific. Top 10 Weapons for Templars no order (small Templars choose from smaller equivalents): Alhulak If you can get this through the background like a sand sergeant instead of wasting a feat for it, it's a good economic choice. No 3 strike, worthy of damage, small clergy can use it, and flail is a good weapon of the group. Greatspear: Reach, No.3 hit,
decent damage and both spear and polearm. A good choice for many builds and polearms and spears have good tricks. Fullblade: No 3 to hit and good damage. Get it through the feat or through the angelic avenger patterned path. Morningstar: The best weapon is usually for those who want a simple force weapon and has some good charms like unforgettable batons. It's not
worth the feat or the background. Singing Stick: No.3 hit and defensive and you get to choose from a good mace enchantment. Double wielding them is an option or you can get a good 1-H weapon in the other hand like athulak or tripple headed flail if you care about damage or want another Feat. A good choice for implementing clergy too. Quarter: You can invest a lot in this, but
getting combat personnel, personnel experience, travel personnel, and a feat that allows you to use personnel to implement is a powerful combination, especially if you want a simple force weapon. Spikes Chain: No.3 Reach and Flail Group. Group. Damage. About the same usefulness as greatspear, but easier to get weapliment. Flail experience is good if you can get to slip
something through something like a storm sign. Mordenkrad: Moradin clerics like this one. High damage and good for Hammer Moradin way or for weapliments. Gouge: If you want an axe or a spear it is a good selection of damage, plus it is considered as so it opens up a lot of feats and charms. RapierIt costs you a feat or your background, but the light blades have good support,
its No.3, and you can leave the hand singing stick or light mace with enchantments. Honorable mention of Longbow: For bow clerics like elves it works or a short bow for Sehanin fans. The clergy have a decent amount of weapons forces that can be used with bows, but bow clerics are not one of the strongest builds. ScytheCleric may be the only class where a low braid may be the
best choice. If you go for simple weapons powers and if you can drive a couple of points into dex for heavy blade feats, this works well for a race like a half-orc. Has a worthy feat of Nerull for a good increase in damage too. Urgrosh: Good damage, and it's defensive so that the highs of your AC are some. Dwarves can take a look. Heavy War Pick For small Templars willing to use
the background for it is a good choice for them, if not a mcing fighter. The weapons group Axes Good Damage and many races will claim the exploits without much trouble. Gogue is your best choice for dwarves, for example. Luke Good for several builds, especailly hybrids and elf /eladrin who want to continue herring devote to the pattern of the path and for the believers of
Sehanine. Otherwise avoid for the most part. One exception is that the entire range of clergymen in the epic can use the weapons of the evil Undone bow to implement them and take bow craftsmanship to get a critical range of 19-20 at range of exercise credentials, even if they do not own the bow, and use a bracket of archery. Stupid, but it works and is one of the less restrictive
ways for different clergy to get an improved crit. FlailsThe triple-headed flail is not a bad choice for str/dex-boosting races. Spike Chain is decent for campaigns, limited PHB material and works well for regular campaigns too. If you don't plan to invest in gun feats, then the No.3 vial works as well as sword No. 3 (Alhulak is available through the background). Flail experience is good
with multiple builds too. Hammers It's hard to get the con you need for all the feats. Dwarves should consider them as they get some free knowledge. Blue for the believers Of Moradin because of the exploits and a good way paragon. Heavy Blades No.3 strike with many of them helping with the blow with your credentials and if you are a combative cleric with minimal investment in
dex you can claim Blade feats. Light Rapier Blades is a good choice for small battle clerics and warpriests who can get it through the background. Small Templar clerics can then with the hand singing stick/light mace and light blades have some good support. Mace You Are You already own basic maces and there are some very good maces that help heal and a few weapliments.
Morningstar is a good option now for combat clerics, especially those who take office with consequences on Miss or who want a simple force of arms. The Singing Stick is No.3 as well as by hand and defensive. Low damage, but has the potential to both use them as weapons and double-wielding options for the small Templars. Choose these now have a small keyword, so the
hard war pick is a normal choice for a small Templar. Otherwise you can automatically pass this on. PoleArm You can claim some feats as pole arm play and can hide behind defenders. If you're going for a specific build that needs a heavy blade or axe, then a great spear is probably your best bet. Spear Great Spears are an excellent choice with No.3 to hit and reach and
potentially allow polearm tricks. Gouge is also an option. And you have knowledge with the basic spears already so battle clerics might want to grab a spear to back up the range of attacks at low levels. The only problem is you need a good dex to get some of the feats, but even that's possible if you really want it. The combat personnel brings this up to a very solid choice now, but
you have to put a few feats into it: combat personnel, personnel experience, travel personnel, and Mc feat, which allows you to use personnel to implement if you plan to carry out attacks. It's all in aggregate to give you the No.1 to ac, reach the melee weapon, you shift one when you hit with melee attacks and you can make a range/attack area without provoking. Depending on
what backgrounds you have, those that add perception to the list of class skills in particular will be a good choice for any clergyman with high wisdom. Backgrounds that add athletics or endurance-like skills are also a good choice. Gritty Sargant and Noble Bred for War are often a good choice as they give free possession with combat weapons. Templars usually have to go to
Greatsword, Alhulak, Longspear, or Mole. Military and small Templars can gain knowledge with Rapier, Alhulak, Longsword, Warhammer, or Trident. Pike, Warpik and Heavy Warpick also work for small clergy. Some other useful backgrounds are listed below, but they are customization/campaign dependent, and some of them your DM may think overpowered. Those that give you
bonuses like combat weapons knowledge, resistance, or allow you to use wisdom or strength to determine your starting points hitting all good options depending on the build: backgrounds sblock Forgotten realms Background: From FRPH or Dragon 366, 376, or 371 Proficiencies Gritty Sergeant: Simple or Combat Weapon Profession, No. Noble Breed for War: Simple or Combat
Weapons Profession, No. 1 to Diplomacy Checks. Hitpoints: Favorable Birth: Replacing the highest score of ability to determine the initial points of impact. Born under a bad mark: Replace high-scoring ability to determine the initial points of hit. impiltur: you can choose to choose Add your wisdom to score your starting points hitting The Resistance: Akanul: Get resistant to cold,
fire and thunder. Calmishan: Resistance 4 fire, No. 5 on endurance checks related to thirst rescues: Arcane Student who has seen too much: 1 bonus to save throws to end numbness, stun, immobilize, or hold back. Crews: 1 bonus to save throws until you fail a saving throw. Former Gladiator: It takes 4 unfortunate death throws to kill you Haunted Vetern: Encounter: Trigger (failed
fear of saving a throw) Effect: Reroll that save the retention of Chattel Necromaner: No. 2 bonus fear of saving scorned noble: No. 2 bonus saving throws when there are no allies within 5 squares of you. Touch of darkness: No. 1 to save from current necrotic effects. Wandering Mercenary: It takes 4 failed death casts to kill you Crafting Imbuer: You can build guns and wonderful
items. Implementation takes 2 days, miraculous takes 4 days. The cost of the goods is the same as if in a store. Warsmith: You can create weapons and armor and can throw rituals of creation. Attack Bonuses Chessenta: No. 1 for rolls made from the point of action. Restless Dead: No. 1 to Damage vs. Undead Another Monster Hunter: No. 2 Monster Knowledge Tests Sarifal



D376: Gain Terrain Walking Land/Forest/Ice/Swamp Windrise Ports D376: An extra class of skill and language officer who has retired: History class skill. No 1 to history and verification initiatives. (sblock) There have been two groups of themes so far: Darksun and Dragon Mag style. Darksun themes have more room for free power swaps and sometimes prereqs for sample paths.
Dragon style themes have several power swaps, but come with additional features on the 5th and 10th level. Both give you extra power at level 1. Generally, ratings take in all these potential benefits, but you should almost always go with dragon-style themes. I don't include all the topics, but the ones I think are pretty good for a large number of clergymen. Warpriests in particular
can like an iron wolf warrior or sohei (or perhaps darksun) themes because they often have good attack power swaps for weak levels. Also, I like those with a good level of 2 faced utility traffic because the clergy have traffic problems and it's a good level to change that out. Of all the thematic guides out there, I prefer the variations of mommywasanorc on the theme (x) the most.
Dragon Mag Style Bloodsworn (DSH) Encounter power lets you roll over a missed attack for hire. Bonuses for intimidation and initiative. The Level 5 feature is great for dwarves, but not as great for everyone else. Very good Level 2 facing utility. The cipher (D414) The main reason to take this is that the melee Sometimes there are problems with getting into position at the
beginning of meetings and this will help with this by giving a little boost to the initiative and some skills. But he gets no free powers and power swaps are only worthy of clerics. Devil's Pawn (NevWin) Party unfriendly autodamage close explosion power. Also gives you fire fire Later. The disgraced Noble (BOVD) Power Dirty Act allows an ally to make a major attack against a
neighboring enemy as an effect, and since the clergy don't get many of them, so this is the main reason to enter the path. And you have a chance to bow. The rest of the theme is just fine, with some charisma bonuses and small bonus allies saves. Land Forgery (HOEC) Good from the defender theme. The party is an unfriendly near power explosion that gives you DR and some
other decent features. Escaped Thrall (DHS) You're unlikely to ever use the power of a meeting, but it gives you a power point (lots of exploits to discover if you have a power point) and decent features. I'm only including because the Level 10 utility has some potential if your batch is loaded with mental damage and you take a blood repentance. And I think that's the only legitimate
way for the LFR to get a point of power from the topic. Otherwise pass. Elementary Initiate (HOEC) Ki Focus Profession! This allows you to use weapliments regardless of the deity or choice of weapon so warpriest/fanatic/balanced will want to consider it just for that. But wait, that's not all! You will also receive free craftsmanship at level 5 and a bonus of 1 euro. And a solid reaction
from the power attacker at level 1 and a very good level 2 facing the power swap movement. Fey Beast Tamer (HoFW) Strong all around the path, though nothing too specific to the clergy, except it's easier to get CA on the range. Firecrafter (HOEC) powers don't scale well, but OK powerswap choice for warpriests who want some variety, and if I didn't play warpriest like that I
wouldn't consider it. The main strength of the meeting is the party unfriendly aura, but gives you a free minor shift of Action 3 at Level 1. Something like Small Roaring Flame works normally for the death of the warpriest domain for a Level 7 swap. Gloamwrought Emmisary (D400) Decent free action, weakening the power of change and some normal training. Keeper (D399) For
those who are trying to minor in the defender or who want a few more turn off attacking. Good Level 2 utility. Good skill enhances too. Haunted Blade (D416) Only for str/cha builds. The best part is the Level 10 feature, which allows you to use charisma for initiative. Your OAs can immobilize once a meeting and you get to roll twice for the inimicate at level 5. A decent utility position
and not that big attack exchange on 3. Iron Wolf Warrior (D400) Good for charging from strikers builds and death domain warpriests with weapliment for Level 7 power swap. Has good power swaps for storm domain warpriests and others as well, since most other non-darksun ones don't get attack power swaps. Ironwrought (HOEC) Roll twice for melee as a power clash with
additional damage if both hit. And DR while bloodied at 5. Solid! The Kinght Hospitaler (d400) shield of devotion to power is a good immediate reaction of power as reverent bravery. You can use it twice for a meeting at 10. It also has good utilities. The mercenary (D399) Is a good main theme of melee without action prone power. Neverwinter Noble (Nevin) Worthy from the
defender theme theme People. Noble (D399) Good for military clerics. Get some inclusion with the power of the theme. Use a free item for the symbol of the sacred halo (its common). Decent communal powers. Order Adept: (D399) This gives you a good level of one minion cleaning power. And you can swap for a utility wizard like a shield. And a bonus to Will. Il Master (D413)
For sloths. This gives you a good minion cleaning minor action to realize the power and decent level 6 movement utility. Also acid resistance at level 10. If you can get a mordant weapon, fire and acid officers, or corrosion staff it can provide a lot of CA. Usually clerics want to stick to the radiant damage, but make enemies provide CA whenever you hit them very nicely and
probably won't use any feats. Outlaw (D399) I see dizzying mace builds taking this for free action to numb the power. Appointed priest: (D399) Choose between two good first-level powers: a good melee weapon defensive force or a close blast radiant force. Also, religion and inisght with a bonus for your allies keeps Pack Outcast (NevWin) This is a solid way for hand-to-hand
combat builds with free CA and a good level 2 utility. The Original Adept (HOEC) is a good implementation controller theme. Either a cold power explosion (with a jolt and a cold vuln) or an area of firepower (with prone to difficult terrain), both sides are unfriendly. The kicker is that at level 10 you either get a power bonus of No.2 to the cold and lightning or fire and thunder damage.
For those who have a lot of correllon or storm domain type credentials that can be useful. Reaver (BOVD) Is a solid theme for melee clerics. Good positive effect for melee weapons attack and useful level 2 movement utility. Also some free temphitpoints at level 10. Samurai (D404) Good positioning strength for gun clergy, decent skill growth and additional damage on waepon
crits. Sensate (D414) A very strong flow of time points hitting when you use encounters or daily attack forces and good power momentum for all skills until you have pace hitpoints at level 10. Unfortunately, it has no free power or obvious power exchanges for clerics. If you're off protection it's a good but boring choice. The Illifan Seeker (D403) lets you roll over one and you can't be
surprised at level 10. View good tactical function and bonuses to useful skills. It's sky blue because it will help you know when to use the benefit of the gods and similar powers. Sidha Lord (HoFey) The only reason to take this strange level 2 point action is utilty. This will give you a good inclusion of most meetings. Sohei (D404) Very good insignificant force of action weapons. Plus
good power subsections for warpriests and Level 2 utility. And good boosts skills and some saves. Son of Alagonder (D403) Good melee weapon themer. Dazing free action power and you help the allies flank better. Also, free pace hit points when bloodied. Spellscared Harbinger (Nevin) Good extra movement or utitliy credentials. Tuanthan (HoF) Man or half elf. Good Level 2
utility and decent other features. Underdark Outhing (DSH) Beginning Beginning will only see occasional use for most clergy, but it is a good push to attack and defense. Level 2 and 10 utilties are good for clergy as well. Decent bone skill and a good pace hit-point boost when you hold a splash at level 10. Windlord (HOEC) The main advantage is that it is good for bow clerics and
correllon clerics who want long-range power weapons. Mainly take it if you want a good sliding power of the meeting and some flight at level 1 and maybe 10. Yakuza (D404) Really for st/cha builds. I mostly like it for a Level 2 roll over power that will turn a miss into a hit for almost every meeting for a clergyman with a good charisma score. I wouldn't take it if for a clergyman not
planning to take that utiltiy power. And I'd like to train intimidating somehow too. Dark Sun (Only take them if you really need powerswap for the warpriest attacks facing the authorities or if you have too) darksun (block) Dune Trader for melee clerics. Has a movement that allows the theme with good power to sample the path. Elementary priest implements and conjure a thematic
path with a good healing focused pattern of the path. Gladiator for melee clerics. Good defenders. Primal Guardian From the Defender of the Melee Theme. Templars Secret/Implementation Leader Theme Vieled Alliance Another Implementation Controller/Leadership theme. Wasteland is a nomad for melee clerics who want to have some change/striker credentials. Wilder realized
the attacking theme. (/sblock) (/sblock) There are a few things to consider before choosing a deity. First, you need to consider the reasons and settings of role-playing games. Some DMs can be quite flexible about what domains and compact screens are available for characters in home brew settings so if you use a homebrew setting you might want to ignore the rest of this tip and
just choose which one looks good. For many campaigns you are limited to only a few gods, usually good/unconsced ones. In addition, some DMs may allow you to worship the pantheon and choose from several gods feats/ domains and the rules explicitly do not prohibit this and imply that you can serve the pantheon at several points. Unfortunatley online character builder doesn't
allow this yet, and I'm sure LFR requires you to choose one. Once you've done that you need to look at mechanical choices and that's where it gets harder. You can build a perfectly functional cleric who doesn't accept any deity/domain specific feats. But a lot of domain and CD exploits, along with some of the sample paths and elements, are very useful, besides making your
clergy feel more unique and they require you to specific deities or specific types of deities. So if you want to focus on the radiant damage, for example, it's okay to choose what flavor or authority you want for your clergyman to be, then work backwords from there. Here's a guide to choosing the Deity/Optimization Deity You've Chosen. Warpriests and Domains: Unlike other clerics,
warpriests choose one domain or deity to create and their credentials are based on that Each domain gives different testaments, face powers, and special abilities and has different themes for the powers here they are, takes in a rough order of efficiency with the theme: Oghma Dazing powers and debuffs (potentially MBA allows) Dominance: Pushing, Pushing and Intimidation.
Storm: Extra Ally Damage/Movement Torm Ally Buffs and Movements, Allowing the Sun: Saving Throwbacks and Healing/Damage Mitigation Of the Earth: Defensive Focus/Pushing Selun Defensive Force and Tempo Hitpoints Death: Temporary Hitpoints and Automatic Damage Powers Corellon Ranged/Melee Shining/Power Powers and Movements Originally Posted by
GelatinousOctahedron: Prayers of WillPower from PHB and DP (except for Sacred Flame) may become much more effective Warpriest by will powers are determined by their area, but Templar clerics can choose from them if they want too. At the moment, clergy have more of their choice at the moment than any other class with 31 different options. Because of this they get
repetitive so the main recommendation I would make is to try not to accept two that do the same basic as the righteous brand and spear of faith or the brand of sun and sacred flame. The wisdom of the Templars should usually go to any brand of sun or sacred flame if they cannot get a sign of healing. For warpriests I mention if the devout warpriest pattern path adds something at
level 11 in my opinion, but the Templars can ignore it. Strength Weapon: Weapon Weapon Mastery Combat Cleric (D400) You have to own a simple weapon for this, but at low levels you do attacker range damage when using a weapon like a morning star. Not very leadership, but not a bad choice for someone going to leave the striker. The Invigorating Assault (PHBH1) gives an
adjacent ally a tempo of hit points. It's more of a sure thing than restoring a strike because there's someone there having to hit the same enemy, but you'll be handing out more real hit points with that. Only for str/wis clerics, but they probably want wis weapon power instead. Priest's Shield (PHB) is outdated and bad even before that. Restore Strike (DP) Cha Healing without jumps,
but ally has to hit and you should have at least some charisma bonus. After errata the only ways to consistently enhance your score is a futile healing by enhancing charisma, weapons of healing (bulis), healer brooch, and Saint Amisaria pattern path. Only Str/cha builds should look at this and it has a couple of fo worthy domain feats. Righteous Brand (PHB) gives ally in blast 5
bonus of 3 bonus to attacks against a goal. After errata it's still pretty good and roughly equals a spear of faith. It is usually the struggle of the clergy first choice. The power of skill feat can it's the main attack. The Weapon of Divine Protection (D400) Is Good Damage, even with a simple weapon. The best part is it gives out a bonus of 2 pounds to nearby allies as an effect. Wisdom
Weapons: Blessing Battle (HoFL) (Sun) Con Damaging Resistance as an effect for you or ally is good as long as you have a decent con. Blessing of Knowledge (Nevvin) (Ogma) Effect gives ally CA against the goal. If you have allies who have trouble getting CA it's almost decent at a low level in a small party. Fell Strike is usually much better, as its more accurate and can be used
on charge and as long as the enemy is inclined to give it ca. Even the egma clerics won't use it much. Blessing Law (NevWin) (Torm) Con Good off is a strength defender, but the blessing of light is probably better, as its radiant and very similar. The effect has enemies take untyped con damage the first time they attack your allies, so its more likely to the west than the blessing of
light, but it has the potential for more damage. Blessing of Light (NevWin) (Selune) Con Effect for the first time the target strikes you or your allies it takes con mod radiant damage. This goes up to skyblue if you are chasing shining vulnerabilities. Blessing Wildlife (Nevin) (Corellon) can be hand-to-hand combat or in range. The effect allows you or an ally to shift. Priests don't have
much traffic inclusion, but the icon of fear now gives you another option that tends to outperform overall. It's barely purple since you can use it with both melee and long-range weapons. (HoFL) No, no, no. No, no, no. Con Bonus to Ally damage the key to con as an effect. The NevWin (Selune) has both cold and radiant damage so hard to resist. The effect gives you and your allies
a power bonus to save. With a devout warpriest you or ally can also do save. The Sun brand (HoFL) (Sun) This gives melee clerics a good option for saves, and to maintain this effect that can be used on you or an ally (which is rare for a leader). Do not take this and the sacred flame, however, and if a sign of healing is available it falls in price. Devout warpriest add a bonus of 2
pounds to save. Earth Burden (D392) (Earth) Tap 1 and the effect gives the next member of the party to attack the goal of the power bonus No.1 hit. A good choice for hammer, mace, or spear users, since you can start raising that to push through feats and items. Icon of Fear is a similar force that is more accurate and allows the ally to shift instead of the bonus to hit. (D383) I
don't want to. No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no A much better version of the priest's shield, as ac bonus effect with a good range and you can apply the bonus to you or ally. With Devout Warpriest the bonus applies to both and ally gets 2 euros to durability too. Fell Strike (D409) (Domination) Prones and you can use it as an MBA on charging. Elegant Switch (Nevin)
(Corellon) It's Power. It is a force and shining damage that is almost impossible for the enemy to resist. It can be hand-to-hand combat or in range. And that allows you to turn off the weapon before you attack. Devout Warpriests also give an ally to CA against the goal, but usually he does not do anything leadery. For specialized assemblies. Icon of Fear (Drag 409) (Dominance) Vs
will and pushes pushes And allows the ally to shift towards the goal. It's better for non-priests who want to do polearm tricks/pushing tricks, but you can easily get this push 2 or 3 with exploits and elements, and with polearm momentum can add in apt. Devout warpriest will also inflict some additional mental damage if the target is near you at the end of your turn. I didn't say. I don't
want to. The effect gives the ally adjacent to the goal a bonus of 1 euro per defense. With the devout warpriest of it all your allies adjacent to the goal. Singing Strike (Nevvin) (Ogma) Effect gives the enemy -2 to attack. Plus it's thunder and radiant damage, so you can combine it with thunder shennanagins (sign of the storm) and/or radiant vulnerability and it's hard to resist. Devout
warpriests get immobilized with it as well. Silver Arrow (D386) Cha requires a bow, so only a very small number of elves, eladrins and sianine believers will probably choose this. Whether the weapon is damaging and the next ally to strike makes the charisma of the mod a radiant damage. Only for specialized assemblies. Sonnlinor's Hammer (D385) Cha A is the only cleric on his
account who is always considered the main attack without taking the power of skill feat or charging, which is basically what he's going for it. The charisma of the rider is ok, but most clerics who want it won't have that good score of charisma anyway. Getting better at higher levels where you don't use your opinion as much since you can use this to avoid melee training. Storm
Hammer (HoFL) (Storm) Targets Fort, Thunder and Lightning Strike, and can be used as a primary attack when you charge. Devout Warpriests click 2, but otherwise its the only damage if you have a storm sign or something else that keys to the type of damage. More accurate, then Fell Strike, others are charging according to their will, but it is prone. Wisdom Implementation:
Astral Seal (DP) and Cha (healics) No. 2 additionally hit the top and a good debuff. And healing without wasting a splash. It does not cause any damage, which is great for healics (who must take this power to avoid stun), but a big negative for everyone else. After errata the only ways to consistently enhance your score is a futile healing by enhancing charisma, weapons of healing
(bulis), healer brooch, and Saint Amisaria pattern path. Its usually not worth it to boost your charsima enough to maintain the healing it gives you meaningful but pacifists should. Shadow of Death (HoS) (Death) Middle Battle to realize power . Roughly equivalent to a spear of faith because it reduces the defenses of your enemy and does cold/necrotizing damage. A good choice for
a man of hesitant clergy as the third of your choice when you end up close to enemies. Gaze Of Disobedience (PHBH) hesitated by his choice what the goals would be. Whether mental damage is roughly equal to the spear of faith (don't take both). Divine Oracles will want it, and he works with a mental lock. Lance Faith (PHB) Targets reflex and bonus works with any attack, not
just a melee as a righteous brand. If you're focused on radiant feats it's a better choice than a look look The power of the Sun can make this sky blue, because the radiant vulnerability is really useful. Sacred Flame (PHB) Cha gives ally tempo hitpoints the key to the cha, which is nice. But the extra savings throws get really valuable later, a little less, so if you get a sign of healing.
Tenebrous Blessing (Hos) (Death) Con Another melee exercise power against the will. Mental injury and goal takes punishment for damaging the rolls key to con. Devout Warpriest also get a power bonus to their next attack if they miss out with that. The skyblue rating assumes that you raise the con as your secondary stat. On Will Buffs of Domains: Your domain exploits from
divine power can buff one on willpower and gives you advanced skills. That's by will the powers and relevant areas. Ratings are for by nature buffs, not for the domain channel of divinity credentials. Most of them are very useful, but there are a pair that can make your will worse for most builds because they change the type of damage from radiant to any other type that you usually
get much less benefit from as necrotizing or cold. Astral Seal (DP): Fate, Knowledge, Life, Torment, Tyranny, Revenge of lance faith (PHB): Arkana, Luck, Fight, Sun, Undeath, Winter Priest Shield (PHB): Civilization, Darkness, Protection, Power, War of the Righteous Brand (PHB): Creation, Death, Destruction, Freedom, Hope, Justice, Madness, Moon, Poison, Skills, Storm
Recovery Strike (DP): Change, Earth, Love, Sea, Deception, Wildlife List copied from despo1na Deities , Corellon Defense: Arkana, Skills, Wildlife Eratis: Civilization, Creation, Justice Ioun: Destiny, Knowledge, Skills Kord: Storm, Power, War of Melora: Life, Sea, Wildness of Moradin: Creation, Earth, Protection of the Pelor: Hope, Life, Sun Raven queen: Death, Destiny, Winter
Sechanina: Love, Moon, Moon, Asmodeus: Civilization, Tyranny Bain: Skills, War Gruumsh: Destruction, Power : Struggle, Revenge of the Torog: The Earth : Civilization, Justice, Sun Angharradh: Hope, Protection of Bahamut: Justice, Power Of Berronar: Truesilver Life, Protection of Chauntea: Earth, Hope, Life of Corellon: Arkan, Skill, Desert Garl Glittergold: Creation, Deception
Gond: Creation, Knowledge of Ilmater: Freedom, Hope Kelemvor: Death, Destiny, Justice, Justice Mielikki: Freedom, Desert Moradin: , Change, Moon Sheela Peryroyl: Love, Desert Silvanus: Life, Storm, Desert Sune: , defense of Tymora: Change, luck Waukeen: Civilization, knowledge of Asmodeus: Knowledge, torment, tyranny Auril: Storm, Winter Ban: Civilization, tyranny, war
Beshaba: Fate, cunning Cyric: Madness, struggle, Lolth: Darkness, poison, fight Loviatar: torment, revenge Luthic: Earth, protection Ball: Darkness, knowledge, undeath Sseth: Arkana, Darkness Talona: Destruction, Poison Tiamat: Tyranny, Revenge of Umberley: Sea, Storm Zehir: Darkness, Poison Eberron Silver Flame: Hope, Justice, Protection Sovereign Master: Civilization,
Destiny, Knowledge of Arawai: Life, Storm, Desert Aureon: Arkan, Justice, Knowledge Balinor Defense Dol Arra: Hope, Sun, Sun, Sun, Don Olladra's mastery, deception: Change, Freedom, Luck Onatar: Civilization, Creation, Power Blood Vol: Death, undea The Way of Light: Freedom, Craftsmanship, Sun Spirits of the Past: Protection, Revenge, War Immortal Judgment: Fate,
Knowledge, Undead Dark Six: Destruction, Desert Devoured Reporter: Destruction, Sea, Storm Rage: Madness, Revenge of the Keeper: Death, Torment Mockery: Cunning, War Shadow: Arkana, Darkness Traveler: Changing, Creating, Deception Cults of the Dragon Below: Darkness, Madness Dragon #378 is the source for FR and Eberron domains. (/sblock) The power notes: -
it is for non-damaging attacks powers / powers that do not cause pacifist to stun. powers with a shining keyword. Cha/con powers have charisma or constitution riders. Also note that power powers usually require weapons. Wisdom powers usually require exercise if they are regular cleric credentials, but many warpriest powers the wisdom of weapons. A fair amount of clerics attack
credentials have no attack rolls or do not have the tools or weapons keywords to make their effects occur automatically. Also, 95% of the cleric's attack is an explosion/explosion powers only target enemies, and I'll lock him up if that's not the case. Finally, be careful not to overload on one type of effect for your strength. There are many powers that give saves, time point kicking,
AC power bonuses, let the Allies spend a healing surge, etc., so try to get at least a little variety. It's harder with warpriests if they don't get a reserve manuever or power swap, but you can still choose the warpriest of daily newspapers and utilities. Do not overload the healing forces, especially after you hit the paragon. Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: Prayers
modest: The heroic level of power organized at the level and whether they use the power of weapons, weapons of wisdom, the wisdom of realization, strength or wisdom of realization, or others, which means that power has no attack roll. Utilities 2 posts down to save space. The clergy have 23 different options faced with the choice of power of this level, and some of them are
very good. The power of the clergy have 3 really good choices: a healing strike for some from protection and healing, Mighty Hew which works just as well as interrupt if you have a defender well getting enemies to at it, and Sundering Might for ordinary weapons users, allowing allies to attack low defense targets. Anyone with decent wisdom can get a get Use an autohit prophetic
guide that is a good force to help with the focus of fire. To implement users: Divine glow is a worthy force for blasters and only multitarget realize the power of this level, Reason Fear has quasi-allows because it could potentially provoke a few OA, and Bane has a debuff that competes with prophetic leadership. I think pacifists should go for prophetic leadership or cause fear,
especially if at least one or two people have a good OA in your party to cause fear. Its even a good idea for them to have both at level 3. For wisdom weapons users your choice of earth hail for a good defense lover and a potential minion cleaning or illuminating kick for an excellent increase in damage to multiattackers. Sunburst is worth a look at the low levels if for some reason
you don't have any save giving and thought Twister starts weak but gets better than your higher level. Level 1 Meeting sblock Power: Healing Strike (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Good damage: allows an ally to hold a splash, signs, and deals beaming. One of the best overall power of power in the heroic tier for clergymen, and it works for any
force or balanced construction. vs. AC Numinous Shield (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Not much damage, but creates a close splash 2 zone that gives a bonus of 2 euros for you and your AC allies. There are strange builds that can use it as if you have a custody sign or architects staff, for example. Mighty Hew (D383) Immediate break against ac
when ally struck. The best part about this is that it is an immediate action and you don't have many force attack powers that are immediate actions. It does a lot of damage and reduces the damage to the enemy. Sky Blue suggests that you have a weapon of reach, a solid defender in the game to attract an attack, or get another consistent way to use it. Sundering Might (D400)
Simple Weapon No. 1 vs. AC. High damage and as an effect you and the allies can attack against the lower defense weapons of the target forced Serenity (D400) against the AC with additional damage to the simple weapon. You will probably do the most damage if you click with this force. The effect reduces the damage from targets for the next attack by half. Competes with
Mighty Hew, but it is immediate, so it usually wins, although it can prevent more damage in some cases. Sundering can do more overall damage overall when you include additional damage to an ally from hitting it more. Anger Thunder (PHB) Vs AC for thunder damage and stunned. Only a stunned level option, so if you have thunder tricks it's worth Military Priest Strike (DP)
/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Good shining damage and purpose provides a combat advantage. But you can do better with almost all the other powers of force even angry thunder, since stunned CA grants. Wisdom Implement: Bane (DP) C Ranged 10 against will with a good debuff to their defense and attack rolls based on your mod charisma. His real
competing prophetic leadership. Cause of Fear (FHB) and C Goals will and makes them run away. This provokes OA, potentially somewhat, if you set it straight, using it on an surrounded enemy. Sky Blue assumes that you have good BAs in your lot. Divine Glow (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Blast, which does radiant damage against the referee
and gives a small boost to the Allies. Only true multi-purpose power for the level, but short range. Requiring Watterance (DP) Short range, provides vulnerability to the enemy, and time points of impact to the ally. Debaff of Bain is better, but the timing of the hit is almost in that end. Its really similar to prophetic leadership (it's a wis mod vulnerability for your allies, and it's a wis mod
bonus to damage for your allies), but the prophetic guide is automatic. If you have super accurate allies like crooks or avengers you might prefer this. Shield Bearer (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Only long-range power that deals direct damage. The spell boosts ac force allies until the end of the next turn, but there's a good chance that it won't be
near the Ally Vengeful Flare (D379) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C Potentially high-impact one-goal-of-all-range-level forces and a decent enemy defense debuff if you used the healing word. Target Reflex Wisdom Weapon: Terrible Revelation (D407) Pushes with additional mental damage when they move near you or an ally. A good one damages the
target, but something like an illuminating kick will noramlly do more harm overall if you have a decent con. there are very few ways to use mental damage at low levels. (D392) vs. Fort against one goal, but you con mod damage enemies in the explosion. The effect gives you and your allies a bonus of 2 euros for ability and resilience. Faerie Flame Strike (NevWin)
/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Ranged or melee and makes fire and radiant. The effect prevents the enemy from hiding. The only thing this was going on for him was decent damage and he hesitated veratility. Illuminating blow (Nevin) .. /.. /.. /.. /.. /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Radiant damage and you or an ally gets a power
damage bonus equal to you con mod up to EONT. A much greater damage bonus than the Thunder have become, but atypical. Calling Strike (Nevin) Only 1W Thunder damage and allies who attack the goal get a bonus of 2 pounds for all defense. Very close to Earthen Hail, but this one is generally a little better, since it also minion cleans, targets the fort, and not so good a bonus
defense requires nothing. If you have a thunderous feat I would take Earthen Hail first. Thought Twister (Nevin) Black is low heroic, but she gets better with Time. mental damage, but you won't have many ways to use the psychic at low levels. Still gives a decent debuff for enemies attacking rolls and his next save. Bain gives the best debuff at low levels, but it does damage. I
could retrain at this at the end of a heroic heroic It gets better, the more save the ends the effects your party gets over time. Thunder Steel (HoFL) Ok damage thunder and ally will automatically do a bit of thunder damage. If you have a thunderous feat take a illuminating blow as well. Sunburst (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Allies get free points
hitting and save as an effect and you do a bit of radiant damage. Its good on a low heoric if you don't have any save giving options, but I'd be retraining out of it as soon as you have a chance to improve it. I wouldn't take it if you have on your will that grants saves or something like a sign of healing. Prophetic Guide (D386) - Autohits Range 5. Target provides CA, takes extra
damage, equals your mod wis and one ally can re-attack the target. Inevitable Doom (HoS) - Basically the next ally to attack does an automatic 9 average extra damage. I will always take prophetic instructions or illuminating punch, not. Terrible power. (/sblock) Moment of Fame is the default choice because the DR 5 for your party is very powerful. The power of clerics with a focus
on damage will want to look at the weapons of astral flame and the shield of the gods is a worthy explosion with a good bonus shield for the ally. The Beacon of Hope is still good, though comparable to the Moment of Glory, which is better. The wisdom of weapons builds tends to want to choose to exercise daily credentials, although the smaller aspect of anger is a good meeting
of the long-time positive effect itself and Nimbus Holy Shield is a good attack and defense positive effect. Level 1 Daily sblock Power: Avenging Flame (PHB) OK damage and demands to save the throw deters them from attacking a bit. Gift of incomparable strength (D383) Signs for the rest of the meeting against AC for good damage. So just take it if you really want to sub as a
quarterback. You can use it on charging as well. Inflict Light Wounds (D384) Weakened (Save the Ends) is a good effect, but it only goes away if you click against the AC. Does a little damage and not much anything to miss. Shield of the Gods (DP) A close explosion that damages and knocks prone. Potentially a very useful effect of Shield No. 3, which you can convey for the rest
of the Encounter Arms of Astral Flame (DP) Targets reflex with a normal debuff, but the real point of power is its sustainable feature. Minor action to attack for 1 (W) fire damage each round. The best power for an off-the-striker melee builds, but not very leader power. Wisdom Implement: Astral Conviction (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C Short
range, but even if you miss it has a good steady debuff that they do 5 happens to be less of a harm for part of the meeting. A better/longer effect than a cascade of light, but the moment of fame is very similar. Beacon of Hope (PHB) One of the best forces of level 1 overall. Use it early and increase your healings for the rest of the meeting. It is aimed at going and close explosion.
After errata effects the bonus healing still works for later powers like the consecrated earth and the spirit of life. Life. Light (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Good radiant damage and causes some vulnerabiltiy, but not so good for the daily. Only damage by a miss. Font of Tears (DP) Close the explosion of stunned rescues ends. OK a sustainable
zone that reduces enemy attacks. D Keeper of Faith (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif At least it doesn't need maintenance and does radiant damage. Slow, short-range, targets the fort, and is limited to who he targets, but it attacks on its own. I actually used this in my very first clergyman and it was a good damage boost for the long slog fights we had
with the MM1 solo. Inflict Wounds (HoS) - Melee 1 automatic necrotic damage. Why is this clergyman's power? Moment of Glory (DP) Big Bang with a normal influence pushing on enemies, but a solid steady to resist 5 for all your allies in it. I read the comments of people saying that even with a low sample it trivialized meetings. The best power to level and worth taking for any
clergyman is build. Either STR or WIS Implement: The Curse of Unhappiness (D380) Close the explosion against the will. Debuff punishes attacking enemies (save ends) and does some automatic mental damage. Blue for low-level combat clerics and balanced builds. It's almost power, as it only stuns if you miss. If you click you are not stunned, since the damage is the
consequences. Horde of Spiders (DSH) Is the author of this power bother to read what other clergyman stuff is at this level? Some single targets necrotic damage. Constant poison if you click. The current CA automatic. The lesser aspect of anger (HoFL)/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifvs will be with good personal effect: the pace of hitpoints, face the long
effect of autodamage, and the bonus power of attacking Levi's Judgment (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifvs AC Good damage, but the effect of ally gets to roll over one attack Nimbus Holy Shield (HoFL) close blast against will allies get a bonus of 2 power for all defenses for the meeting. (/sblock) Words aren't enough, it's the best melee force for
most primary forces builds, but the high charisma of them will want to look at the Sacred Shield and a few other forces to work with specific builds and sides. Death Splash is usually the best of realizing the powers with a good immediate response to the explosion attack and the positive effect. Shining blasters could view the Light of Avandar. The dizzying mace builds may be a
retraining for Astral Flare, but a close burst of numbness may be worthy for all. Anthem Resurgance is another good pacifist power with a good blast effect and some keep providing/tempo hitpoints. weapons of wisdom you have some good options. Hammering Wind is probably my favorite with decent control and good ally movement, but Allied Precision helps make sure that the
next ally's attack hits, Conquest Blow has a good prone with potential provoking, Granite Shield is good DR, and Inspired Steel can be good with a critical love to love Level 3 Meet the sblock Power: Burning Beacon (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Okay if you range attack heavy in your lot. Otherwise don't even look at it. Targets AC Hammer of the
Gods (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Only potentially does additional damage. AC goals. You have to have some way to provide radiant vulernerability for this worth considering because other powers will do more harm otherwise and your allies should focus fire some. If you have a sunny enemy and regularly create a ranger for a new round, for
example, it may be worth taking. Focus Cascade Power (D383) C Targets AC. Gives a bonus power ally melee damage. Without good charisma the bonus is to choose something else. Dark blue if you have very accurate allies or combined with prophetic guidance/favor of the gods because the damage bonus goes away when an ally misses out with a melee attack. Inspire
Fanatacism (D400) Simple Weapon No. 1 vs. AC. Bonus damage if you own it with both hands. The effect reduces the damage 1 PC takes in half per round. Divide Sky (PHB) pushes and knocks prone. Thunder exploiters might want to. Fort's goals at least. Sacred Shield (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C With high charisma you can give a good DR
to several allies. Without good charisma the bonus is to consider choosing something different. Goals AC Words is not enough (D400) Vs AC against 2 goals. Dazes and does extra damage with simple weapons. Your first multitarget melee is facing power. Wisdom Implementation: Astral Flash (DP) - Skyblue for a vertiginous mace (x) fanatic builds, but black if you're not a pacifist,
since I love words are missing more. Close the explosion against the will that numbness. The best choice that doesn't hurt, but multitarget numbness is decent. Command (PHB) - C Targets will be Dazes and either slides or knocks are prone. Slipping is good if you have high charisma especially. I'd probably only take this to a pacifist build at the moment, but I got a lot of use out of
it when it first came out. Awesome Light (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Calls the enemy to provide CA. Death Splash (HoS) Immediate reaction is a close burst for psyhic damage against the fort when someone is within 3 drops to zero. And the effect that gives you and your allies the power to attack and some time points. Intended duel (D379)
/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif-against-reflex-Too close to the spear of faith, but they also get a bonus of damage if you used the healing word that round. Anthem of the Renaissance (DP) - Blast 5 (errata confirms it is an explosion) that could potentially knock enemies prone, kick and reduces their defense (errata speaks until the end of your next turn). It
has a nice effect of either the pace of hit points or save for allies in the wake of the explosion. Light Arvandor (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Short range and a small area. Grants Grants Increase ac-current power. The first AoE ranged from damage to the power, but not much damage. Lost Love (D385) C short range against will for mental damage
and targeted CA grants. Pretty even destined to duel. Weapons of Wisdom: Allied Precision (Innocence) /Tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifRanged or hand-to-hand combat. Shining damage and effect allows the ally to roll his blow on the enemy. Conquering Blow (D407) Prones and they provoke when they get up. So either they're going to stay down the
extra round or take some AS, provided they can't escape by teleportation or something. Granite shield (Drag 392) against the fort and pushes. The effect gives you an aura of 2 with damage resistance. Hammering Wind (HoFL) Good control and push/prone power that slides allies around as an effect. Heartening Strike (Nevin) A decent tempo hit the point of a generation. Not bad,
but there is a lot of better competition of this level. Inspired steel (innocent) Low damage, but the effect gives the ally an 18-20 critical range. If you have a crit lover, that is a solid effect for the heroic level. Moonshadow Blow (innocent) .. /.. /.. /.. /.. /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Cold and radiant damage and the effect slows down. The Resurgent Sun
(HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif competes with a healing blow, but there is no sign, uses wisdom, and healing is an effect. If you really want to heal this is your only option of this level. (/sblock) The power of primary clerics will probably want Hallowed Advance because it provides decent inclusion and healing, but some may want to rune the world
for can't attack save ends or increase the war to put on the attacker's weapon. Implementation users will probably choose between slavery in death because it has the potential for abuse and can allow you to dominate the powerful dead enemy long term and iron in the glass is an effective attack debuff that nueters melee the enemy to meet. Wisdom arms clerics will want to look at
Inspire Fervor for some effective MBA allows, although Divine Castigation looks a lot of fun if you have a good OA. Level 5 Daily block Power: Divine Juggernaut (D379) C vs. AC Interesting effect if you can take off many applications of healing words and channel divinity quickly, but only if you have high charisma and use power at the beginning. If you don't have high charisma
take something else. Consecrated Advance (DP) vs. AC Kind of Warlord Power. A teleport striker to allow them to get a major attack when they need to hold a healing splash. Blue for str/cha builds, but str/wis should take an inspiring fervor instead. I used this on my laststr/cha combat and it's consistently useful. Run of the World (PHB) Low damage for the day, but the goals will
and save the ends can not attack. Even if you miss you deny the enemy at least a round of attacks. Wisdom: Halo of Consequence (DP) vs. referee -4 for attack and stunned when he attacks (save ends). Nothing on the blunder. I think it gives way to iron glass because keep the ends worse than the end Meeting even with a penalty in the save and iron in the glass debuff will often
be bigger and gives a decent debaff to the blunder too. Hold Foe (DP) against will Ranged one goal damage and Daze and immobilize (save ends) on impact. Bored compared to other powers of this level and does little on Miss struggled with something like iron to glass. Iron to Glass (DP) Against the Will. A lot of fun attacking debuff for melee enemies that gets worse and doesn't
go away. Will effectively neuter most melee focused enemies to meet. Light Detection (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Targets reflex and big vs lurkers, but no more. You ignore the cover and cover and they can't become hidden and take the current shining (save ends). Much more situational than other powers. Slavery in Death (HoS) Ranged
against the will, doing necrotizing damage. When the enemy dies, he becomes the dominant ally with a single point of impact that you can hold until he dies again. This has the potential for abuse and the skyblue rating suggests that you are dominating something like an elite above the artillery level or something else hard to kill again, but your average new ally can be killed quite
easily with that force. It's worth taking for pacifists, since you're not going to use this for a bloodied purpose most of the time. Spiritual Weapon (PHB) Spell, which targets AC (very innaccurate comared to any other power of this level) does little damage and enemies provides their allies CA if in the same area. Can be sustained with the attack repeated at the cost of minor actions. I
think this is the worst cleric power of this level because most other powers are likely to do more harm and/or better debuff without sucking your minor actions (see Augment War, for example). Sundered Fortune (D386) - Square blast against will with a decent save ends debuff to the attacks of enemies. Whether the damage is the key to wid mod when they hit with an attack or not
save, but does not cause a stun. Weapons of Wisdom: Divine Castration (PLES1)/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs AC for Damage. Every time you target an enemy attack you or an ally, you get an OA. Good for balanced clergy. Usually clergymen are not great in OA, but with the power of skill, heavy blade capability, or other tricks like a quick spear it
can be a great power. Note under the rules of compedium, OAs are melee 1 attacks, so you can't use this with the reach of weapons against enemies 2 squares. Inspire Fervor (PLES1)/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs AC You make a weapon against a AC attack for radiant damage. The effect allows each ally within 2 can move 2 and do an MBA. Priests
don't really allow in heoric, but it allows you to do it once a day. Others: Increased War (D384) Minor action to put great damage to the positive effect on an ally's weapon that clues your strength. Also, the reasons to hit enemies provide CA. More utility power, but it works well. The Hallowed Land (PHB) (PHB) C - Uses charisma for automatic radiant damage and a burst of free
healing as the key to your charisma (don't exercise or weapon the keyword and don't attack the roll so it doesn't stun pacifists). It used to be the best power of a clergyman of this level, but after errata you can no longer move the zone and no longer use the knowledge of the healer with it, and he still sucks the juvenile who drops it down to just black. The real-life close explosion of
the 1 zone in my experience is not big enough most meetings, and all the good use I've seen with it in real games involved moving it around. Weapon of the Gods (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif - Minor action to make the weapon do 1d6 additional radiant damage and debuffs of enemies AC on 2 when hit by gun. Augment of War is very similar and
will do more harm if you have a good power score if you have a lot of serious radiant vulnerability feats, but by the time you get these yours will retrain it for better power. You can put this on your own weapon, but I'd rather buff a mulitattacking striker the vast majority of the time. (/sblock) It used to be the weakest level of strength, but if you have a simple force of spirit is a great
choice. The power of clergy without mere weapons should probably take a lower level of sky-blue power, but strengthen the faithful and kick the court worthy of healing power and Warning Strike is good if you have a good OA. The wisdom of clergymen has many options. Searing Light is the first choice for a radiant implementation of a focused PC. Pacifists tend to prefer a good
debuff from Denuncation, but Peacemaker's Light has some good near-automatic potential damage for those with good mod wis if your party can use either cold or radiant vulnerabilities and is technically pacifist. My favorite strength of the weapon wisdom of this level of Faye Beguiling, because it means that enemies can not use AOE attacks that include you, causes potential
penalties, and if any other enemy attacks you target should make OAs against them. Offending brand blinds, Angry Lightning and Tactical Strike are good forces of the Ally's movement, and Thought Storm is good for the dizzying Mace builds. Level 7 Meeting sblock Power: Awe Strike (PHB) against will and low damage. I'm immobilized. The only thing he's going for it really is that
he tarets going, but the strike court does it too. The Waring Bolts (DP) vs. AC. A small disappointment of lightning damage for enemies that remain close to your allies. Fire forge master (D379) against AC. Just like a healing strike, if you used the CD powers of this encounter (with fire, not radiant damage). If you don't, it can slow down/ combat advantage, and if you haven't used
the power of the CD yet. I would take a healing strike instead because shining is better than fire and its more consistent and then some other good level 1 forces like Mighty Hew. The Force of the Spirit (D400) Simple Weapon No. 1 Vs AC. The highest level harmful force if you own a Weapons. But real kindness is an effect that gives you and your allies a bonus of 1 euro for attacks
and damage, which will rise to 5 pounds when you and your allies are attacked. Strengthen The Faithful (PHB) C AC Goals, but your allies need to be close to making a splash. Bonus for high charisma. You will hit more with a judgment strike, but probably heal more with this one when you hit. Strike Court (DP) against will have the effect of a splash of free healing for an ally within
5 if the target is to attack any ally. Easier to use and more accurate than to strengthen believers, but not healing if the target is unable to attack for any reason. Warning Strike (D400) vs. Ac with additional damage to a simple weapon. A defensive force that allows you to do extra OAs against a goal with a raise if they shift or make an attack that doesn't include you. Mainly for from
defenders who have a good OA through the power of skill or heavy Blade opportunist or something similar. Wisdom of Realization: Break the Spirit (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C Goals will be worthy of range and radiant damage, and a good debuff for those with high charisma. Like denunciation, but damages, has a better range, and a little
worse debuff so if you want to do damage choose this first. Burning light is usually better since the blind is better debuff, although these targets will be so it is a niche use on divine oracles that want to cause damage. Burning Light Radiation (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Targets reflex with normally radiant damage. Blind is a good debuff.
Denunciation (DP) and C against the will. Pacifists and high CA clerics might want it. Debuff to their defenses is the key to your CA and since they dazed they also grant CA. Also has a penalty to their attack rolls equal to cha. Burning light is usually better, but pacifists might want it because it will increase the likelihood of the enemy getting more than burning light. The Price of
Violence (DP) is an immediate reaction against the fort. The trigger is that the enemy strikes you or an ally. Blind is a good condition for application, but that doesn't stop the hit, as it is a reaction and lasts only until the end of your next turn, so depending on the proactive order the enemy will not be blind for long. Burning light also blinds (and technically a little longer), has a longer
range, and causes damage, so if you want to be blind I would choose that first and the denunciation has the best debaff for the vast majority of the clergy range. The only thing to keep this from red is that you don't have a lot of immediate powers and that can save some time. Jealous Sanctions (DP)/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif against is only a
fluctuating healing power of this level. Exists confusion regarding the wording and I thought he only healed the first ally who struck, but CS says that every ally gets to spend a splash if they hit. Weapons of Wisdom: Blessing of Dust (D392) Knocks prone and and damage, but at least the goal of resilience. But there's a will and a few levels of 3 powers that do better nudging so take
one of those if you really want to be inclined. Horrible Warrior (D407) Has some mental damage and conjures up the spirit that causes the purpose to provide CA and which potentially does mental damage to enemies who move away from the square. Mental castle builds may take a look, but the thought of a storm is better for dizzying mace builds. (Nevwin)
/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifvs will be with band or melee for radiant damage. The enemy cannot target you with any attacks (noe AOEs with you in them) and must make OAs against creatures that willingly attack you. Try to combine with a punishment of some kind without attacking you, such as MC/hybrid paladin, combat awareness, or for tactical
warpriest it causes OA or forces them not to attack this round. My favorite strength of this level, especially for some hybrids. Burning Brand (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Mostly searing light for gun users. Blind with radiant injuries. Tactical Strike (Nevin) Is a tricky force to help you flank. You can shift one, and if you're a flank goal, an ally flank
with you can spend a splash and you and an ally get a bonus of 2 pounds for attacking rolls against the goals you flank. Thought storm (Nevin) Mental damage and numbness. Mental and dizzying mace builds should consider retraining for this in the sample, but other clergy may pass it. Angry Lightning (HoFL) You throw a melee weapon at a target at a range of 5 and then teleport
you or an ally next to it. Other: Peacekeepers Light (NevWin) - /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifEnemies in Close Explosion 2 take the cold and radiant damage key to your mod wis when they attack you or your allies. There are many vulnerabilities (permafrost or radiant mafia) your party can use with this, but if you can't use them take something else.
Raven Talon (HoS) - Automatic necrotizing damage from bloodied enemies, and if you kill an enemy the ally spends a splash. I'd be reluctant to accept this if your DM allows you to have a good idea of HP your enemies, and even then I would choose something other like Peacemakers Light because it would do damage to more goals and how cool and radiant it would be better to
use. (/sblock) The power of primary clerics want divine power. The wisdom of melee clerics want to exercise power. Implementing clerics want a Blade Barrier if they have a good forced movement in the party, or if you have wisdom without realizing at higher levels because there is no attack roll, otherwise Strike Strike is a good choice for blaster builds. and the reproach of violence
are both good similar pacifist powers, but I prefer a rebuke of violence. Many other charopers prefer dismissal. Level 9 Daily Block Power: Decisive Revival (DP) Close Explosion 1 vs. AC. Only a guaranteed healing force of the level. You must be bloodied, but but covers you and a large number of allies. Divine Fury (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs
fort Burst 1 of the shining damage. Creates a zone of potential lifeless healing for your allies. The zone is quite small, can not be moved and they have to hit, but if you can get a multiattacker to be in the zone it can be a lot of splash free healing, with a 10 HP hit. Its like an excellent spirit of usefulness healing without being able to move the spirit at all. If you could move the zone it
would be great. Divine Splash (D384) vs. AC. Close blast 1 good damage, and those hit by a CA grant (save ends). The divine power is flat out better. Divine Power (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Burst 2 attack with your weapon, fort targets, and OK damage and click. But you get a regeneration of 5 while bloodied, and you and your allies in the
blast get a bonus of 2 pounds bonus to the AC all face long. Combine with the flow of life. Wisdom Implement: Astral Defenders (PHB) / Tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif-against ref-call 2 soldiers who don't have to be resilient and can make their own attack an opportunity for radiant damage. Pretty slowly. I would make a blade barrier over this if you want a
subpoena. Blade Barrier (PHB) - A wall of automatic damage is the key to your mod wis and save the ends of the damage. Combine with forced movement for fun, but its not party friendly. If you don't have a good forced movement in your party I would probably take the Flame Strike over this if you want control/damage power. No attack roll so battle clerics and pacifists can use it
if they want to. Dismissal (DP) against the will of Interesting power. Guaranteed to remove an opponent from a fight in at least 1 round, perhaps much more depending on if you click and type it. It's about equal to a rebuke of violence, but I'd like to give an advantage to the rebuke of violence. Many other charopers rate this as the best cleric power of this level. Flame Strike (PHB)
Decent damage and high permanent damage from the fire at least 9 at the moment, (save ends) in the area of Explosion 2. Vs reflex, but not much on miss and not very leader. I like the blade barrier more if you have any forced movement in your party, but a lot of people like this power behind his party's friendly damage. A rebuke of violence (DP) against the will. The goal cannot
attack (save ends at -5 before the attack), save is potentially more difficult and you can continue to damage it as opposed to dismissal. I think it's a little better than dismish because it can still be damaged and save -5 to save throws until no one techincally attack it, while often it will be easier to save. Vengeful Ghosts (HoS) Blast 3 against will for necrotic damage. Creates a zone
that forces enemies to provide CA. Unless you're a Divine Oracle don't accept it. Champion of the Gods (HoFL) near burst against ac. You get a power bonus key to you con for damage rolls, and strength/athletics checks. The least of the wisdom of weapons powers is this level. Crushing Desperation (HoS) vs. ac for mental damage. You can mental damage is all meeting if the
Allies are able to surround the enemy, but no other leader benefits. Divine Punishment (HoFL) vs. AC. Just one damage target, but it goes up if you have bloodied allies. No leader type boosts or effects. Curse of the Pariah (HoFL) vs. AC effect enemies that end there turn next to the enemy to take 10 damage. (/sblock) Originally published by GelatinousOctahedron: Prayers of
the Righteous: Paragon Tier Simple Weapons Forces of the Clergy will want a divine beacon, but the power of clergy without mere weapons will want the Promise of Victory. Deadly Lure is probably the best choice for any implementation user in a party with good core attacks, as it is a quasi inclusion, although many charopers perfer remorse for multitarget vulnerability'daze. The
mantle of fame is a worthy choice for shining concentrated blaster builds like a crown of light if you have high charisma. Thought Crusher is good for dizzying mace builds and the best of not-so-good wisdom weapons powers, but dizzying mace builds will probably prefer chains of blazing light or remorse. Silverlight Blow is the only other weapon of wisdom power worth taking
because it can put out a good pulse of damage to Wis/Con builds. Hybrid strikers want to treat union three fates as a trip crane. If you have something like an AOE focused party I would probably go with remorse as my first choice, but with a few allies with a good OA I would go with the deadly bait as my first choice. Level 13 Meet the sblock Power: Saving an Angel (DP) vs. AC.
You can use when charging, it does more one target damage than the other is not a simple force weapon of this level and you automatically slide the ally. Errata changed the attack statistics on force. The clergy have the best powers of the Allied movement now. Doug the Righteous (PHB) Meli lightning attacks that targets ac am and potentially hits another target 3 squares for a bit
of control. Unfortunately, clergy get enough lightning powers to specialize in it easily. The promise of victory can do more harm if you install it right without too much difficulty, and it debuffs. Divine Beacon (D400) Simple weapon str No 1 vs. ac. It competes with the promise of victory, but I would take it if you use a simple weapon. Debuff is likely to be bigger, is automatic, and he
does more of the initial damage, but the promise of winning is close to Blast 1 and could be any weapon, so potentially effect more enemies. Inspiring Kick (PHB) C AC Goals with 15 plus charisma mod splash free healing for you or ally. Good for combat clerics who find themselves low on healing. Call of War (D384) AC Targets for minor damage. Gives damage to the next shot
on the target, with a lot of damage if you own it with both hands. Silverlight Blow is better now, but this power has always been pretty bad. Promise of Victory (DP) vs. AC His close explosion is one that debuffs the defense of several enemies. If you find yourself next to a few enemies a lot it's the best choice if you don't use use Weapons. The weapon of the world predicted (D400)
against the RIGHT effect reduces the damage to enemies, but as written OA the part does not work. Wisdom Implementation: Call to Darkness (HoS) - Causes one enemy to explode to automatically provide CA and take automatic damage the next time it is attacked. You have a few better mcuh better similar powers of this level, like remorse that either do more harm or target
more creatures and a few options for bemusement. Flame Light Chains (D379) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif - C Daze up to four creatures in a gust. If they get hit they will take extra damage next time. Like remorse, but a large area, the debuff is a little worse and does nothing for the Allies. goal reflex. Mostly for dizzying mace builds. Crown of Light
(DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C vs. reflex gives a good boost to power ally based on your charisma and then attack each enemy next to them. Use it on an encircled ally. Deadly bait (DP) Against it makes them vulnerable to damage, but has q/ - also make them come right next to you. DM gets to decide how they move towards you, but its not
technically forced to move, so it provokes. Or you can force the enemy to walk past the storm of wizards or through your Blade Barrier, Concecrated Ground, etc. Mantle of Glory (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Blast 5 that targets will, hurt enemies, and heal allies. The largest size for the level to date. Sinister Portent (D386) Immediate reaction
against the will. Does a bit of mental damage to an opponent who misses your ally and then they take a -2 penalty to hit and give CA. Plague Doom (PHB) C Targets Fort, but potentially a very powerful debuff for one enemy if you have high charisma and does normal damage. Remorse (DP) against the will makes enemies vulnerable, numb, and allows allies in a small blast to hold
a healing splash. Works for duizzying mace builds. I prefer the deadly bait over this, but many charopers think it is the best power of clergy of this level. Wisdom of weapons: Most of them are not very good at this level. Awenking Sun (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif-improved sunburst version that again gives saves and time points to hit multiple
allies. Earth Vanguard (D392) vs. Resilience. The strike does additional damage in the explosion of enemies and has a bonus effect of 2 pounds per fort and ac for nearby allies and clergyman. Glimmer Strike (Nevwin) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifRanged or melee for damage. Ignores the cover/hiding Inspire Terror (D407) A good bit of mental damage,
but that's it if you're optimizing around the fear of the keyword, dominance warpriest. The roar of thunder is about the same damage. Thought a crusher does less harm but has a lot more effects if you're going for mental damage. Roar Thunder (HoFL) High power direct damage one level goal, but that's it. Saving an angel is almost as much damage, but has a cool effect, and
Silverlight Blow Blow .. /.. /.. /.. /.. /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif This will do the most complete damage to the warpriest credentials of this level if you have an ally with a good multiattack that you need at this level. You and an ally get a power bonus to damage the key to con. Thought crusher (Nevin) Another mental damage and numbness of power, but
you can start to take advantage of this tier. Exercising numbing powers is better, but it's not bad if you want to be in close combat. Thundrous Blow (Nevin) Real is similar to Earthen Vanguard, but it knocks prone and targets AC. The effect gives bonus power to the defense of allies who attack the goal Force or Wisdom Implement: Union of Three Destinies (D380) (hybrid strikers)
Not a great force for the average cleric and not very leadership, but it can work as a triple power crane with three separate damage roles against one enemy, which is very good for hybrid strikers with weapliment or exercise who mostly care about being a striker. You target one creature and it takes damage from your impact and then you can do two more damage roles (one cold
and one necrotizing) against it or the other 2 creatures and you let someone hold a splash (that's poorly worded power, but that works RAW). Only purple for normal clergy, but some builds will want. (/sblock) There aren't many options for the power of clerics here, but the Ivory Coast Rampart creates a decent immobilization wall. Tree creation is my favorite realization of direct
destructive powers. Blood repentance is great if you're focused on vulnerability. The sacred truce has a very powerful no-attack debuff that covers a large area. Brilliant Censure is a good blind save finishes with some extra radiant damage for the party to meet. Wisdom weapons users must take the force of realizing this level, otherwise the aura of astral radiance because it has a
good autoeffect. Level 15 Daily block Force: Holy Spark (PHB) Goals will and makes the current lightning strike of the enemy and nearby allies, so that has the potential to do the most common damage to the force powers for this level. Miss the effect is not good. Rampart ivory (DP) against AC does not cause much damage, but creates a decent size stable wall that provides
cover for allies and immobilizing enemies. You don't get a lot of wall credentials so worth a look. Anger faithful (DP) vs. AC Good Damage, reliable, and you get a bonus if the enemy is surrounded, so you hit with it eventually. But there is no leader or effect control. Wisdom Implement: Brilliant Censure (DP) y/tools/tiny_mce/plug-ins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs. Fort Close
Blast that blinds (save ends) and for the rest of the meeting your allies are doing extra damage if they near you. Drainage Life (Hos) - Automatic necrotic damage. You're telling me, too. Divine Reprisal (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Immediate reaction against will allow you to help the ally by allowing them to spend a splash and make a save by
doing a bit of damage. It's good when really mess them up and can prevent them from going below 0 or suffering from an unpleasant save ends effect. Blood Repentance (DP) - Gives enemies vulnerability for the rest of the meeting and significantly increases the effectiveness of other forces of vulnerability. If you have taken a lot of authority as remorse it stacks well with them and
increases your rating to skyblue. Clean Up Fire (PHB) C Area Explosion 2 power that does the current damage from the fire and a splash of free healing for you allies next to those who take the current damage. If you don't take a flame strike it's like, but with healing. Not much to miss. Ruinous Kismet (D386) C Vs will be an area of explosion attack that causes damage and forces
them to take punishment defensively (save ends). For the rest of the meeting the Allies are doing a 5th cup of mod damage on a miss at goal. Sacred Truce (D379) Allied Goals Too! The big bang against the will, which prevents creatures from attacking (save ends) and your healing word also buffs the defense for the rest of the meeting. Very powerful if you click, since unlike stun
enemies there is not often a way to get out of it, but it is difficult to adjust, since you will often go to the end of the initiative if you are not ionvest in things like battlewise, and you really do not want to hit party members with this attack. Print Warding (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Close explosion, the targets will be for good damage and makes a
radiant. Creates a stable zone of difficult terrain for your enemies, which provides you and your allies with cover from various attacks. I would take a tree of creation or a brilliant censure about it. Calling the Black Reaper (D372) C Small Action Fast Flight has summoned a creature with reach that attacks AC with your wisdom but inflicts necrotic damage based on your charisma. If it
kills what you and one ally get a splash of free healing. Power says she's reached 2 for the OAs, but doesn't say it has threatening coverage, so it's your DMs call. Tree of Creation (D375)/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Close explosion against will, doing radiant damage. A stable zone that protects against will/mental attacks and allows allies to make saves
from stunned, dominant and stunned conditions at the beginning of the turn. Does a bit of automatic radiant damage. Really good effects, but situational. Weapons of Wisdom: Total Eclipse (D386) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif CRequires bow vs ac. Ok single target damage and the target is blinded (save ends). This will get a better rating, except that
the brilliant Censure outclasses it without bow requirement and a few goals. Levi of the Curse /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Vs Reflex for decent damage. You and the allies will get to roll twice for damage from the target. Instead, take the power of implementation. Another aura of astral aurora Sustainable Aura 2 that autoheals bloodied allies and
autodamages enemies is the key to your wisdom mod. Anger (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif' Close explosion 1 autodamage key to wisdom and you get the same number of time points hit points. You get a bonus of 2 pounds to attack the rolls to meet the s/sblock' the toughest level to choose for the clergy meeting powers. The power of clerics to
receive divine Phalanx as a good force of movement or violence betrayed for some close explosion 2 numbness as the best choice. For the wisdom of the clergy of the North Source is an excellent debuff vulnerability and the call of death is a very good immediate response to a close surge of mental strength (my favorite is a lot). The brilliant idea works for any melee cleric and is
automatically blind in a close blast plus some ally saves. There are other good ones besides those like delight, demand obedience, bastion of bigotry, thundrous word, and winds of rage. Level 17 Meeting Block Power: Bastion of Fanaticism (D400) Simple Weapon No. 1 vs. AC. Additional damage for the two weapons transferred. The effect reduces damage to you and your ally in
half to EONT. Blind Light (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif-fort targets and blinds. Your only chance to go blind is if you force a pyrmari cleric to level 29. This level also has a brilliant idea, so I would consider taking that instead because it is multitarget and automatic, although it does radiant damage and is pretty accurate. Divine Phalanx (DP)
/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs AC Effect teleports your party to the defenders in front of you with hesitant strikers and other sshequis behind you with the bonus power of their ac and attack. It's good to watch out for a close explosion of utility momentum. Halo of Peace (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs AC Ok Damage,
but good debuff attack. This will help protect all your allies, rather than one sentinal strike definitely protecting against damage. Sentinal Strike (PHB) AC Goals and decent damage. Reduces damage from this enemy against one ally to 0 until the end of the next turn. Bastion fanatacism is usually better, violence betrayed (D400) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-
innocent.gifClose explosion 2 against AC that Dazes. The effect gives you and your allies a bonus of 5 pounds for damage against stunned enemies. Extra damage to your attack when using a simple weapon. Wisdom Implement: Fascinating (PHB) goals will be for mental damage in the explosion and enemies immobilized and unable to attack you before EONT. Pre errata it was
one of my favorite powers of this level, but reducing the size hurts it a lot. Call for Death (HoS) Immediate Reaction in Close Explosion 5 for Mental Damage When within 5 drops to 0. Allies receive temporary strike points and No. 2 to attack. Looks like a splash of death, but a large area and a little more damage. Life Stealing Light (D372) Close Explosion 3, what the target will be,
does necrotizing damage and potentially gives allies a tiny bit of splash free free Calling death is much better if you want a close bang, a thunderous word is better if you want the standard action of close power realization, and delight is best for divine oracles. I used to give this a black rating before some of these powers came out, but I can't think of an assembly that would be
better off with that power at the moment. Malediction (DP) - against will be short range, weakened and stunned. Other pacifist forces are better. Host Boone (D386) - Cvs Will. Short range and allies get to roll twice to hit the target and do extra damage if they hit with both rolls of 5 cha mod. Star Snare (DP) vs. Fort/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Very
useful against some enemies as a non-existent undead, but it is immobilizing all. Only one goal, while the delight is also immobilizing, the goals will be, and has the best range. Thunder Word (PHB) C Blast 5 Thunder Damage, which targets Reflex and pushes enemies 3 plus cha mod and allows your allies to shift one. The clergy don't have a lot of allied moving powers, but that's
just ok for that. The push effect can be quite large by this point for high types of charisma. Weapons of Wisdom: Demand Obedience (D407) Close Explosion, which is prone. Targets provoke OA if they stand up. And the Allies get a shift in the effect. The winds of rage are pretty close, but it has some better effects. Which one to choose depends on such things as the feat of
choice. (nevwin) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Very similar to an obsidian shield, but it does a lot more. This makes more direct radiant damage and gives you and your allies some resistance damage while near the target. Harmony Blades (Nevin) hesitated or melee for damage by force. Takes extra damage force when you or an ally misses a target.
You can do more harm with something like break the source or have a better effect with another force. Honourable Challenge (Nevwin) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifAn is an interesting defender power. An ally can move away from the target, and if the target willingly attacks any of your allies, it is blinded. Obsidian Shield (D392) against the fort and slide
your enemy. The effect creates an area where your side is resisting damage and causing additional damage. Sun Power (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif The highest single goal damage for level damage and how the effect you and an ally can spend the leap. Not that healing is bad, but other forces of this level have more diverse effeects and at the



moment you have to have a lot of healing. Winds of Fury (HoFL) targets enemies in a blast against the fort and knocks prone/pushes. The effect slides allies around as well. Good power of government. Other: Brilliant Idea (Nevwin) - Autoblinds in Close Explosion 1. Coming can do Save the North Source (DP) - It's autoeffect, but the keys to wisdom are for vulnerability and
prevents healing. Use with blood repentance. There are several streams of errata complaining that it's overpowered because it's it there are so many DNR parties. (/sblock) The power of clergy to choose between a beacon of fate that has the potential to be a good force, allowing if the goal does not save it or Holy Anger for some good self regeneration and bonus No. 2 for
attacking the meeting. For the wisdom of the clergy Fire Storm is a good fire damage for blasters, but it's you have a radiant focus you'll probably want Supernal Radiance more. The moment of peace is great without sacrificing save ends of the debuff and miraculous intervention stunned to keep the ends in close blast, but with the unfortunate trigger the ally drops to 0. The
wisdom of weapons the clerics want to exercise power. Level 19 Daily Block Power: Beacon of Destiny (DP) vs. AC Warlord Power, which can be good if you have a lot of people who can make a good basic attack. It does only a little damage and half that to miss. Effect a big penalty in defense (save ends with a penalty) and your allies get to make a series of major attacks against
him. Big Augment War (D384) 5 str mod bonus damages ally weapons and hit the enemy slows down and provides CA for you. Holy Anger (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif This has been updated to make it a weapon against AC for a near explosion of radiant damage. Gives you a regeneration of 10 and No.2 bonus for powering off attacks for the
rest of the meeting, so all clergy can find this effect beneficial. Indomitable Spirit (PHB) Vs RIGHT for normal damage. Allows everyone, including you, within 5 squares to heal, as if they had held a healing splash as an effect. Necrotic transmission (D372) C Vs Will and causes the biggest damage to the target. The blow allows one ally to restore the healing surge. The indomitable
effect of perfume is much better, as it is as if everyone nearby has held a healing splash, even if you miss. You'll beat more with this and maybe do more harm, but it's not worth it. Realm of Battle (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs AC Single target attack, which creates a close explosion zone 3, which gives a bonus of 1 euro for variable power and
attack for you and your allies, inflicts some automatic shining damage, and enemies provoke OA to replace. Wisdom: FireStorm (PHB) area 3 explosion vs. Reflex to damage the fire. A stable fire zone that auto-sends enemies who finish their turn in the zone. No effect other than damage and not very leadership, but it's a lot of party-friendly damage. Knight of Fame (PHB) Spell a
knight who targets AC for damage. Minor to maintain and repeats the attack. Miraculous Intervention (DP) - Immediate interruption against the will. Let the ally who falls on) heal as if they held a splash and attack the enemies in a close blast 2 stunned save Tbat is a mighty powerful effect, but a normal trigger. A moment of peace is likely to prevent an ally from falling in the first
place. Moment of Peace (DP) vs. Will Blast 5 attacks deal no damage (save ends) or until the end of your next turn if you miss. Shakles Graves (Hos) against the fort in the explosion. TARGETS ALLIES TOO for necrotical damage. Similar to Level 5 Slavery in Death of Death the first enemy to die while in the zone becomes your dominated servant, but you can't choose which
enemy this effect is. Supernal Radiance (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs will Radiant damage in a big close explosion. The effect continues to shine damage/stops enemies from hidden save ends. Weapons of Wisdom: Gaze of the Sun (HoFL): /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif - Allied Goals. Blast 5 vs. reflex, making 20
current damages (10 on a miss) and taking damage that they can't hide/have a concussion/be invisible. Supernal Radiance is very similar and almost always better, although sometimes it will do more harm and will not cause the pacifist to stun. Angry Solution (HoFL) - When the enemy you choose to damage an ally, you can immediately terminate the deal half the damage to the
enemy. Power or Wisdom Realization: Breath of the Raven queen (D380) ALLIES TARGETS! The implementation of a close explosion is five against the fort for cold damage and immobilized to save the ends. The power of clerics might want this for a change if they happen to have a good weapon/implementation because they may be at the forefront of the party anyway, but its
too bad they get it at this high level. If the goal doesn't save they become restrained and then take the current necrotic. Moment of Peace and Firestorm are the best choice for most different clergymen. (/sblock) Originally published by GelatinousOctahedron: Prayers of the Powerful: The Epic Level of Power Clerics Want an Unforgiving Spirit If They Have a Simple Weapon. No
simpler weapon than you might want divine retribution or perhaps deadly terror or you may consider a level 17 power that you don't get to take as a brilliant idea. Blasters want the Healing Torch if they have a radiant theme and good charisma, otherwise they want the Spirit of Flame. The reproach of Anger is great for pacifists and the wisdom exercise builds if someone in the party
can force the enemy to attack through something like domination. Wisdom weapons builds want Common Secrets to include or horribly here for blinding. There are many red and purple forces of this level. Level 23 Meeting (block) Power: Divine Censure (PHB) Yes? The purpose of the AC, OK damage, and gives the same debuff as by his will the master of power. Why this level
23? You are better off with a healing strike than this power. Divine Fervor (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs AC. As a result, you and your ally can spend a healing splash. By this point, healing should not be enough to take power. Divine Retribution (D400) vs. AC. An updated version of the warning kick is so for those going to subdefender. Ghosts
Strike (PHB) AC Targets with No.2 and you get a power bonus on the next attack against it. Terror (DP) against AC Target is embarking on a safe path. This can technically provoke OA from your allies, but you are the enemy can avoid some of them. For some parties it can be dark blue if you have good tactics. Unforgiving Spirit (D400) Simple Weapon No. 1 vs. A modernized
version of the damage to the fortitude. Wisdom Implementation: Astral Blades of Death (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif but just doing radiant damage against referee Healing Torch (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C Explosion of radiant damage, the goals will, and the effect allows all your allies in the area to hold a
healing splash plus your fashion charisma and gets a power bonus of their ac equal to your fashion charisma. After the Templars errata area is much smaller, but it is still good power. Rebuke Angry (DP) against will when the enemy first attacks your party makes BAs against them. Enemies can get out of range or not attack, but preventing solo or elite from attacking the round is a
good thing. If you have dominance or even something like hypnosis in a party it gets knocked up by skyblue. Spirit Flame (DP) blast 5 against the referee for fire damage. Efffect ends up a bunch of bad conditions on yourself and their allies each to lose one (stunned, weakened, etc.). The word containment (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs will be an
immediate reaction. I have this as a non-damage power, even if you throw a dice attack and potentially damage because of the damage caused by their attack and not your rolling attack. The only thing that happens to him is that it's immediate. It is much better to reproach in anger. Weapons of Wisdom: Terribly contemplated (innocent) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-
innocent.gifranged or hand-to-hand combat, psychic and radiant and target blinded. And nearby enemies give CA as en efffect. Earth chains (D392) Vs fort for decent damage. The effect knocks down a goal prone to a round. Muntid (Nevin) . /.. /.. /.. /.. /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Blast 3 vs fort, which pushes and effect allows allies to spend a splash.
Healing a torch or spirit of flame is usually better if you have exercise, but if not for some reason than it is normal power. Overwhelming Light (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif It would be dark blue if it weren't for Awful to behold, which just does everything that does this power and more. Sun Domain warpriests should keep this up. Reviving the Shove
(Nevwin) Moontide is usually better, but it allows you to spend a splash too, and it's a knocking target prone. Common Secrets (Nevin) Mental Damage Attack allows power. The enemy takes the execution attack key to the number of PC flanking it. Probably the best Wis weapon power level. Victory Spirits (D407) Close explosion of mental damage with CA zone for enemies. Awful
here and common secrets of better psychic strength and moontide tend to target more enemies with a little better effect most of the time. Thunder Justice (HoFL) You throw melee weapons at the enemy and do high single-goal thunder/lightning damage. As a result, you and up to 3 allies next to the target. Touch of Another Death (HoS) - Another automatic damage to the melee
power against bloodied enemies who You and your ally spend a splash if he kills the enemy. I will always take the Healing Torch over this. (/sblock) The power of clergy will probably want righteous power, but the flame of torment has a good one-goal debuff if you have high charisma and it is aimed at reflex. The Sacred Word is generally the best choice for the wisdom of the
clergy, although the call to hungry ghosts is also good. If you really want pacifist power than your best choice, probably life Lanterns. Hopekiller is the only notable choice for users of wisdom weapons because it could potentially put out some MBA lets. Level 25 Daily sblock Power: Divine Reaping (D384) Close the explosion against the AC, which weakens (save ends) Flame
torment (DP) C Vs Ref for great damage from fire and ongoing damage from fire and fine for their defense key to your charisma mod. For those with high charisma this can be a good choice. Nimbus Doom (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Vs Ac. Good damage and OK -2 to protect (save ends) as an effect. But it suffers in comparison with forces such
as righteous power. Prayer of Victory (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Vs AC and the effect provides the ally with a shift and a bonus of power to attack. Righteous Power (DP) Vs AC is a good effect that increases your reach, damage, speed and ac. Print Protection (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs reflex. Close the
explosion of radiant damage. The effect is fine. A sustainable zone that gives atypical bonus no 2 to you and your AC allies and enemies to stop their movement when they enter the zone. Wisdom Implementation: Divine Intervention (DP) Immediate interruption against the fort. Switch to positions and blind neighboring enemies (save ends). You take the damage and they get the
pace of hit points. Call Hungry Ghost (Haws) a big blast against the will for necrotic damage. This creates a good stable zone that weakens enemies who finish the turn there and consistently provides your party with pace hitpoints. Lanterns of Life (DP) th vs weaken (save ends) to 3 enemies and can numb enemies / provide some irreparable healing. Sacred Word (PHB) stuns
enemies in a close explosion 2 with mental damage, but does not stun on the blunder and goal of resilience. This is probably the best choice for balanced clergy of this level as they don't mind getting up close. Seal Binding (PHB) Goals will be and stuns. They made a mistake, so if you're bloodied you can't stand it, but it can lock one enemy into exchage for some damage and
standard action. Wisdom weapon: Conquering strike (HoFL) vs. AC for the force of damage and numbness (save ends) if you hit half the damage on the blunder. Effect 10 points of force damage to the nearest enemies. Pretty sad for Level 25 daily, given the other stunning on the hit, increasing coverage, creating sustainable zones, etc. HopeKiller (HoS) Effect is that the goal
provokes OA from your allies who are not the targets of its attacks. Good potential to catch 22 situations with your defenders and melee strikers. Strikers. Field (D375) - OK sustainable zone that makes automatic lighting damaging enemies. If the enemy dies while in the zone you or the ally gets to hold a healing splash. If you or an ally is taking lightning or thunder damage while in
the zone you can spend a splash as an interruption. There is a much better choice. Divine Lord of Battle (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif - A close blast that knocks enemies prone and gives you bonus power to damage melee and strength/athletics roles key to Con. Enemies who finish your turn next to you take 10 shining damage to the encounter.
The valiant charge is one of the best favorable forces in the game. Take this. The only other forces worth considering are the death of unworthy for ordinary clerics force weapons (which is close to automatic hits in the next round for some allies as an effect) and a reproof healer for implementing users, which is one of a small handful of multitarget stunning power clash in the game
(there are only 3 others when I last counted). There are other really good forces of this level, like favorable foresight, sublime light, and divine contempt, but they get outdone by others. Level 27 Meeting Block Power: Brutal Grace (D384) is against AC for good damage and allows the Allies to do save. The light of the first dawn is better if you have good wisdom. Doom of the
Unworthy (D400) Simple Weapon No.1 vs. AC. Good damage and effect allows allies to view attack rolls as 10. By this point most of your allies should be hitting at 10 with any boosts you give them. Penalty Strike (PHB) Bonus No. 4 strike against AC and good one-point damage. Boring and not helping you to be a better leader, but for sure. Sacrifice Healing (PHB) C Vs AC. On
hit Every Ally for 10 gets to spend a healing splash and add your modifier charisma. The light of the first dawn is better for the most part. Scouring Smite (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Vs Fort and good debuff vulnerability. Probably will result in the most total damage of all str powers. But if the damage ally is your main concern, a valiant charge or
Doom unworthy is better. Stroke Ruins (DP) vs. AC for non-root damage and weakens and damages or stuns without damage if it is resistant to necrotics. The weapon of the final world (D400) Worthy damage and effect makes the monster take damage equal to half of what he has just inflicted when he follows attacks. The Wisdom of Realization: Favorable Foresite (D386) C
immediate reaction against the will when an ally misses a goal. If you hit you damage and tea mod, the enemy gets -2 penalties in defense and the ally rolls the attack. It stinks it's not a lower level, so I really like this power. Divine Contempt (DP) C vs. will be some damage, stuns and debuffs their attacks after they are stunned. The other force I would have wanted was a lower
level. The healer's rebuttal is better because a stunning 2 or better than a stunning one is very good, but it's a really good goal for a 2 round debuff. Reproof Healer (DP) - Close Explosion Explosion against will stun several targets and then heals 1 ally in the area. The range is tough for pacifists and laser builds, but the stunning is pretty powerful and right now there are only 3 other
multitarget facing stunning powers. Herald of Imminent Doom (HoS) Other forces of this level are stunning or blinding multiple targets or giving out an automatic splash of free healing. This force gives an automatic combat advantage and some automatic damage against a single target. Whip Unworthy (PHB) Good range, but only OK debuff and damage to this level and makes
necrotizing against the referee sublime light (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs ref Blast 5 that blinds. The effect allows you and allies to do save and cancels enemies invisibility. I wish it were a lower level. Sunburst (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C Goals will be in the blast area for radiant damage. Every ally in the
area gets some splash free healing with your mod charisma as a bonus and makes savings throw. Weapons of Wisdom: Earth Fortress (D392) Vs Fort. Good damage to one target. On impact, the enemies in Blast 3 are then automatically damaged and knocked prone. The effect is a bonus to ac party and fort. Light First Dawn (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-
innocent.gif High radiant damage, and the effect gives you and allies 20 time points to hit and save. Another power that would be worthy at a lower level. Staggering Moonglow (Nevwin) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gifSolid-shining-damage and numbness. You and your allies get a power bonus to damage the rolls, equal to the con mod. Divine Contempt is
best if you want one target debuff a. Strike Grief and Weal (Nevwin) melee or hesitate attacks for force damage against up to 3 creatures. You and perhaps 1-3 allies can spend a splash, depending on how many enemies you hit. High Light and Sunburst are both better multitarget attacks. Sundered Victory (D407) is immobilized and prone, with OA, if they stand up. One target
force should do more of this level, and it is the only weapon of wisdom of this power without automatic effect. If you want to provide BAs take a valiant charge and not at this level. Thought Destroyer (Nevin) Unfortunately, the mental numbing powers don't really change much over time. The effect gives -2 penalties for the purpose of attacking rolls and the next saving throw.
Thunder War Dawn (HoFL) Worthy of Thunder Strike and Numbness. Staggering moonglow is much better if you have a good con and thought the destroyer is a better debuff. Other: Valiant charge (innocent) - one of the best favorable forces in the game and perhaps better than the warlords allowing the powers of this level. You and all the allies in Explosion 5 can charge or make
a major attack. The goal power gets the power bonus to the defense key to your con mod. (sblock) The power of the clergy have two worthy choices: Astral Exile will remove one goal from the game if you click with it and Stern's decision has some potential ongoing blindness. Astral Storm is a good good The lightning damage zone for the blaster builds, but if you like the radiant
damage, you may prefer the Breath of the Stars, which numbs (Save the Ends) in a large burst of radiant and cold damage. Pacifists probably want a violent surrender that is dominated and beaten by the target authorities. Dedicated Victory is a worthy choice of weapons of wisdom for the daily, though I'd probably go with exercising power most of the time for warpriests. Level 29
Daily block Power: Astral Exile (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif-against AC Damages and sends the enemy (Save the Ends) to hit and numb. Godstrike (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Targets AC for 7 (W) Shining Damage. Not quite better than nimbus Doom, which is level 25. It is generally less useful than other
options because it has no leadership advantage for it. I like some of the level 25 daily newspapers more. Ravage will do more harm most of the time. Stern Court (DP) v. Will. Potential blindness when they take the current damage. Wisdom Implement: Astral Storm (PHB) Area Explosion, which targets a reflex with a hard to resist damage and creates a large sustained lightning
damage zone. The mistake has made it smaller and less destructive than before, but is still a good strength of the area. Breath of the Stars (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif vs Fort. Blast 5 cold/beam that pushes 5 and numbness (save ends). Allies in the explosion get a lot of splash free healing. Dizzying Mace and Radiant Blasters usually want it. The
Chains of The Peacemaker (DP) against Will does prevent one creature from attacking with conservation and consequences. But forced surrender is better for pacifists. The insupence surrender (DP) against will dominate (save ends) and then allow the Allies to beat on it as a post-affirmed creature. Weapons of Wisdom Appointed Victory (HoFL) vs. AC for good atypical damage
and the Allies get to roll twice for all attacks against the EONT target. If you have Avengers or others in your lot that already roll twice this is a good positive effect, but I prefer a couple of implementation options. Visage of the Gods (HoFL) against will. Melee 1 for some reason. Necrotic and mental damage. Effect: knocks are prone, but this fear is the key word, so I think some
enemies will be immune from this effect. It's competing with the cross. Why is it so hard to make some good level 29 clergy credentials? Ravage will do more harm most of the time. Other Ravage (HoS) It makes your bloodied value automatic damage and you lose the healing surge. Not a good compromise for non-warpriests/fanatics, but it can be a lot of harm. (/sblock) Originally
published Prayers wise: Utilities A little warning about the clergy utility powers: clerics have many standard utility actions. Partly I think because the clergy were one of the first two leaders they developed, but even many of the latter standards. They tend to have very good credentials, but you can easily have all the standard utility action powers if Don't look. At higher levels there
are several elements, such as Timeless Lockett and Clockwork Cowl, that allow you to use minor actions for standard actions as long as they are not attacks, and those who help with this problem some. The clergy have a decent amount of minor and immediate powers you should look at. And while the clergy have some of the best healing utility in the game you need to take some
polishing or other kinds of powers as well. Its very easy to overload on healing so try to avoid it. Level 2 Unfortunately, clergy do not have absolutely great utility credentials of this level as they do any other level, but they have some pretty good ones. Angelic Witnesses, Bless, Divine Mastery, Return from the Door of Death, Sacrifice of Aegis, Blackened Soul, and Faith Shield are
those that are not standard actions (some of which have been mistaken for minor actions). Choose one of them. There are also warpriest utilities that are written on level 1, and I'm including those here because I think all clergy can accept them, but really only a sudden inspiration is worth considering. Level 2 Utility sblock Daily: Faith Armor (DP) Power Bonus 4 to protect one ally
of your choice. Now, as a rule, the best choice is the shield of faith. Angelic Witnesses (D379) creates at least an angel that occupies a square and heal an ally extra when they spend a splash. Every time you use a healing word or a channel of divinity it creates a different. They must be sustainable, but can be moved. Blackened Soul (HoS) Good bonuses and a lot of healing for a
dying ally. Bless (PHB) plus a bonus of 1 euro to attack for your party, so it won't stack up with many of your other bonuses. With errata now minor action and I would like to take it if you avoid all other bonus power attack powers. Cure Light Wounds (PHB) May be useful at lower levels if you have a low con party with long days of work. Less useful at higher levels when you have
more splash of free healing options, so if you take it to the 2nd retraining it later. Now that they have made the mistake of splashing free healing so much it falls from black to purple. I would either have a resurgent force or blackened souls. Fey Look (Nevin) Small action for low view light for the party and No 2 for perception checks. Saints Vesta (DP) You and potentially other allies
get some resistance. Retrain this at the last levels, when resistance is becoming more common. Transmission of Life (DP) Erratted to be daily, which knocks it from potentially sky blue to black. It's just worth it. If you have access to the tempo of hit points, lots of jumps, or regeneration and squishy allies. Otherwise, it is better to cure the lungs. Lunar Weapon (Nevwin) Level 1
Weapon sheds light, sings silver, and does radiant damage if it hasn't already done the type. Resurgent Force (HoFL) Minor action for you or an ally to spend a splash and get a damage bonus. Return from the Door of Death (DP) A good long range of immediate interruptions for dying allies. If you're doing your job right you don't need to but it's great when you need it, and the
reaction part is the main reason to go for it. Sacrificial Aegis (D384) You take a splash worth the damage and ally gets twice as much in hit-point temperature. The main thing that happens to him against the transfer of life is that the sacrificial Aegis is a minor action. It's blue for warpriests/fanatics with soft allies as they have jumps to spare but black for other builds. Shield of Faith
(PHB) With errata is now a minor action that raises its usefulness a lot in my opinion. Probably the default choice for most clergy. The Veil of Darkness (HoS) is an immovable and stable zone of darkness. Some parties might use this, but I don't like that you have to support it and that it can't be moved. Meeting: Create water (Hofl) level 1 Makes water. Skybl in Darxoon. Divine Help
(PHB) C Extra savings throws are always good and you get to add your cha bonus. Good for those who don't have a sacred flame/brand of sun. In addition, it is the only power of the clergy to level 27, which can grant the clergy to keep, except the brand of the sun. Unfortunately, this is a standard action, otherwise it will get a blue rating. Divine Mastery (DP) C Minor action for
bonus to skill check the key to Charisma. The power of clerics in campaigns with a lot of skills problems, perhaps like this. but usually sudden inspiration is better. Eye Vulture (HoS) level 1 Small to find out which creatures in the blast have low hitting points. Inspire Dread (D409) Level 1 No 2 bonus to your next intimidating check. Sanctuary (PHB) Useful when allies are in real
trouble: stunned, petrified, etc. Stone Speak (D392) Level 1 Small Action to give you a bonus of 5 pounds for perception to find a hidden creature or object. Sudden Inspiration (Nevin) Level 1. Interrupt to give an ally a boost to a failed test of skills equal to your Wisdom fashion. For hire: True Strike (NevWin) Level 1. No 4 is an atypical bonus to the Allies of the next attack! It is a
pity that this is a standard action. I think if your combat cleric is immbolized and not near any enemies or you have a massive penalty for your attacks as blinded without any close/area of attack it is good to have in reserve, but it is emergency. (/sblock) Level 6 Post errata the two best choices of this level are still probably the spirit of life and the flow of healing and which one you
choose should depend on the makeup party and how you otherwise built your character. The Health Bastion is a good choice for Templars and hybrids, as it also boosts the target roll attack, but it provokes OA. I could take it at 6 and then retrain at 9 or 10 for another if I took the floor in effect in 10 years. Divine or holy celerity are other good choices this level, particularly if you
think you have enough healing already and deserve more attention now. If you take daily power this level, you should probably take the meeting power for 10 since you probably took daily at 2. Level 6 Utility sblock Daily: Blades of The Holy Fire (DP) (DP) It helps allies overcome resistance/exploit vulnerabilities, but does only a little damage. Treat Serious Wounds (PHB) Standard
Splash Action Free Healing. Good for long days of working out combat healing, but with DP there are better splash free options at this level now and it no longer gets the knowledge of a healer or other bonuses. Divine Favor (DP) Is a standard action, but a good positive effect to put on a attacker or controller. Divine Vigor (PHB) Is not bad for very large parties in huge battles, but
with a long burst of free healing from other forces it is not as useful as it used to be. For some parties it is worth taking. Pretty much only take this if you have a few dwarves or wardens in the party. Siezed fate is a similar size boost and probably a little better, but it's a standard action. Gravesite (Hos) creates a decent size sustainable zone where you and your allies do extra
damage and where you all get some irreparable healing when the enemy dies in the zone. Light revelation (HoFL) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif creates a small stable zone that causes radiant damage to enemies when they attack in the zone. Also gives you and Alles a bonus to understanding and perception. The Victory (HoFL) sign you and your allies
receive a bonus of 2 euros for attacking one goal. Siezed Destiny (D380) You and your allies get hp's tempo key to your fashion wisdom and No. 2 will be up for the meeting. Its biggest drawback is that it is a standard action and has good competition from the Spirit of Healing/Flow of Life. Soul Cage (HoS) It's hard to rank fortune-telling power, which is mostly useful for role
situations. You can interrogate a dead enemy or view a remote area. No, no, no. Splash free healing for allies equals your wisdom mod for round for the whole encounter (before errata it was a 3X wis mod). Eats action, but is worth it and heals more than the flow of life for allies with multi-attack. The danger of losing it if stunned, etc. some argue that it is better than the flow of life
and with some party makeover it will be, especially since it could potentially heal a lot more if you have people like wizards and rangers in your party with a lot of multi-attacks. The errata message is still good power, but not as much auto choice as before. After errata it gets knocked down a bit since the healing base has been reduced by 66%. With the right elements it's still
skyblue, but you have to work for it now. Stream of Life (DP) seems pretty easy to abuse if you have any access to regeneration because regeneration doesn't reduce the damage (such as potion, divine power or longtooth shifter) that will heal at about the same rate you take damage. Meeting a long splash of free healing is potentially all your allies very nice. Heals more than the
spirit of healing, should not be sustainable, and uses less action, but has less range and harms you. Can be used from the fight to return the entire batch of 0. I prefer this spirit of life, since you can use it the same encounter as another other daily, especially for melee clerics who have to worry more about motion action and for higher level characters, since you can get potion
regeneration easily then. Errata has knocked off the amount of healing it gives out, but if you have easy access to regeneration through race, feat, or Divine Power this is the best great healing option for the Level seized Destiny (D370) Temp hitpoints and will be a defense bonus for potentially all parties. Not bad, but with 2 other daily powers providing so much splash of free
healing you probably want one of them. Meeting: Bastion health (PHB) C OK long-range healing. Becomes less useful over time as you get more healing strength, but good for hybrids that may need extra boost. Gift of Luck (D379) Grants save on range, but it's better if you focus on the divine luck of Holy Celerity (DP) allowing you or an ally to ignore the fairly general mobility
conditions (slowed, discreet, immobilized) to EONT. It's blue because you can use it on yourself and it's a minor action, but if you have a healing sign or others for your salvation giving you may not need as much. The clergy tend to have lousy reflex scores and a lot of attacks that have mobility punishing reflex attacks, so this helps mitigate this. Walk Among the Wounded (PHBH1)
You are taking steps to move and all your neighboring allies receive AC power power bonuses until the end of your next move. Often you will move this way anyway, but it is only a bonus of 1 or 2 euros. It's not bad, but it seems a little under-possible. By will: Holy Lantern (PHB) (black if you have that experience that some hybrids like wizards or shamans should have) a slight
increase in perception and understanding. Instead, buy a torch. (/sblock) Level 10 Reverent Mettle is my personal favorite this level for those with strong charisma, since you can potentially get 2 uses of his encounters in heroic with this number growing, if you expand the number of times you can use the channel of divinity, all as immediate action. The word strength is the best
choice, especailly for hybrids and for those with combat clerics knowledge. The Wall of Shields is probably my favorite daily, but the fight splash is always an easy choice, and both knights of unwavering prowess and umbral souls are interesting. Level 10 Utility sblock Daily: Astral Asylum (PHB) Is a standard action that allows an ally to escape for several rounds. Most of the time I
would rather use the word strength or even heal serious wounds. If they're out of the fight they don't help. Combat Splash (HoFL) is just like mass treatment of lung wounds, but with the bonus of power No.2 for attacks EONT in exchange for healing a little less than mass treatment of lung wounds. (DP) Truesight. Too much depends on what DM throws at you, but if you DM loves
invisible creatures is worth taking. Some other powers of this level will be more consistently useful. Knights of Unwavering Valor (PHB) Interesting Management Options. Mass Cure Light Wounds (PHB) C Battle Splash Strictly Better Since He He almost identicle and gives bonus attack. The only thing that happens to him is charisma is a bonus to healing. Its still a very good force,
but the combat surge is better. Phantom Vigor (HOS) It would be a good force if it wasn't a standard action. This gives you and your allies the pace of hit points in exchange for horse racing and gives you a nice encounter of long momentum to speed and atheltics. But Battle Surge is very similar and doesn't use splashes. And the cloak of courage makes close to the same, does
not use horse racing, and meeting power at a level where all the good things are standard actions. Shining Armor (HoFL) is immediately interrupted to reduce the damage from a single attack. Reverent bravery will be much more useful. The battle surge will heal more. Sacred Benevolence (DP) allows an ally to regenerate, but you can't be bloodied. Transcendental Advisor (D384)
Get a lot of help with party knowledge verification. Umbral Soul (Hos) Is a good defensive impulse (invulnerable and weakened) to put on yourself if you are a pacifist or an ally who is not focused on the damage. (HoFL) No, no, no. Creates a stable wall that enhances AC allies and immobilizes enemies. Probably my favorite daily cleric is a utility of this level, although I usually
speak the word strength or reverent mettle of this level. Meet: The healer's Balm (DP) is a short range, but allows you to ease your ally with a save bonus for you. The strength of clergy might want this as they tend to be short providing conservation throw ability, but other types may not be so interested. Prophetic Protection (D386) C Interruption. When you ar ally hit with a crit, the
enemy has to roll the attack from the penalty spot - to your tea mod. It's only black if you don't increase your charisma. Recall Ally (DP) Help trapped an ally or helps bring a straggled-up/immobilized ally back into the group. Reverent Mettle (D379) C Reduces Damage Ally Takes as a Close Explosion of Immediate Interruption. You get to continue using this every time you use cd
power, so it makes the divine state more useful if you haven't taken any extra powers of divinity channel. In the epic it can be used up to 3 times meeting quite easily and clergy tend to act starved when it comes to utilities. Protective Word (PHB) Immediate interruption. Kind of like a shield for a wizard, but only a AC for an ally. Blueif you know how close your DM came to the
impact. The word Vigor (DP) Is a short range of burst healing. Helps if you run out of healing words or for hybrids and will give you and your allies a good attack boost with BCL. (/sblock) Level 16 All my favorites at this level are standard actions: Divine Armor, Consecrated Earth, Astral Shield, Cape of Courage. The charop consensus is that Choose the Cloak of Courage, as you
can use it before the fight and its power clash. Level 16 Utility sblock Daily: Air Walk (DP) Kind of like flying, but not quite. The Elected Servant (HoFL) Ally gets to make immediate preservation whenever exposed. The Cloak of Peace (PHB) Is a really good defensive buff for an ally in trouble, but it ends if Attack. Cure Crit Wounds (DP) This should bring your ally 0 to almost
complete hit points, but takes standard action. Not that it's bad, but with something like Divine armor, a cloak of courage, or sacred earth you could probably actively do more to help a few allies not have to be healed in the first place. And many parties will have a lot of splash of free healing options by this point. The Shadow Sphere (HoS) is a big hidden area for your party. You all
get concealed while in the zone and able to hide easier. This will vary depending on the party, but it's a nice bit different from what you usually get, and some hand with sniper crooks or others who like to hide will love it. Divine Armor (PHB) Bonus you only get normally, but face a long resistance damage nicely. Depending on your party, this may become less useful in the epic,
when this kind of resistance becomes more common. The consecrated land gives the best positive effect, but it affects the goal, not the area. Hallowed Ground (PHB) Bonuses are all power bonuses, but they are varied and it's a close explosion of the 5 zone. The main drawback is that it is a standard action, but so divine armor. Healing Circle (PHBH2) C is a large zone that
increases your healing effects when allies spend healing jumps. Good for non-pacifist healers with high charisma. Shining Beams (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif High resistance but limited by necrotic, and they do a bit of automatic radiant. It's good if you're faced with a lot of undead. Meeting: Astral Shield (PHB) Untyped AC bonus that lasts until the
end of each meeting that can be moved around. The Cloak of Courage (DP) Splash is worth a temporary strike point for nearby allies. Its standard action, so a common cheese trick with this force to use it right after a short rest. Unlike most other standard power utility action cleric gets you can easlily use this from the battle to full force and its power clash so it basically takes off
your HP party on 1/4. Unexpected Return (DP) Reaction is a healing force when allies drop. Hopefully you won't have allies falling to 0 every session, but it has a good action economy and works with the BCL. All other forces of this level of meeting are standard actions. Perpetual Barrier (D384): Allows you to use standard actions to create a sustainable zone where your party can
ignore the challenging terrain. Why can't clerics get any good at going utility like a sorcerer? (/sblock) Level 22 Is a good choice, but again a lot of standard action: Clarion Call astral seal is a poweful single purpose to heal/protect power, Mass Serious wounds are a huge multitarget burst of free healing, and adjure has chosen a very good enounter power party positive effect. Two
good minor action powers are cleared for those who neglect the savings to throw away and damage the resistance faced by the power of the ramparts of light. Level 22 Utility sblock Daily: Angel of Eleven Winds (PHB) Allows ally to fly and you can which ally flies every turn. Clarion Call of the Astral Sea (PHB) teleports them before the start of their next move, heals them, range
and allows them to move to a new cloud Chariot (PHB) location Five people can fly all day with a lid. You are in trouble if you have more than 5 or 1 party can become /big, which can happen in an epic. Death by Death (D380) Ally trades a splash for re-registering an attack with your wisdom mod as a bonus. It's a sweet boost and all but guarantees your barbaric friend hits with the
daily he just missed with, but other daily newspapers are very good for this level. Death Shield (Hos) I'm tempted to appreciate this red, but it has some economics value because you can activate it from the battle and ally stays a little longer. The first time your ally will drop to 0 it's 1 instead. I would be more in favor of this power if it was at a lower level. Healing (DP) should be
there. Mass treatment of serious wounds is usually more beneficial. And the loud call of the astral sea also brings them to the max, but has the best range and moves/protects their Mass Cure Serious Wounds (DP) Healing most (if not all) damage to everyone around you without spending any jumps. Probably the best healing force of the level. So if you are a combative cleric who
neglected your healing power than this is a good choice, but pacifist clerics probably don't need to by now. Prayer Made Real (D379) Power bonuses to save and potentially defense and attack if you have used CD and healing word credentials recently. Bonuses and food conditions. I like it more than the chosen ones. Prophecy Fervor (D386) C Allies get an initiative bonus and 10-
p. mod tempo hit points. Cleaning (PHB) Completes all conditions of saving ends in a rush. Errata made it a minor action, but it was a good force even before that change. Revive (DP) If you screw and someone dies, it brings em back, I prefer powers that prevent them from dying in the first place. The second level of return for door death is better in some ways for the middle fight
as it is immediately interrupted and has the best range. If you don't have that power, that ups the value of this up to blue. Sealing the Door of Death (Drag 372) No one can die while in this stable zone, but they can take the damage. If they get pulled/bullrushed/teleported out of the zone they could die if they were at zero. Spirit of Health (PHB) All it does is allow allies to spend
healing leaps. The battle of clergy knowledge barely moves this into purple. Meeting: Adjure selected (DP) Each in a close explosion gets a power bonus to speed, damage, and attacks and crits at 18-20. The only reason it's not skyblue is the standard action. Ramparts of Light (DP) Small Action DR 20 for Ally. Adjure is the only other force of the meeting. CB has listed this as a
daily in the past, but his encounter (sblock) originally posted by GelatinousOctahedron: I'll basically include black and above for feats if it's a feat typical of clergy or divine characters. Feats of Feats Will look on for each build. You will need to put some of the recommended feats up to paragon: knowledge of the weapon, a sign of healing (several warpriests should not take it),
healer implementation, experience (depending on the assembly, which one), improved defense, above will, a channel of divinity or domain (depending on the deity/domain) the last officer of the legion. It's also a multi-class and racial feat. Battle (str/cha): Combat healer, defensive healing word, custody sign, improved Initiative Balanced (str/wis): Combat Healer, Protective Word,
Battlewise, Coordinated Explosion Laser: Defensive Healing Word, Combat, Coordinated Explosion. distant advantage, superb implementation training, exercise focus Healic: Pacifist healer, defensive healing word, battlewise, distant advantage, superb implementation training, Warpriest and zelot (wis/con) Protective word, battlewise, melee training, scale of skill (military) cleric
class/divine feats (sblock) Battle Healer (DP) Battle Of the clergy want. This is a splash of free self-healing based on your mod power, perhaps several times each encounter and allows you to worry less about saving yourself. There have been some questions in the comments about if these hit-points stack and the answer is that they stack up with everything, since these extra hit
points aren't any bonus. This is a great feat for combat clerics and should be at the top of their list if possible if you play a dwarf or longtooth successor who can self-heal reliably without using your other leadership credentials. Combat Clerical Weapons (D379) Outdated Drag 400. It used to be dark blue. Defensive Grace (DP) Anyone who accepts the mercy of a healer and has
good charisma will want to consider this issue. Its usefulness really depends on how often you end up using this power, and you probably don't use it every meeting. Defensive Healing Word (DP) I like it better than defensive grace because you're probably going to get a lot more uses out of it. With str/cha builds this is one feat that I would try to get there. The power bonus that
stacks with the on-screen word Demonbane (DP) Targets elements with the turn of the undead Devilbane (DP) Target Immortals with the turn of the undead Domain Synergy (D379) No. 2 to hit the domain as possible after using the CD domain. It really depends on whether the two are good to start with this third feat in the chain, but it's a normal choice for a solar domain, for
example. For a few hybirds and half elves it is sky blue because it can be applied to a hybrid paladin, a avenger, and refer to the will so that it will cover as yours in your opinion. I have a avenger/cleric sun domain built based on this feat. Warning of Fate (D380) The raven queen. If you like the divine state a lot it makes it better, but you don't have to accept the divine state of Word
Fortification (D385) Purpose Healing Word gets a bonus and a bonus of 4 pounds to save from poison. Big turn (D371) Click when you miss with the undead turn. Only for those who focus on the turn of the undead. Great Divine Fortune (D379) Don't take the divine divine To start the Harbinger of the Renaissance (D379) Bonus to heal skill and ally bonus to death saves. Healer
Implementation (DP) Add another bonus to your treats. Even combat clerics who use sales/weapons or who have picked up a worthy holy symbol will want to consider the issue. Errated only work on power where the computer spends a splash, so it knocks it down with sky blue. Nimbus Light (DP) is only black if you focus on shining forces and if your party is melee types that
focus on radiant powers. Light Order (D381) If you don't like the Level 2 utility it allows you to swap it for light order power, free-action radiant momentum damage and CA to one hit goal per collision. So for radiant builds it allows something like Death Surge or Flame Strike to cause a radiant vulnerability on the target. Pacifist healer (DP) Skyblue for healics, red for everyone else.
Note that I think the pacifist is the weakest of the 6 major clergy builds, and I wouldn't accept it. Many people insist on going down this path, but you don't need to go pacifist to heal well, and this cuts off a lot of good options. If you take this feat you need to build your character around it focusing mainly on powers that won't cause stun and not every party is suitable for a pacifist
healer. On the other hand, it was a mistake only to stun when you do a roll attack and cause damage: so continued damage, sustainable zones, powers that make other people attack, etc. do not stun. There is confusion at the most recent errata and stuns because the summary errata used the original stunning text from the diving power, but the official final document errata, and I
think RAI, and is that it does not stun if you do the attack roll and attack does direct direct damage. Pacifist's Reward (D379) is really only for pacifist builds, but gives you pace hitpoints when you hit without doing damage. Apprentice Father (D385) Moradin clergy. You can charm weapons and armor as if you were of a higher level and can start charming at level 1. Requalification
is later. Cleaning Light (D371) Scale the bonus to strike with radiant prayers, but only against the undead. It's very dependent on the campaign. Total Viability (D385) Use a second breath on the ally. Dwarves should maybe consider this (D378) goal healing word to get an atypical bonus to defense. Stacks with a defensive healing word. Spirit of Hestevar (D387) Neighboring Allies
get a scaling bonus to a surge in value, but you have to worship Erathis. The Domain of the Templars (CC) only for Str/Cha builds and was a dark blue but outdated knowledge of the combat cleric. Universal Channeler (DP) This has some potential and is considered multi-class, but even then some builds can put it until they have ways to replenish the channel of divinity, as with a
glorious channel. It was the best choice for clergy before the Favor of the Gods was published. There are some powers like Divine Courage that are worth taking on their own. Or if you're a combat cleric who has multi-class multiclasses you can accept the feat of indefatigable anger and use the divine power of power until the end of your next turn. The word retribution (D379)
Healing the word heals your allies a little more if they are close to enemies. For some parties it can be black, for example, when you have a warden/fighter well surrounding yourself all the time. (/sblock) A quick note about damaging exploits: overall for leaders its better to focus on increasing hit bonuses than worrying about increasing damage. Not that the damage increase is bad,
but you only have so many exploits and many leaders in their power and face the powers of riders that will only take effect if you click. Usually getting these riders into effect is more important than doing a little more harm. I encourage clerics to look at exploits like weapons/exercise experiences, distant benefits, and a coordinated explosion before looking at exercise or weapons
focus. A big exception to this rule now is if you accept some of the new weapons powers that came out from the beginning because many of them have consequences that cause for a blunder or a blow. General Combat Caster Defense (PHB3) is a bonus to OA defense for your range/area attacks. Battlewise (PLES) After all you want this or equivalent feat if you are not pure
strength/charisma cleric or do dex build. You can put it on for a while. Coordinated Explosion (PHB2) Laser clerics must necessarily accept this as some pacifists should. Really helps you hit with AoE credentials and you already usually want to include your allies in them. You can put this on for a while since you want things like experience in the first place. The Freedom Apprentice
(PLES1) Warpriest won't qualify for this, but other melee clerics might want to because you don't have as much motion ability as is. The Apprentice of Light (PLES1) Giving your allies scaling the pace of hitpoints when you hold a splash while bloodied is a worthy boost for many builds. Apprentice Stone (PLES1) Give yourself a tempo to hit the dots when you hold a splash. (PHB2)
A range of clergymen will want to get this if they can find a place for it. Durable (PHB) If you find that you are running out of healing jumps and not doinga con build consider this issue. It's not a bad feat, but with surgefree healing it's less helpful than it used to be. Focused mind (PHB3) is dazed and stunned bad for you as is, but it doesn't happen that often. However, combined with
superior will it becomes much better for divine oracles and pacifist clerics with harmful powers. GroundIng Shot (PHB3) is worth taking for various clergy if your party knocks people prone frequently. Upcoming victory (PHB3) No 1, strike on will against bloodied targets. The Better Initiative (PHB) Best Initiative will never hurt, but you have things better to worry about and probably
only the sheer power of clergy should accept this. Battlewise is best for all but the pure power of clergy and dex builds. Improved Defense (PLES1) I think you better just take this feat than any of the other three overall has improved Feats. You lack the feat of slots as it is, but the boss will be terribly tempting and you can take both if you really want to. The Legion's last officer
(D396) allows your allies to shift or give them an atypical AC/reflex bonus. It stacks up with exploits like defensive word healing and works on non-healing word powers too. Training hand-to-hand combat (PHB2) blue is mainly for warpriests that could get good use out of it. But now there is wisdom on their will credentials that work as melee attacks on Wis primary builds. Healics
don't have to worry and balanced and battle doesn't need to. Resilient Focus (HOFL) If you can put it in this 2 pound feat is a bonus to savings. This precedes many other feats. Learning Skills (PHB) Perception (for all) and athletics (for balanced/battle) are both worth taking. But you're probably better off if you can get these through MC options because those give you something
extra. Higher resilience/reflexes (PLES1) are good feats, but you're better off with just an impoved defense because you already have other feats you could take. Superior Will (PLES1) This is an exception to the above. You will qualify for it and it allows you to save for the stunned/stunned early rounds. For pacifists who want damaging powers and divine oracles at level 16 it is sky
blue. Strength (PHB) Never hurts to have more HP, but only combat clerics who want to leave the tank should probably spend the feat for that. Vicious Advantage (PHB3) If you take powers that are slow and immobilized (the clergy have some) it is very good. Or if your party takes over the powers that make it worth taking. Wintertouched (PHB) Hardly any clergy credentials have
a cold keyword. The only reason to accept this is if you get a cold weapon, but the clergy have many other interesting options for weapons. The clergy should almost always avoid this and seek radiant and to a lesser extent fire, feats. Worldserpent's Grasp (HOFL) Clercs often have other ways to tend, but this works in some batches. (/sblock) Types of damage and credentials (not
quite feats, but appropriate) sblock Here's a rundown on the clergyman and damage-type credentials to give you a hint on how damaging type of exploits play. I'm not including CD credentials (except turn the undead/smite undead), racial, paragraph, pattern path, or epic fate credentials, just pure clergymen. Warpriests tend to do thunder damage with a storm domain, shining with
a sun domain, untyped with the ground, and necrotic/psychic with death. The whole radiant is one for the Templars to focus on, with the fire and thunder of the other two main options. I don't it's for the latest Dragon articles, but it's close enough acid No clerics powers Cold 4 powers: 2 Paragon (1 of which damages the Allies), 2 Epic Fire 13 Forces: 7 Heroic, 3 Paragon, and 3 Epic
Forces 1 Power: 1 Heroic Lightning 5 Forces: 1 Heroic, 2 Paragon, and 2 Epic Necrotic 7 Forces: 2 Heroic, 3 Paragon (1 of Which Damages Allies) 2 Epic Psychic 6 Forces: 1 by Nature, 1 Heroic, 2 Paragon, and 2 Epic 78 Powers: 2 class feature, 4 in score, 35 heroic, 21 paragon, and 16 epic Thunder 13 powers: 1 in its account 5 heroic, 3 paragon, and 4 epic (half of them storm
warpriest) This list is updated to include PHB, DP, PLES1 and up to Dragon 380 Here's a guide to optimizing the types of damage. (sblock) Racial exploits (sblock) Some of these feats require you to be a clergyman or in a divine class. PHB1/2/3 (sblock) Deva Battle Intuition (D374) is better than improved initiative or battlewise. Radiant Recovery (D374) Tempo hit points when you
take or deal radiant damage key to con? Oh yes! For military thinkers and fanatics. Immortal Skill (D374) makes memories of life do about 1 more on average. Majestic Presence (DP) gives neighboring allies necrotizing and radiant resistance and scales. Favorable Lineage (PHB2) is on average 1 euro more to bring back power. Radiant Power (PHB2) Power Attack for Shining
Implementation Attacks. I don't like to trade to hit for damage. Dragonborn Breath of Life (DP) Breathing weapons are the only targets of enemies and your allies to get the pace of hit points. Perfectly combined with increased dragon breath. Adaptive Breathing (D365) Breathing Weapon can make the second type of damage to the Increased Dragon Breath (PHB) Big Bang.
Radiant Breath (D378) Breathing Weapon is also a shining dwarf Dodge Giants Later you fill the face of a large number of large creatures, so it can be dark blue in the sample. Dwarf Battle Priest (DP) Get hp pace when you use the healing word. This is solid for wis/con builds. Dwarven Weapons Training (PHB) is great for combat, warpriest and balanced clerics because it
combines superior gun ownership and almost gives you a gun focus too. The damage bonus applies to carrying out attacks made through weapons as well. Fast Steps (D391) If you can put it in another No.1 to speed. Shield of the Fallen (FRPG) No. 2 bonus to the defense of the neighboring bloodied or helpless allies of Eladrin (I really do not like the fairies pitch add ons as they
add extra conditions for the meeting of power, but the healing step is probably the best of the bunch) Eladrin soldiers (PHB) A good feat overall, but not many clerics Eladrin there. Elf Blessing Corellon (DP) Allies get to hold a healing splash when you use elven precision. Wild Elf Luck (FRPG) Add 1d4 (average 2.5) to elf accuracy. Elven Precision (PHB) Add No. 2 to the elven
precision of Githzerai (PHB3) Alhan in Mindful Move (PHB3) Shift speed with racial power. Dakshai's Body-Mind Union Trade iron mind to save with a bonus. Don't take on other feats that enhance iron mind. Gitzerai Blade Master Fullblades and additional damage feat. Miryat's First Strike Potentially Do a Lot of Extra Mental Damage With Your First Meeting. For builds with good
explosions/explosions it's good if you've increased your initiative. Take a mental lock if you take this feat. The Enlightened Step of Suvota is useful for laser clerics who win the initiative, since you can use the range of the attack up close. Gnome Armored Warrenguard Rare Dwarf Cleric Probably Wants It Like His feat, as it gives you 1 euro to 4 speeds in chain/scale armor. And ac
am bonus against big enemies. Hidden Channeling (drag 376) Get concealed after the channel of divinity. Sustainability Goliath Korda (DP) Neighboring Allies get to share their stone endurance power. Goliath Great Weapon Valor (PHB2) If you do the math of taking superb weapons and weapons focus does a little more harm than taking that power when you're dealing with multi
(W) credentials, average 1 point for extra W. But it's still a very good thing as it's almost the equivalent of those 2 feats in one. Great axe is probably your best choice of stat-wise, but the maul and heavy war pick also use the con and greatsword gives you increased accuracy. Morningstar is the best if you want a simple force weapon. Making Blessed (PHB2) Roll twice for the first
save. Marking Victor (PHB2) Roll twice for the first Half-Elf attack Remember you can choose from a person and/or elf, although not all of them will do anything for you. Adept Dilletante (D385) This allows you to use Wisdom for your dilletante power, but limits your choice of MC class power has come. However, if you want something like a double kick or a thunderbolt to the key to
wisdom it's a really good choice. Religious Dabbler (DP) Is the second divine power of an amateur, but you can't use both in the same encounter. Requalification is on the sample. Halfling Blessing Avandra (DP) Successful use of a second chance and ally can spend a splash. Lost in Crowd'PHB) No. 2 to AC when next to 2 big enemies, which is most of your enemies Melee
halflings will want to consider a multi-class fighter as it opens up a bunch of useful feats from the dragon that make up for your small size. Half-Orc Invigorating Assault (D386) When you're first bloodied you get to add an amount of your pace to hit points for your healing for the next round. The quest for battle number 3 to init and another burst of healing. Human Divine Approval
(DP) Get a free save when you use a power CD. Non sun warpriests will struggle with giving yourself saves, but you may not need it when you use a power CD. Action Surge (PHB) No.3 for point-of-action attacks. Use with daily AOE newspapers. Human Resolve (D377) Temp hit the dots that are key to your charisma when you hold the action point. Minotaur Bloody Ferocity
(PHB3) Free MBA most meetings. Vigilante Recovery (D385) A decent way to avoid CA. Shifter Sturdy Shifter (EBPG)Get scaling the pace of hit points when using a change of power. Probably the best of the party. Wild Feelings (PHB2) If you have a perception of training, then it may be actually worth taking because you also Init bonus. Tiefling Hell's Blessing (DP) Surgefree
Healing and Assault Is a Bonus for a Neighboring Ally when you use hellish anger. Scion Gods (FRPG) bonus to will and fort that you have to retrain in the sample Hellfire Blood (PHB) Clerics have a large amount of fire and fear credentials. (sblock) Other sblock Change (EBPH) Fickle Servant (DP) Choose any domain exploits you want, and get 3 euros to get to Sleepiness
(FRPG) Brilliant Darkfire (DP) Darkfire Power Causes The Radiance of Vulnerability Instinctive Darkness (drag 367)Cloud of Darkness as immediate reaction frees action Shadowslip (drag 367) You'll use displacement Xend Weapon Training (EBPG) Not that useful for the clergyman. Clutch of Darkness (FRPG) No Bad Improvement Genasi (FRPH) Elementary Blessing (DP)
Racial Force gives ally the tempo hitpoints Earthshock Master (Drag 367) reliable and more damage Fast manifestation (Drag 367) More manifestations Use of energy is a good Firepulse master (Drag 367) reliable and more damage Genasi Fire Affinity (Drag 367) Affinity (Drag 367) OK Resistance/Primord Surgeial Immunity (Drag 367) Temp Hit Points Good Extra Manifestations
(FRPG) Combine With Rapid Manifestation Explicit Resistance (FRPG)Possibly Excessive Universal Resistance (FRPG) Best, if you don't have any of them no longer scale goblin ankle biter (DHS) Better, than weapons or realize the focus, since it works with most of your attacks Hobgoblin Hobgoblin Phalanx soldiers If you refuse to accept the knowledge of a combat cleric it
should be. If you take a battle of clergy knowledge and you play a build that only needs a one-handed weapon this is a 2 shield bonus to your reflex. Hobgoblin Weapons Profession Is a profession in all flails and spears (Spiked Chain, Gogue, Great Spear) and bonus to damage attack weapons. Kalashtar (EBPH) Clarity spirit (DP) Using racial power, ally spends a splash of kwori
Shield (EBPG) Rare resistance to telepathic sensitivity (EBPG) DM dependent Kobold (DSH) Dragon in indomitability (DHS) This plus the boss will mean that you will almost never be stunned or stunned. Swifleblin (DSH) Deepstone Blessing (DSH) Is good for fanatics and most warpriests. Some warpriests already make the equivalent (dominance and sun) with their healing
words and the selune also grants a lot on 10 with its attacks, but its useful for other domains. Warforged (EBPG) Holy Resolve (DP) More healing after using racial power Warforged Tactics This situation will occur enough that the battle of the clergy can make good use of the atypical No.1 attack The Revenant (I'm not going to do all the double-racial feats. They're usually worth
taking.) Past flashbacks of life (D376) If you don't mind going last more often it's more of a boost. Reaper Resistance (D376) Scale resistance damage well. Devious Jaunt (D372) If you have an Int it's a decent life on the edge (D372) If you save your action points it's not bad. (/sblock) (/sblock) Weapons/Realization/Armor feats sblock skill feats often have to be some of your first
feats, and you'll need to experience the feat at the end of the heroic. You only have so many feats, so don't overdo it here: Examination of the exploits you need one of them in heroic or early paragon no later. Pure weapons using military clerics and warpriests usually have to take specific weapons out of them, but those do not apply to weapliment attacks. Attacks. Should also
consider Devout Defender Expertise because it gives a good bonus shield to all your allies. Pure implementation users must adopt a holy character experience or any other implementation you use as a staff experience. Weapliment users should go with a versatile experience or staff if you use staff. Holy Symbol Expertise (HoS) Helps avoid the CA Universal Experience (PHB3)
Holy Symbol for all and then mace or any weapon you plan to use. If you plan to use weapliment or as a weapon and holy symbol take this. Devout Protector Expertise (Drag402) Bonus to attacks of holy symbols and attacks with weapons, but not to carry out attacks with weapons. Gives a bonus shield for AC for all your allies when you have a shield. The only downside to this for
warpriests is that it does not enhance weapliment attacks. But a holy symbol using a death domain or another domain without weapliment is a good choice. Axe Expertise (PLES1) Allows you to roll 1s for damage. Bludgeon Expertise (PLES1) Adds to aftershocks/slides. Domain land warpriests and others with land bruden should consider it. Heavy Blade Examination (PLES1) AC
Bonus vs. Attack Opportunities. Light Blade Expertise (PLES1) Damage Bonus with CA. Mostly small clerics should use them with rapiers. Choose expertise for fairies and other small clergymen who are not mc fighter. Spear Examination (PLES1) Bonus to damage when charging. Staff Examination (PLES1) No OA when you have thrown the prayer range. Only for those WHO
are MC in class employees, owning or if you take officers fighting. Armor and weapons feats: Hafted Defense (PHB3) Outdated if you went with healer knowledge. Armory (Plate) (PHB) If you have statistics for it consider it, but its not important to anyone. Superior Implement Training (PHB3) Is accurate or astral of your best bets, but guardianship is good for a small number of
assemblies. Not for combat clerics or not the death of domain warpriests. Implementation Focus (PLES1) Is only good for sloths and a few domain death clerics, but a good choice for them. Weapon Focus (PHB1) is not a bad choice, but doesn't really help you be a better leader and no longer works with weapliments. Weapon Profession (PHB) If you have a racial weapons feat
(Goliath, Dwarf, Eladrin, etc.) are going to use simple weapons powers, or have a good knowledge of combat weapons from feat/background/race, then battle/balanced clerics and most warpriests will want to consider getting superior weapons knowledge based on their preferred gun selection/stat bonuses pretty soon. This should probably be your first feat in many cases. Other
clerics can ignore them and stick to mace and perhaps pick up skill with stick for No 1 to AC. Moonbow Devote (D386) It is only for the seanine believers. Gives you knowledge with shorts, the equivalent of a weapon focus for shorts, and you can use it as a divine exercise. For specialized builds, but very useful, since you can do some interesting things stuff This is. Serene Archery
(D386) should worship Sehanine. Use wisdom to bow to major attacks. The Silver Glow (D386) should worship Sahanina. 2/3/4 Scaling radiant and cold damage. Staff Wrestling (D391) If you want to go with the personnel weapon you want this feat. With a simple weapon credentials in the dragon 400 employees is now a good option for melee clerics. Travel Staff (D391) If you
took the staff struggling, keep an eye on this and hopefully the traveller's staff. The symbol sonnlinar (D385) Moradin Believers can gain knowledge with military axes, hammers, and chooses and use them as holy symbols. (Note that if you multicass in a fighter jet or other combat class more weapons and shield exploits are open to you from combat power, PHB and dragon. There
are really too many of them to fit into the clergyman's manual, but some of them will be mentioned in the multiclassing section) I recommend CD choose feats based on three main criteria: 1. How often will I get to use it? Most CD powers either have a trigger or only help in certain situations. Some you will be able to use each meeting, while others will only come up from time to
time. 2. How useful is the effect? Sometimes the effects can be great for each character, but sometimes they only help me-fight characters or have some other limitations, and sometimes the powers don't do much for everyone. 3. Is the power fluctuating or another type? This is mostly important for balanced or combative clerics, as they are most likely close to the enemy and
should worry about provoking OA. I base my color ratings on those criteria and anyone with black or higher cost of taking for at least some builds. In general, you only get to use 1 CD power each meeting, but there are feats and elements that allow you to make multiple cd uses. Nothing in the rules says that you can worship more than 1 god or take more than 1 CD feat so if you
worship the pantheon it may be advisable but check with THE DM. LFR does not allow, and does not do CB. This may be redundant, as in general you can only use 1 each meeting. CD credentials with healing keywords are not clergy prayer, so you don't get to add a lot of bonuses you usually add to the healing power. They may still be worth taking. In addition, many CD powers
vary, even those used in close combat or on yourself, so be careful as they provoke OA. Those that interrupt don't call an OA opponent if it's their turn, since no one can take advantage of the action on their own turn, but any other enemy near you will get one. Ways to get more uses of compact currents: epic Glorious channeler; clergyman paragon way: astral scientist; Avenger
sampled path: a dawn dervish and a radiant make-up; Items: Hauberk Champion's Armor. Here's a miniguidethat expanding on how to get tiered CD usage to a meeting and can be more complete than my list. Domains and CD CD COMPACT is a DP if it says otherwise. You don't need a domain feat to take CD power. Many of the power feats are worth taking if you want to use on
your will, and you can always train them on a sample if you no longer use them. Generally, you better take a weapon focus instead of one of the domain credentials, which increases the damage melee on your will does. Arkana CD Arkana Ward Potential Scaling Resistance Force Arcan (DP) Arcan. bonus and spear of faith becomes a mystery. Bonus to secret forces. It can be
very good for MC secret clerics when you combine with quick spelling or white lotus exploits. Change CD Transfer Cycle changes keep the ends of the Effect Force of Change (DP) Thievery. Restoring the strike. Bonus to the next meeting/daily attack. Civilization CD Anthem civilization you or ally gets a bonus attack while you flank. For combat/balanced clerics. The Power of
Civilization (DP) Diplomacy. Priest Shield does more harm when you are near enemies Creating a CD Creating a Secret Chance not to waste daily using magical items. The Skyblue rating assumes that you have items such as the Victory Symbol. The Power of Creation (D374/DP) is a religion. The Righteous Brand (DP) gives ac bonus to an ally. Darkness CD Darkness consumes
a close explosion of concealment of the Force of Darkness (DP) stealth. The priest's shield gives concealment death CD Death Knell kill a bloodied enemy or use other CD forces later on the Force of Death (DP) Religion. Righteous Brand inflicts additional damage on bloodied enemies Destroying CD Path destruction Roll twice for melee damage force of destruction (DP)
intimidating. The Righteous Brand inflicts additional damage on the non-blooded enemies of Earth CD Earth Hold Automatically slow to close enemies. Power of the Earth (DP) Athletics. The recovery of the strike slows down the fate of CD Destiny Rolls On Ranged. Punishment/reward those who do/don't save. Just worth taking if you have a lot to keep the ends of the powers.
The Power of Destiny (DP) understanding. The astral seal gets a bonus to hit against the bloodied enemy Freedom CD The Way of Freedom Mass saves from several effects of the movement. The power of freedom (DP) acrobatics. Righteous Brand gives a bonus to the ally Save Hope CD Hope remains This provides good bonuses and must be used with powers like Return from
Death Door or other healing power. The Power of Hope (DP)Diplomacy. The Righteous Brand gives another ally a bonus to attack Justice CD Immediate Judge (D374) do the radiant damage when ally hits 0. The Power of Knowledge of Justice (DP)Insight. Righteous Brand gives a No.1 bonus to all your bloodied allies on their next Attack Knowledge CD Course Knowledge Roll
Over the Knowledge Test Power of Knowledge (DP) history. The Astral Seal gives you a bonus to protect the life of CD Pulse Life Make sure the ally makes their death save. The Power of Life (DP) Healing. Astral printing also gives hitpoints Love CD Loving Sacrifice Ranged. It is better to take one that actually heals them and does not hurt anyone. The Power of Love (DP)
Diplomacy. Restoring a strike can give pace hitpoints instead of doing damage to Luck CD Inevitable LuckThis really really really for elves or if you have other abilities to roll the Power of Fortune (DP) Acrobatics. Lance Faith crits on 19-20 Madness CD Screaming Madness Fun, but you don't have that many forces of fear. The Power of Madness (DP) Bluff. Righteous Brand
punishes enemies following rounds of attack Moon CD Luna Touched OK Healing and possible time points hit points for an ally. The Power of the Moon (DP) Perception. Righteous brand reduces their AC to the end of your next turn Poison CD Original poison You have no poisonous forces. The power of poison (DP) bluff. Makes a righteous brand poisonous and does extra
damage with it. Protecting the CD Course Protection Extra Protection from Second Wind Power Protection (DP) Healing. Priest Shield gives ally a bonus for all defenses of the Sea CD Sea Surge Slide Ally Force of the Sea (DP) Athletics. Recovery Strike allows you to take a save or give the enemy to keep the fine Skill CD Divine Excellence Bonus to Skills Testing Power Skills
(DP) Bonus for all trained skills and the righteous brand is the main attack. It's like a heavy opportunist blade only much better since you can use it with charges and with other major attack situations and there are no prereqs other than domain access. Storm CD Storm Sacrifice Storm warpriests and clerics with allies who do thunder or lightning damage can get a lot out of it. Storm
Force (DP) Intimidating. righteous brand thunder and does extra damage. The power of CD Power of the Gods Battle of the Clergy must give a bonus to the master or sorcerer in the party. Power of Power (DP) Athletics. Priest Shield does additional damage to the Strife CD Sudden Struggle Ranged Well combined with slowing/immobilizing credentials. Force Struggle (DP) Bluff.
Lance faith inflicts more damage on enemies near other enemies. Sun CD Solar Enemy Close Blast of Shining Vulnerability! The Power of the Sun (DP) Insight. Lance Faith makes the enemy vulnerable to the radiant torment of CD Perfect Torment Untyped to save penalties! Good for parties that focus on this power of torment (DP) Intimidating. Astral Seal provides CA Trickery
CD Trickster's Fortune Penalize with a save and potentially give the ally a save. The Power of Cunning (DP) Stealing. Recovery Strike allows you or ally to shift Tyranny CD Master of Tyranny Bonus to attack bloodied creatures. The power of tyranny (DP) Scare. Astral print automatically reduces enemies saves ally Undeath CD Undeath gets a lot of pace hitponts The Power of the
Undead (DP) Religion. the spear of faith becomes necrotistic rather than radiant and does extra damage. The radiant is better. Revenge CD Small Revenge Just a Small Damage Force of Vengeance (DP) Scare. Astral seal forces enemies to do damage if they attack. War CD Way War Untyped Attack Bonuses/Penalty for Defense for Allied Force of War (DP) Story. Priest's Shield
gets bonus for attacking the bloodless enemies of Wilderness CD Grasp of the Wild Creates an area of rugged terrain Of the Force Nature (DP) Nature. Recovery Strike allows you and your allies to ignore the difficult terrain. Winter CD Winter Winter Path Cold Force Winter (DP) endurance. The priest shield becomes cold and causes additional damage, can make it useful, but the



cold in general is not a good type of damage for the clergy. (/sblock) PhB sblock Armor Bahamut Ranged interruption. Turn the crit into a common hit. Rescue Avandra switch places with ally as a movement of action. Get a free move when someone holds the action point Harmony Erathis Ranged Give the ally a power bonus to the next Ioun attack in Pose Ranged Give the ally a
bonus will be the defense of Korda favored Ranged Let someone spend a healing splash on the melee crete, at a high level it becomes a blackwith high-hand combat crit party (barbarians, daggermaster crooks, TWF Rangers, etc. You or an ally get regenerated while bloodied. Moradin's Resolve Power is a bonus to the next attack against the big creature. BY the end of the heroic
you will encounter a decent number of large creatures. Pelor's attack on the undead. You can already take the turn of the undead, and I think you better not double down on that. If you accept the healers of mercy this is the best choice. Blessing of the Crow queen Ranged. Throw the enemy to 0, you or the ally can spend the healing splash. Sehanina's U-turn ranged When you roll
20 on Save the Enemy gets your fortune. Every meeting will not take place. (sblock) Forgotten Realms (sblock) Angharradh's Favor Ranged After someone saves an ally, receives a bonus for their saves. Berronar's reaction to Salve Ranged. An ally who hits 0 gets a spend splash. This duplicates a couple of utility credentials Blessing Silvanus gives a bonus to healing a splash
ally, probably equal to your mod wisdom. Chaunty's blessing allows an ally to roll over a save with a bonus. Selun Reroll's eyes failed to be saved. Mellicca's fleet is a bonus to speed and ignore the challenging terrain. Gambit ally Glittergold gets a re-attack or test skill. It only becomes sky blue if you can use the CD more than once meeting now that there is the favor of the gods.
It's a little better than the favor of the gods. The craft of Gonda. Bonus with the magical power of the element. It won't be useful for many characters and many element powers daily newspapers as well, so you probably won't get much use out of it, at least not up to the sample. Martyrdom IImater ally affected by the cirt gets to hold one of your healing leaps. Court Kelemvor kind of
toned down version of turn undead with a great AoE. Ogma's Review Of Knowledge Bonus to Knowledge tests the Power of Amaunater Additional Shining Damage for any attack. Laser clerics will find it useful because it affects everyone affected by the AOE power so it allows them to pick up good not shining meetings or daily AOE forces and still have vulnerabilities tricks with
them. Fury Tempus They have released eratta for this, but it is still a lot of harm. Sheela Periroyl Gift Someone gets to save. Sune touch ally next to you gets a bonus to the next attack roll or skill check. Torm Justice No.2 bonus for attacking rolls against bloodied creatures. It's This. for all attacks, so all clerics should use out of this almost every meeting. Coin Tymora Roll 1 or 20
and get a double roll later. Priests with more AoE effects will get more out of this as they are rolling more. Waukeen's Silver Tongue Ally rolls over a test of social skills with a bonus and Aberron (sblock) Ancestral Guidance Add your wisdom mod to a skill check Arawai's Abundance Ally, who spends on healing and No.2 to protect Aureon's Instruction Roll twice to test the monster's
knowledge. Balinor's Prey Just a little more damage to the Lighthouse Dol Arra Is always good for laser clerics and gets even better when there are paladins or other shining damage dealers in your lot. The Baldrey Asylum Close explosion power is a bonus to defense, ok for battle/balanced clergy. Boone Cola Corrana ensures that excessive healing will not be wasted. Sky Blue
for the Hiliks. The light in this can be tricky to adjust, but potentially a few allies can get a healing surge worth of free healing if your party has a lot of movement forces. The Dol Dorn Temp strikes at the militant clerics at every meeting. Onatar's Gift Battle clerics might want this when they miss out. Shield Silver Flame You won't use this every meeting, but it's about the only massive
economy to throw CD power I've seen. Sovereign Judge Temp hit the dots for ally when you get injured. Gift allies of the traveler receive a change of each meeting and are freed from the tracks. The Immortals' Command dominates the undead. (/sblock) Other block Use of Timor (D365) Bonus to attack and save throws when the first is bloodied. Divine Fury (D368) Is good for
clergymen, as it automatically repels enemies. Works with all the deities of Shadow Legacy (D380) Must worship the crow queen and be shadra kai. Teleport or make an ally insubordinated when they are bloodied. (/sblock) Dragonmarks sblock Aberrant Sign of Infection (EBPG) Enemies to accept punishment for current damage saves are probably worth it if you have a few
damages deal to keep ends of power. Abnormal Sign of Madness (EBPG) Enemy will defense dropping when you click with the daily Abnormal Mark of Terror (EBPG) Enemies to take punishment for attacks if you hit them with daily, Mark Healing (EBPG) Allies get saved when you use healing power. Str/cha clerics especially want this because most keep granting assault
authority to clerics are wisdom credentials. Dragonmarks are not allowed in all campaigns or LFR, but this feat allows you not to need nearly as much to retain giving credentials. I recently noticed that every leader I do accepts this feat of Mark Hospitality (EBPG) allies heal the max while resting Mark Storm Storm Domain War priests can use this, but otherwise only useful if you
plan to take thunder and lightning powers available to clergy. Mark Waring (EBPG) This enhances the effectiveness of your entire protection of granting authority and incerases the penalty on your marks if you have. (/sblock) Originally published by GelatinousOctahedron: The exploits I'd like to see look look for each build: Player's Word, Scale Specialization, Supernatural Dodge
Battle (str/cha): Guaranteed Healing, Balanced (Str/wis) - zelot (wis/con): Armored Faith Laser and Pacifist: Armored Faith, Guaranteed Healing Warpriest: Armored Faith, Reserve Manuver Cleric Class/ Divine Feats Guaranteed Healing (D379) Many clergy have healing powers without any effect on the blunder, so you get to heal your mod charisma in l.s. Clinging Radiance (DP)
Well against lurkersfo Darke (DP) You don't need to be able to do anything. Dazing Rebuke (D371) Daze the undead instead of immobilizing them. Divine Purification (DP) It only helps in meetings where you encounter the undead. I don't think Demonbane-type credentials cause this. Dragonbane (D378) Divine forces like turn the undead also target dragons. Extended Healing
(DP) If you encounter large areas, then this can be very helpful. Big Fortune (DP) It was bad before it was an outdated Invigorating Critical (DP) In a sample level of laser clergy will be targeting more enemies, so it is likely to get crits. It is quite conditional and has a decent amount of healing. Mercy Power (DP) If you use the mercy of a healer a lot it is helpful, since by the time they
need it, they will most likely need to make saves as well. A sign of healing is better. Pervasive Light (DP) If you don't have much radiant power, it's very helpful if you or someone else has a way to do the radiant damage, but most clergymen with radiant exploits will have too much radiant energy to make it worth it. Word Player (D379) It can be even better depending on the build
and skyblue if you have a Hauberk champion. By the epic it gets better for combat clerics because melee clerics will be criticizing more and lazer clerics should already get crits most meetings if they take a large amount of explosion/explosion powers. The Merciful Shift (D378) Mercy Healer allows the Allies to shift. The Radiant Vessel (DP) enhances the healing word with an extra
2d6 after you hit with a radiant force. I like the other raises the healing word more, it's normal if you can squeeze it in. Slide the undead with shining attacks. Saving Grace (DP) Donation to your allies. If you have high wisdom they will almost always be saving and for death saves you will help them top 20 more often. Swift Turning (DP) If you have a lot of opportunities to use to turn
the undead it's worth taking. I like those that affect other types of enemy more. Undead Ward (D371) The turn of the undead creates a radiant zone against the undead. (/sblock) The block of Virgin Common Channel (D374) allows allies to be exercised by some of your personal channel divinity powers, i.e. allowing your barbarian to use RROT. Depending on what CD credentials
you have adopted it can be very helpful. The Rising Line (PHB2) may reuse memory power. Astral Update (PHB2) You'll use this enough to most most You will receive a bonus of 2 euros for the atypical attack. Dragonborn Admixture Breath (D365) uses two types of damage at once. Good for overcoming resistance. Dragonborn Sil (D365) A lot of prereqs for pretty decent power
utility. Authorized Dragon Breath (PHB) Definitely accept this if you accept the appropriate feats. Dwarf Dwarf Durablity (PHB) is getting bigger and better jumps. This ensures that you worry less about healing yourself and more on your allies. Eladrin Fey step trailblazer (D366) Take an ally with you. Some of the other feystep exploits look a little better if you have this. Jet Feystep
(D366) Fey step to stop forced movement. Feywild Protection (PHB) Defensive Bonus after step. This may prompt you to step into battle, not from it Elf Running Shot (PHB) Encourages the Mobility of Githzerai (PHB3) Iron Hands (PHB3) Battle of the Clergy will get enough of it to make it worth it, but the race is better as the wavered clergymen. Common Sense Danger (PHB3)
Group is a racial bonus to the Fortune Wind Initiative (PHB3) Teleport, not a shift in the use of racial power. You have to mulitclass the monk for this and you have to play a non-constitution focused build in order to be worth it. But if you meet this condition, it is a very good feat. Use your wisdom for jumps and strokes and instead of strength for athletics and strength testing. Goliath
Unyielding Stone (PHB2) Good tempo hit points 1/ Meeting Half Elf Universal Master (PHB2) Get third on his job. And restore the clash of powers. Half orc strength from pain (PHB2) Additional atypical damage once per collision. Halfling Human Action Recovery (PHB2) Make saving throws when you hold the action point Shifter Beasthide Shifting (PHB2) Profits resist 2 while
under shift power, and it's always useful. Tiefling Fiery Rebuke (PHB) Additional damage with racial power. Pretty useful Drow (FRPH) Eyedark Strike (FRPG) Use the Cloud of Darkness as a free action. Master of Fire and Darkness (FRPG) Now you can use both your racial forces each encounnter. The Relentless Killer (FRPG) is only black if you combine it with exploits like a
distant advantage or there is a party that numbs much or another way to get CA a lot, since the range of clerics don't get much combat advantage on their own. Genasi (FRPH) Shocking Flame (FRPG) Battle of the clergy will want it. Stormrider (FRPG) speed and hovering are both good. Kalashtar (EBPG) Advanced Telepathy (EBPG) It seems a bit of a campaign dependent on
Kuori BacklashNice punishing psychic enemies, and it's the keys of wisdom. Warforged (EBPH) Improved Immutability (EBPG) End of the 1/day End Save Effect. The only reason it is rated so low is that it replaces another paragon/ utility power, and it's a big sacrifice. It's prereq for a good Warforged Fortification epic feat. Gnoll Fierce Charge (D367) Use your hiring power when
you use your racial power charge. There are other ways to do this depending on what domain you have, which may be more versatile, but it's prereq for good epic brutal charge feat. Swift Bite (D367) Extra damage when you're bloody someone. Minotaur Beast Inside (PHB3) No. 1 hit/damage when bloodied. Brutal Ferocity (D369) Is not a bad feat, but your by choice favor your
allies more than you, so I'm not sure it will help much when you fall on O. Revenant Remote Reaping (D376) Expand the range of your reapant power. Fierce Vitality (D376) allows you to stay conscious while at 0 a little longer. The Liquid Explosion (D376) 1 /meeting do additional necrotic damage with explosion/explosion power for everyone you hit. If you have a high con and a
laser cleric it's worth it. Sustainability of Death (D376) Scaling poisonous resistance and immunity to disease, but a feat of tax. Thin Herd (D376) Increase the range of your reap power to include bloodied creatures within 10. Unnatural Stamina (D376) becomes diverse without scaling resistance when you spend a splash and an extra splash. Shadar Kai Phantom Rejuvenation
(D372) Insubordinated Allies! Jet Walk (D372) Shadow Walk as a reactive force. (/sblock) Weapon/Realization/Armor Unit Heavy Blade Opportunity (PHB) How many attack opportunities do you think you'll get as a clergyman? Enemies must run to kill you, not from you. But with polearm gambling and glaying it becomes a different story. Also, consider the possibility of skill that is
similar but does much more if you have access to the skill area. Polearm gamble (PHB) This is a consideration, since enemies will try to stand next to you and you have to have statistics for it. But it doesn't really make you a better leader, and you provide a combat advantage. Combine it with the power of skill or HBO, and it becomes much better Moonbow Prelate (D386) must
worship the seanine and use the bow, extend the range of implementation attack powers to 5. Chain Specialization (PHB) Only for those stuck with the knowledge of the healer. Dark blue for military receivers. Scale specialization (PHB) is worth as much as knowledge of the plate and you lack the skills of penalties but requires points in dex. Plate Specialization (PHB) Only for
those with high con scores. Does not reduce the fine skill check. Torm warpriests might want it. Thunder in Rumble/Lightning Soul (HEOC) If you take mostly thunder/lighting powers go for it. Thunder in Rumble is a good boost to the damage to storm warpriests for example. (/sblock) The common block of Opportunis Agilet (PHB2) your main melee attacks are in order if you
complement them some. If you have someone in the party that moves you a lot and you are a balanced/militant cleric it gets a lot better. Danger Sense (PHB) Improved init better (other people did the math) and it didn't stack up with the divine Two rolls. Destructive Crete (PHB) is not bad. Laser clerics with lots of AoEs will get a decent amount of crit, so if you take a lot of great
AoE powers it's blue. Expansive Explosion (PHB3) If you take a lot of explosive explosion forces, that's fine. Lasting Frost (PHB) Almost no cold forces so red for for Clerics. If you have a cold weapon you can take off your winter touched combo, but cold weapons are usually not the best choice of a clergyman. Mental Lock (PHB) If you have a look of defiance and some of the
mental strength it's worth it. Skyblue for death and domain oghma warpriests. Reserve Maneuver (PHB2) Many people like this because it allows them to re-train a pattern of the path of power that they dislike for the cleric of heroic power. If you're happy with your credentials, it's probably purple at best. Warpriests, especially death domain warpriests and to a lesser extent sun and
other areas, are a good choice if you don't power swap at low levels. Supernatural Dodge (PHB) You must have wisdom for it and it is a useful feat for combat clerics. Vexing Flanker (PHB2) Battle clerics flank enough to make it worth it, but if your next party members have a distant advantage, then it's not that helpful. (/sblock) The feats I would like to look at every assembly:
Divine Mastery, Glorious Canal, Higher Healing, Epic Battle Reflexes (str/cha): Beatific Healer, Punishment Of The Shining, Radiant Advantage, Weapons (Axe, Bludgeon, etc.) Mastery, radiant font, blind combat balanced (Str/wis): Punishment Radiant, Radiant Advantage, Font Radians, Blind Battle Laser: Beatific Healer, Punishment, Radiant Advantage, Font Radiant, Epic
Resilience Pacif Beatist: Epic Resilience Divine Health (DP) is poisonous and disease-free. Divine Mastery (DP) to replenish the power of a meeting when you hold a point of action. Echo Leteran (D380) should worship the RH. Shining forces also cause necrotizing damage and acquire a necrotic keyword. There are probably some feats out of this, but adding necrotic doesn't help
that much. Epic Twist (DP) If you have an extended twist with other exploits, then go on with that. Fires of Heaven (D377) When you do ongoing radiant damage, also make additional permanent damage from the fire. Glorious Launer (DP) 2 compact meetings. If you haven't taken another CD from a domain or other class now is the time. Icon of Hope (DP) Other feats are simply
more useful. Icon of Purity (DP) Necrotic Resistance Punishment Radiance (DP) Laser clerics definitely want this, and it's not bad for those with radiant powers who potentially critique a lot. Radiant Advantage (DP) CA most of the time for your party when you hit. Reactive Healing (DP) Chances are you've already used the healing word before they go to 0. Take higher healing
first. General Healing (DP) Community Surges. You may have enough surgefree healing to make bursts not so much trouble by this point, but heavy builds might want it. Higher Healing (DP) doubles the usefulness of a healing word. gold for those who haven't focused much on healing so far so a pacifist can put it, but that would be of the first exploits most clergymen must take in
the epic. The Radiance of Therma (D381) Meeting and daily forces ignore the radiant resistance. (sblock) Racial Block Virgo Immortal Valor (D374) As an Immortal Skill, but for Attack. Transcendent line (PHB2) To roll memory and choose better. Maybe don't want to take this and Immortal skill because it seems too much. Githzerai (PHB3) Adamantine Mind (PHB3) does the iron
mind twice as well. Iron Body (PHB3) Get damage resistance equals your mod wis. Nice Peerless Reaction (PHB3) Use a second breath as an immediate interruption. I like the other 2 epic feats that help the iron mind more, but it's worthy for warpriests. Gnome Vanishing Law (PHB2) Teleport out of trouble. Goliath Ancient Stone (PHB3) Get an extra counter 10 1/ Meeting Half-
Orc ferocious critical (PHB2) A big bonus to your next attack when you're critical. You have to be critting at least 10% of that time around now and with the point of action and close blast attacks you have to get this bonus most meetings. Shifter Explosion of Wildness (PHB2) is a worthy bonus when you finish your changeable power. Change (EBPG) fluid Anaotmia (EBPG) Turn
the cert into a normal hit most of the time. It's worth taking, and you don't have many other racial feats to choose from. Genasi (FRPG) Double manifestation (FRPG) two manifestations at once! Kalashtar (EBPG) Kwori Despair Keep going when you hit 0 for the round. The only thing in the epic is you can have other things that happen when you hit 0 as well. Warforged (EBPG)
Warforged Fortification (EBPG) high prereqs but 1/encounter turns the crit into a normal hit. Gnoll Brutal Charge (D367) Use the power of a meeting when you use your racial force to charge. But you have to pay the tax feat to get it. Minotaur Mythical Senses (PHB3) If you have increased your perception it is better than similar initive feats. Supernatural Smell (D369) Ignore the
complete concealment and invisibility next to you Revanant Creepy Revival (D376) Retraining one of your other death rescues to throw feats for this. Phantom Vitality (D376) Insubordination while at zero and get traffic action. Reaping Update (D376) Dark Reaps 2/ enc. Shadar-kai Spirit Jaunt (D372) Phase with racial power. (/sblock) Weapons/Implementation/Armor sblock
Improved Critical feats are worth taking if you have stats for it. Bludgeon, Flail, and Spear are a bit of an investment in statistics, but if you really want to go down this path it's worth taking the feat. Color Ratings is how hard it is to get. These feats are useful partly for increasing the damage, but more because you have other epic feats that cause for crit (punishment of radiance and
font of radiance), players of the word, and weapons have things that only happen If you use a high crit weapon it is also a good choice. Axe Mastery (PHB) requires moderate Con Bludgeon craftsmanship (PHB) requires high-con Bow Mastery (PHB2) Only for bow clerics, but not prereqs. It is the only one that works with range and area weapliment credentials. Flail Mastery (PHB)
requires high dex heavy heavy heavy (PHB) Requires a moderate dex. Light Blade Mastery (PHB) You're only going to have dex for this if you went with a non-standard build. Choose Skill (PHB) If you are playing a small race it may be worth it. Spear craftsmanship (PHB) requires high Dex. (sblock) General sblock Blind Battle (PHB) It's worth taking for melee clerics. Epic
durability/reflexes/Will your reflex probably be a little low, and these stack up with improved protection. Pacifists and sloth clerics will want to increase resilience. It's all good to take for any clergyman. Font Radians (PHB) Most clergymen will have many shining powers by this point and should get crits away often. It makes everything that better. Insurmountable Flame (PHB) If you
have taken a lot of fiery forces, then this is normal. The Triumphant Attack (PHB) Battle of the clergy who were able to take an improved critique of the feat and lazer clergy or other multi-budget clerics will want to try to take it, probably after the font of aurora. Excellent Initiative (PHB3) This will help you catch up with the monster init on the epic /sblock originally posted by
GelatinousOctahedron: The clergy now have a wide range of excellent class choices to choose from so most of the time you have to stick with one of those most of the time. There are several racial, theme, setting specific and multi-class options worth a look. Best Ways Paragon by Assembly (I Mean Deity Specific): Anyone: Jealous Demagogue, Adroit Explorer, Any Ranged:
Divine Oracle, Annointed Champion Any Melee: Paragon Victory, Tactical Warpriest Wisdom Build: Luckbringer From Tymorra, Miracle Worker Any Force Build: Angelic Avenger, Hammer Moradin, Mitrale Hand Radiant Builds: Mornlord, Shining Servant, The Banishing Devil of the Silver Flame Pacifist: Messenger of Peace Basics Warpriest: Devout Warpriest (for Death Ofma
Earth Domination Selun Storm and Torm) Cleric Specific Block Power or Primary Wisdom Angelic Avenger (PHB) /tiny_mce/tiny_mce/.gif C gives you skill with a heavy blade of your choice: fullblade is probably your best choice, but the bastard sword for little characters and glaives for polearm builds the job. The revised version is good overall. Chromatic Bain (D378) Is a worthy
choice for any combat cleric. Variable resistance when you use an action point and a good defensive power CD. You can also use strength, wisdom or charisma for petty good encounters and daily attacking forces that encourage mobility. The gatekeeper of the Golden Palace (D387) Must worship Eratis. Keeping the cast is a focused path that is best suited to the battle of the
clergy and is normal for those who have no way of providing saves. Meeting and daily forces strengthen any of their will. Power increases your neighboring allies damage (OK) and daily makes on will stun (save ends) on the kick (daze on the miss) and the allies get to push the enemy around some. (D401) - Must worship Melore. Kind of blah defensive oriented weapons using the
path. You get lightning lightning Resist thunder, issue defensive boosts with your action points, and get tremors at level 16. The power of the attack is not impressive, but the clash of utility power provides your party with a partial cover-up in Close Explosion 5, which is a worthy use of minor action. Paragon Victory (D400) Is a good way of economics action with lots of options.
Level 11 feaure is good, but requires you to drop no minion enemy. The point of action function is to save or bonus to damage the rolls. The strength of the meeting slight action is used by the clergyman on willpower makes it good as the path of the striker for hand-to-hand combat builds. Daily utiltiy is a solid area to heal/buff. The daily power of 3 people on the hiring attack allow
for minor action. You need a decent MBA for the Level 16 feature, which is best if you have the power of skill or sonnlinar hammer. I played one of them with the morning star Goliath build through the low paragon, and it was very effective, if a little boring. Soul Reaper (D380) - must worship the Raven queen. Black for the death of domain warpriests. Ignore necrotic resistance, but
not many Templar forces are necrotist. The current movement of the action is very situational. The utility faced by the authorities is a very good ally to roll over the effect. Both collision and daily forces (the effect of which could potentially harm allies) are str or wis exercise powers. (Tactical) Warpriest (PHB) The best way for most melee clerics in general, especially those who want
to defend. All the features of this class are good: rerolls, ac boost, good point action function, good leadership, by choice a sign with good punishment, and excellent power utility. The power of the Initial They all have some kind of prereq or else after the dragon 400 wierdness to them so most clergy forces have to stick to the tactical warpriest or sample victory, but that's not bad.
The battle chaplain and mason was better down to the Dragon 400. No, no, no. This gives you a heavy shield of knowledge which if you took the battle of the clergy to knowledge only the No.2 reflex and no 2-H weapons. If you have to take the knowledge of a healer because your DM does not allow dragon material this is a good way for a combat cleric. He has a good marking
ability and attacking credentials worthy. The daily power utility is pretty situational, but so many sides are built around charging now that it will see some use. The point function is good. Hammer Moradin (DP) - must worship Moradin and wield a military hammer or throw a hammer. Either get it through the background or be a dwarf. Get no.1 on hammer attacks, including
weapliment attacks. It has a good point of action function (knock prone or numbness), gives you a good range of attacking strength encounters, and stiff dailiy resistance. Idol of Darkness (Bovd, evil alignment) Good resistance. The point of action feature gives you a cover-up and the Level 16 feature gives str/cha builds some good shifts when PCs or enemies drop. A worthy
enemy of forced movement through daily utility and attack powers. Stone Keeper (DP Dwarf) You Are You the skill of history. It's a solid way all around that allows you to do extra damage to the point of action and knock big creatures prone to crit. One drawback now is that the Level 16 feature has been designed around making the divine state a good force (basically you get 3
pounds for your attacks every encounter until you click), but it's much less useful now that we have the favor of the gods. I wouldn't want to go through 15 levels with divine luck, but if you're able to retrain or start in the middle of the year it's not a big deal. I used to have this way, like skyblue, up to the dragon MAG 400. Lightning Blitzer (D386 - Half-orcs) Lightning-themed
charging way for halforc battle clerics. Good mobility and it potentially recharges a furious assault, which also causes additional damage to thunder. More attacking way and doesn't make you a better leader because none of the features are ways to do nothing for your allies. The Wisdom of the Original anointed Champion (DP) C Excellent polishing path for various clergy. You
really need high charisma to get the most out of it, but balanced clergy can get good use out of it if they have decent charisma. At level 16 you can have a very consistent time hit-point generation and daily power is one of the best for the clergyman: close explosion 5 shining damage and massive meetings of long defense and offense momentum for your party. The Arrow of the
Moon Luke (D386) - Must worship the sehanina. For specialized onion builds. Good class features, gives you good CD power, and over all good attack powers. I like the seldarine deicate a bit more, but it has no racial prereqs and is almost as good. Astral Sawant (DP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif C Good for balanced and lazy clergy. Focuses on
radiant and cold damage. Level 16 power allows you to reuse the power of the CD at any time when someone in your party gets hit with a crit, which should occur in most meetings. Compassionate healer (DP) - black for military or fanatics. Good for those with a lot of or healing jumps, but I think you have better options. The Messenger of Peace and the Wonderworker are both
better. In addition, the 11th level feature of the compassionate blessing received nerfed in errata. It's still a good choice for some hybrids with a high constitution and members of other classes like Bear Shamans, and I use it in one of my examples of hybrid builds. Divine Oracle (PHB) Is the most versatile way in the game, since almost any character can use it. Good for any cleric
who wants to target will and other functions too well from no more surprise for automatic crits. Even useful for a few clergymen with low wisdom, since meeting the authorities does not require a roll and daily semi reliable. Take the exploits of Superior Will and Focused Mind and perhaps the supernatural dodge, so you won't worry about being stunned much when you miss out. The
Banishing Devil of the Silver Flame (EPG). /.. /.. /.. /.. /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif . Lots of fire and radiant boosts and bonus bonuses certain types of creatures. Anyone with radiant and fiery abilities will love him. Holy Emissary (DP) C Good ally polishing. Keeping the throw bonus from gift hopes is only No 2 because of the errata. The gift of grace is
also now charismatic based through errata. For laser, balanced, and healics that do not mind doing damage. Luckbringer From Timor (drag 365) Must worship Timor Great for wisdom builds. This gives you a heavy knowledge of blades that can be used as a weapliment for free. The forces of wisdom are the exercise of authority and for some reason it gives you an excellent area
of explosion facing the vulnerability of power (save ends) at level 20. That this meeting may have been a mistake, but it was early in 4E's life and they never fixed it. This path is also strange in that you get the AP function in 16 years (allows you to spend the AP so you or an ally can roll over the attack with a bonus). You will also get a free double roll of the D20 after the meeting.
Level 11 power is a standard action without damaging power with a good automatic defensive buff for your allies and a potential punishment for your defense enemies. The utility is a standard daily action that provides a bunch of saves for one goal with a bonus of 4 pounds. The Messenger of Peace (DP) - My favorite path for the Khilists who do not want to cause any damage.
Crazy almost permanent bonuses (if you use no damaging force) for your defense and constant penalties for your enemies attacking 16. Plus good strength. The miracle worker (DP) has been half-since the collision of the power damage. The best way to heal is for balanced, lazers, and healics who are willing to do harm. Morninglord (FRPG) .. /.. /.. /.. /..
/tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif - Should worship Amaunator. . Tons of radiant charl and high crit. High charisma helps. It is generally considered the best way for lazer clergy and radiant builds. Shining Servant (PHB) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Way for radiant themed clergy if you don't have access to Morninglord, which is
better. You crit at 19-20 with clerics shining credentials. The point of action function and meeting power have softened significantly in the Templar update, but it's still a good way for non-hybrids. Utiltiy power eats up standard action, but is pretty powerful. Whip Io (D369) Is good against the Dragons and ok against other things. The advantage of the point of action only works
against the dragons. Seldarine Dedicate (DP Elf or Eladrin) allows you to use the bow as an implementation, but you have to be an elf or an eladrin. Long-distance forces, along with movement and the additional use of the healing word. For specialized onion builds. Soul Guide (MOTP) /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif Ranged a radiant way. Best against
the shadows and the undead and power only effects them. Has one of the few ways to use the channel of divinity more than once meeting in a sample. Other radiant thematic paths are much more consistently useful. SoulForged (D385) - Must worship Moradin. Get additional use of the divinity channel or heroic heroic face power when you're the AP. A few wisdom/weapons
credentials that can be wavered or melee, so mostly for balanced clerics or wisdom weapons clerics. Makes additional fire and radiant damage. Its a good enough way and I planned to take on the avenger I once played, but there are others who do very similar things to the clergy. Truthseeker (DP) Is very good against specific enemies (those who use fear, polymorph, mental
strength and against phased/insubordinate/teleportation), but just fine overall. Very powerful utility and good daily power. Good for a balanced and lazer. I prefer ways that are always useful. Jealous Demagogue (D377) - Good bonuses for allies and a good potentially rechargable meeting charge allowing power, but you need at least one charger in the party to make it worth it
while. One of the few ways open to all clergy, since a very good daily power is the only one that has an attack roll (wisdom) and is ok to miss. One of the best security options for clergy and the way has a big fluff too. You may want a bloodfury weapon from the age of 16. High Charisma HeartWarder (FRPG) Attacks both use charisma, so just consider it if you've done a good job of
raising it. The power of the meeting dominates so that it is a major selling point of the way since dominating in the meeting power is rare. Level 16 punishes enemies for focusing all their attacks on you, and the point function works well against enemies with vulnerabilities. I would basically consider this way for str/cha builds with weapliment. (/sblock) Warpriests sblock Warpriests
alone can get Devout Warpriest for their sample path. It is very good for the most part and mixed with other abilities, with the rise to one of your will at 11 with a transcendental blessing and impulse to heal the word in 16 years. You also get a divine revival at level 11 instead of getting a new power of meeting. It recharges the second wind of your and your ally's and recharges one
of your domains facing attack credentials level 20 or below. For Ogma warpriests it is almost certain that you go down this path. Correlon I don't like the point of action feature because it only helps if you spend it on traffic action and you're already very mobile. The powers are fine. Level 16 feature of your healing word makes the goal invisible makes up most of it, but that's just
what I really like about it. I'd usually go on a radiant exploit path like a radiant servant or a morninglord or otherwise Mc for different classes way like cunning. Death Most of them are based on autodamaging enemies, even meeting utilities. The healing word function increases the damage specific enemy strikes this round. Earth: Your healing word provides resistance damage key
to con mods for all but purpose. The points of action are prone to the enemy. You can make a wall of land and your daily can potentially petrified (save ends). Hardly any PC powers petrify so it's pretty unique. Ogma: Ogma: The main reason to go Oghma is to get access to this path. Level 16 allows your healing word to provide MBAs. With the players word and supreme healer,
this is an 8 free action MBAs encounter in the epic. Everything else is firmly on the path: the point of action gives your party a good shift, the singing strike is immobilized, the utility power allows your party to roll the initiative and perception/understanding checks, and the daily power is a solid close explosion of numbness attack. Selune Good sticky point function that will connect
enemies near you. The Moon brand provides saves to you or an ally. And a good level of 20 dazzling car-stage power. The only downside is that it was a very situational healing word boost that you rarely get anything out of. Storm: The point of action function is numbing, healing word slides, your roller coasters of utlity, and your daily allows you to automatically hurt adjacent
enemies. Sun: You action points to give your party pace hitpoints, you can make a wall that heals allies and prevents enemy movement, the healing word also provides tempo hitpoints, and your daily blinds (save ends) in close blasting. Not bad, but a little repetitive with what you're already doing and you'll be giving you allies a lot of time points already. I would go for a radiant
servant or morninglord for it almost all the time, and one of the best sun warpriest builds I've seen has been a deft explorer. The Torme Healing word function is excellent, especially if you can't get a healing sign. Other parts of the path are in order, with a very situationally useful point of action function for hidden enemies. Level 20 daily is a solid force that allows you to teleport and
an MBA like to interrupt all appointments for a long time. If you can't get a healing sign it's a good option, but if you can I'd probably look at the other way. (/sblock) Here is a list of good ways paragon forces clerics can take without worrying about wisdom. It was more useful until June 2011, but I'm going to leave it. Power Path (sblock) Here's a quick run down a good selection of
combat clerics where you can use all the powers and functions not worrying (no stat other than strength and not realizing), but most paths have some prerequisites: battle chaplains (no prereqs), hammer moradin (essential knowledge with throwing or warhammer and must worship moradin), Chromatic Bane (no prereqs), lightning blitzer (halforc), stone keeper (dwarf and history
art), kensei (fighter), dreadnought (fighter), draven marauder (fighter w/spear), champion corellon (nod) Correlon and Paladin), stoneblessed (goliath), storm sentinal (warden), captain of fortune (war baron), knight-commander (warlord), white crow (warlord) Gatekeeper of the Golden Palace (worship erathis), Scion Arhozi (dragonborn), Mitral Arm (Dragonborn), Adroit Explorer
Elementary Storm (Genasi) , Warforged Life Seeker (warforged), Gallandra Sanctuary Guardian (sign of hospitality), and caravan master (dune trader theme). There are other, more specialized options, and depending on the and multi-class feats, but there are potentially so many of them so they don't all get listed here. For ways that have the power/wisdom of facing power that
you don't want, you can take a reserve manuever feat from PHB2 to turn out of the path of power for a lower level of spiritual power. For example, if a combat cleric wants to take the vigilante's angelic path, he can turn off the power of meeting the wisdom of Level 11 for a Level 7 force to get more out of it. (/sblock) Other sblock classes I generally ignored are ways that work better
when you start with this class in favor of those that work well for all the classes that take them. The power of the Original Barbarian At the moment all the way for the barbarians of PHB2 revolve around you raging most of the time, but you can only rage twice a day in the sample, 3 times in epic assuming that you used the power change to change daily and took primary resurgery
in the epic. Wildrunner (PHB2) A lot of extra shifts and combat clerics are usually not this mobile. Winter Fury (PP) It's worth taking if you want to make a cold theme and are interested in atypical melee damage powers. It works very well then, but it limits your choice of power. Fighter battles and balanced clerics should look at them. Doomguard Marauder (MOTP) Deal additional
damage to Dreadnought (MP) For hammer, mace and axe Kulkor Arms Master (MP2) C errata is still a normal choice because clergy may tend to and push (with a potential inclined) of their choice now. Polearm Master (MP) Good for pole hand users Draeven Marauder (D365) A good choice if you use a large spear or other spear. Cirt at 19 at level 11, free basic attacks when you
crit bloodied enemies on 16 (combined with the power of skill) as well as extra movement. There are no real advantages of a leader, but still has good traits and authority. Paladin Paladin is a good choice for some str/cha builds. Champion Corellon (DP) The best paladin is the way to for the high charisma of the strength of the clergy, but the dietary specific. Boosts your ac and
speed. You need a decent dex as well, but starting at 14 is enough to get a full booking bonus. Demonslayer (DP) Another choice for the power of clerics. Good against creatures with resistance. Knight Bowls (DP) Only for combat clerics with high charisma, but this gives combat clerics another choice. The Knight quest (DP) Another choice for the power of clergymen with the high
charisma of the Slayer dead (DP) is not a bad choice for the power of the clergy, but the usefulness of only the effects of the undead. Ranger GiantSlayer: (MP also works with Fighter MC) A lot of bonuses if you are struggling with larger creatures. Horizon Walker (MP) A couple of good bonuses that are key to wisdom, including a good meeting of teleportation power. You Use
weapons to make the most of it, so that it works for bow clerics, balanced clerics, and combat clerics and everyday power can be shining or of another type. Thay Infiltrator (D370) This installation is specific to forgotten worlds, but is designed for rangers who are mc clergy and vice versa. The Guardian as and raging most of them revolve around you, being in a polymorphic form
that you can only do 2/day in a sample, 3 times in epic assuming that you used a power change to change daily and took primary resurgery in the epic. Storm Sentinel (PHB2) Additional lighting damage, additional self-healing, flight, and encountering close explosion of two weapon powers Of the Warlord Many features a pathway that features either the key to the Int or the favor of
Captain Fortune's Warlords (MP2) path centered around allied rolling attacks and damage. Earthfast Brigadier (MP) If you have a high con and use an axe/hammer and shield it is a normal choice and has some leadership ability. Pack Master (MP) A lot of ally movement and some concealment Knight Commander (PHB) Good static attack bonuses for the nearby Allies White
Raven (MP2) Path that gives bonuses to you and your allies depending on if you have close allies. Good opportunities. The Wisdom of Primary Avenger Dervish Dawn (DP) Bonus to Defense when you use shining force, a potential second CD of each encounter and you get extra shiffting with your powers. Visage Radiant (DP) If you're a Wis primary build with implementation it's a
normal choice. Flight, additional offset and second use of CD power with points of action. Plus rechargable close explosion 5 radiant power for some control. Serene Initiate (DP) helps if you have a high dex, but this way allows you to target more enemies with your Oath of The Force Arm of Fortune (DP) Chance to reuse point-of-action and intersing powers based on chance,
definitely not for everyone. Causes Adept Whisper (DP) Good for sloth clerics focusing on explosion/explosion powers. The Divine Philosopher (DP) is only good if you have a lot of knowledge. Angelic aspect (PHB2) Flight, resistance and higher protection. Blightspeaker (PHB2) I'm tempted to make this sky blue for sloth clerics with lots of retain ends of power. Get free hp (keys to
wisdom) when you score a crit, your enemies are vulnerable to your attacks when you spend points of action and they take damage when they save against your forces. The only thing holding back the best ranking is that the credentials are not so great. Its good for death warpriests too. Other basic statistics for them to work properly are you need to invest a lot in these secondary
stats. Monk (DEX) Raidant Fist (PHB3) . /.. /.. /.. /.. /tools/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/img/smiley-innocent.gif This is not for your typical cleric as it requires you to make a dex high stat and encourages you to power swap for some monks meeting credentials. But you can make a very interesting character with this. Better for the clergy monk hybirds. Artificer (Int) Commander is a
good way to stand up to your lack of inclusion as a leader. Requires a long-range weapon like a crossbow, so it's kind of specialized a few builds like bow builds and corellon warpriests. Arcane Armorer is an interesting choice if you take a lot of resistance. You get to add your mod wis to any resistance you give away at level 16 and its not hard to give away a lot of a lot resistance
at higher levels. Ardent (Cha) Catalyst (PsP) - You get nothing from a Level 16 feature, but the inclusion features are good and you don't make any real attacks. (/sblock) Racial paths that require you to be a clergyman are in the clergy part of the ways. The Virgin of Ancestors Incarnation (PHB2) Keys of Wisdom and Your Exercise. But the forces are not so great. Dragonborn
Dragonborn has some good options, but I've only listed the more obvious ones here. Adamant Instructor (D385) Good for strength/charisma or balanced builds. Makes your dragonbreath more useful and usefulness the same as a shield of faith. Mital Arm (D385) Good for combat clerics. Not that a leader, but he works and lets teleport a lot. The Platinum Templar (PH Races DB)
should worship the Bahamut. Ok flying bath with a good point of action feature and a very good day. Scion Arkhosia (PHB2) Worthy of the Battle/Balanced Clergy. Dwarf firstborn Moradin (PHB2) Ok, but Hammer Moradina and stone keeper are both much better. Eladrin Sphere Knight (PHB2) I like Seldarine Dedicate a little more, but it's a decent choice. Elf Twilight Guardian
(PHB2) is not a bad choice, but I like Seldarine Devote more. Githzerai (PHB3) Gnome Fey Beguiler (PHB2) Has a diverse set of abilities, and if you have a high int it may be a normal choice for sloth clerics. Goliath Goliath Juggernaut (D386) This works with either the power of primary or fanatic/warpriest builds with high con. heavy, prone concentrated build. Stoneblessed (PHB2)
Achievement, threatening to reach, and additional damage. A good choice for military clerics. Half orc Bloodfury Savage (PHB2) Is a worthy choice for combat clerics. Human Adroit Explorer (PHB2) is a decent paragon path for any character. More action points and you will get additional meeting powers from your class, including possible reuse power. Shifter Moonstalker (PHB2)
Is actually a decent choice. It has the power of wisdom and the strength/strength of the weapon. There are many advantages to traffic. Tiefling Turanthi Highborn (PHB2) Is a good choice for a lazy clergyman with a high int. Change (EBPG) Chameleon (EBPG) Its usefulness depends on your allies, as you choose your credentials for your paragon way credentials. Sleep (FRPG)
Curse (D367) Is a good choice for sloth clerics who want to use their racial powers. Genasi (FRPG) Elementary Storm (FRPG) Is a good way for combat clerics to focus on different racial abilities. Wildfire Genasi (FRPG) Is a good way for battle or balanced clerics to focus on fire power and clerics have multiple fire powers already. Kalashtar (EBPG) Lightwalker (EBPG)
Resistance, a surge of free healing, and shining forces. Warforged Warforged Juggernaut (EPG) Clertics have enough charging options now to make it a pretty good choice. A very solid point of action feature for charging, extra damage and click/shift when you take, and a bonus to save. Best for the strength of the primary builds with the power of skill, but the str/Wis build can use
a storm hammer. You want the salvation of an angel, an angel, charge, and perhaps gift an incomparable strand of 11-14. Warforged Lifeseeker (D364) A lot of self-healing and giving out pace hit points. Installation of specific blocks of Forgotten Realms Steelsky Liberator (FRPG) Human, Half orc, Dragonborn or genasi. OK choice for combat clerics. The forces are in order and
directed against the fight against dragons and other specific creatures. You get the extra use of your racial power when you hold action points, so it's a good choice if you like to use racial powers. Eberron Gallandra Sanctuary Keeper (EPG) Requires a sign of hospitality. A decent choice for combat clerics because it is a str/weapon credential and it enhances your healing abiities.
Jorasco Jadehand (EPG) Requires a sign of healing. A good choice for balanced and range clerics who want to increase their healing and maintain the giving abilities, Orien Swiftblade (EPG) Requires a sign of passage. Ok choice for battle/balanced clerics who want some movement abilities. Dark Sun Caravan Master (dune trader theme) Extra saves for allies, your party speed
increases and a consistent way to provide a major attack to two allies or you and an ally as your strength encounters. Priests usually don't allow well, but it's a way of doing it. Unfortunately it uses up your theme. (/sblock) The Epic Destiny of Scion is a normal choice at the moment. Boring, but very solidly mechanical. Some of The Avatars as well as St. are good if you want a more
divine theme and the revered one is interesting if you want to use muitiple channel divinity powers. Lorekeeper is your best bet if you make a level 30 oneshot. The Reincarnate Champion is great for those who qualify and I think the Harbinger of Doom is an interesting choice as well. Avangion is worth looking at those who want a few more shining options. Adamantine Solider,
Eternal Defender and Avatar Io are all good choices for military clerics. EDs (sblock) Cleric/Divine Avatar of Death (DP) To get the most out of this you need to take as many necrotic powers as you can, and most clergy are not as many. So it's actually mostly for the death of domain warpriests, but its not even great for them because its overcoming necrotic rest function applies
only to powers and not functions like your autodamage. The Int bonus is fine. The harbinger of demise fits the death of domain warpriests thematically. Avatar of Hope (DP) Good stat bonuses for any clergyman and useful immunity. Useful witchcraft is utilitarianism. The hope remains the feat of Avatar Justice (DP) Bonus int is only going to help a few sloth clerics and demands
immediate justice. This 30th level feature is very good, while others Class punish enemies / reduce their effectiveness well. Avatar Freedom (DP) stat bonuses are pretty good, especially for sloth clerics, but can also help battle/balanced clerics pick up heavy blades or spear skill feat. Plenty of save bonuses for allies and the Level 30 feature is wonderful. Requires the Path of
Freedom Avatar War (DP) Good stat bonuses for combat or or Clerics. You don't provide CA, and other class functions are OK. The utility is ok for the daily. Avatar Life (DP) Good stats for any clergyman and the best healing abilities of any of the epic destinies. Requires the pulse of life Avatar Storm (DP) good stat bonuses for combat clerics, but it focuses on lightning and
thunder powers and battle clerics don't have many of these powers normally. The utility is good and in 30 years you fly. A storm victim is required. Exalted Angel (DP) resistance and flight with pretty good power meeting utility. Saint (DP) Nice bonuses to defense and immunity to domination. Extra saves and healing jumps for people near you. Lots of extra healing at level 30. The
daily utility is very good and can free up some other utilities that you have created for use on dying allies. General Destiny Scion (HoFL) The best general bonuses of any fate are available to all. Boring, but very good. Deadly Trickster (PHB) If you have the skills and stats of prereq it's a great choice, but only in the range of clergymen with high dex or those who have maxed
charisma will probably qualify. Demigod (PHB) (options appear as selected in FRPG/DP) You may wonder why your clergyman becomes a god-like character, so you can go with your chosen for taste reasons. It is always a solid selection of stat bonuses and good strength. Level 30 was misguided only to work only with clash of attacking powers and was wrong a second time only
to run 1/enc. Perpetual Seeker (PHB) Some may look into it, but for the most part your credentials are strong enough that you don't need to dip into other classes. Battle clerics who aren't MC in another melee class can use this to pick up things like a fighter facing power or barbed fury. And some onion clerics may also find it useful to gain ranger credentials. The harbinger of
Doom (PHB2) I really like this one for laser/balanced clergymen who take blast and blast credentials since you get to roll 1s. Not bad for any type. Lorekeeper (PHB2) Utility Power allows your party to do additional damage against certain types of creatures equal to your fashion wisdom. Level 30 power is best suited for clergymen, since you get to use daily utilities as clash
powers. Revered One (PHB2) level 21 and 30 function is only normal, but you can choose and use any gods CD feat and use all of them every meeting. Daily utility resistance is good as well. Punisher of the Gods (D372) It's just a normal choice for clergymen, although the taste may feel a little off since you serve God. Battle of the clergy and bow clerics should have improved
critical feat on 21st so they can get some extra action points. You don't get multiple attacks against the same target as Rangers or Barbarians, so you don't get as much out of that way as they will, since the desitiny is built around a mutliple of one target attack to increase the chance of crits with an immortal curse, but if you take multiple attack powers from multiclassification it's
the best choice of the Reborn Champion Champion It's a pretty standard/boring fate. Improved qualification checks and good utility and level 30 credentials. Keybearer (D372) tricks the traveler's power to allow lazer clerics with explosion/explosion powers to teleport around the place. Prince of Hell (D372) Charisma bonus and your fiery attacks ignore the fireiness. Some sloths
can use this. Storm Soverign (D372) Con bonus and thunder/theme coverage. Bahamuts Ship (D378) (must worship Bahamut) Boost wisdom, strength or charisma, restore HP while spending point of action. Get a good utilty power and evenutally turn into a dragon. Raven Knight (D380) (Must worship the Raven queen) con, dex and speed bonus. Not a bad choice for combat
clerics who need these stats stumbled upon and it gives adjecent enemies -2 punishments to hit you. Decent usefulness and level of 30 abilities. Racial Virgin Of Disinsrinative (D385) Enhances wisdom and another stat and interesting powers based on the transformation of raksahas and debaffing with your memory power. Gives you radiant and necrotizing immunity in 30 years.
Soul of the World (D385) Looks like a reincarnated champion, but with an impulse to wisdom and intelligence. In addition, you will get to change the authority with another class. Dragonborn Avatar Io (Racing Drag) Bonus to Str and Cha. Fly and pick up your type of weapon breath. Unfortunately, shining is not a choice but fire and lightning and you get a bonus to attacks when you
use this type of attack afterwards. More interesting than demigods. The Eberron Sublime Flame (EBPG) installation revolves around fire and radiant damage (two of the most common types of damage), with you getting an extra daily attack power and in 30 doing extra damage with these types of damage. Champion Prophecy (EBPG) Choose your stat bonuses and get bonuses
for the values of the Disadvantaged Champion (EBPG) Worthy Leadership Powers with Change and Healing Splash Sharing. FRPG Harper Legends (D367) Some restirctions, but additional encoutner powers and action points. Multiclass Reincarnate Champion (PP - Primal) If you can qualify it is an interesting and potentially very powerful fate with download statistics at 24 and
you feel like a member of other races. Avangion (DS Arcane) Wisdom and either charisma or int bonus. Get flight speed at 24 and be able to add a radiant type of damage. Also, get niftly trivia like low vision light and suprenal. Perpetual Defender; (MP - Fighter) is a good choice for combat clerics who are MC fighter. Increase your reach, strength and size of your weapon. Immortal
Warrior (MP - Fighter) Ok choice, but I think the eternal protector and adamant soldier both offer much more. Adamant soldier (MP - fighter or warlord) Many defensive lovers for combat clerics. Legendary General (MP - Warlord) Some good leadership benefits with restoring power for you and your exchange points of action, and allowing allies to spend some healing jumps.
Warmaster (MP - Warlord) A lot of extra action. Godhunter (MP - Ranger or Rogue) Nice bonuses when dealing with higher level creatures. Mythical Sovereign (D367 - paladin, paladin, warlord, or ranger) Really only for the battle/balanced clergy. Some extra action and a decent power utility. Glorious Sprit (PHB2 - Primal) Ok choice for fight/balanced. Good movement and extra
damage. Primal Avatar (PHB2 - Primal) Teleport ability is good, but the rest of the ability class is just normal. The attack bonus works either for strength or for wisdom. Inherent (AP-Arcane) A lot of resistances. You can get these other ways, and the main advantage of this class is that you first take the damage from the fact that you resist the Master of Eternal Hunting (PHB3
Seeker) Bonus to Wisdom and a lot of neat abilities like Tremor Sense/Darkvision 10 and the ability to ignore the concealment and cover 10 squares. A good choice for various clergy. The utilization requires the use of the force of the seeker. Master of War (PHB3 Ardent) Good common leader path. Bonus-to-initiative, pace strike points for an ally when you allow another ally to
spend a splash, and untyped bonuses for you and your allies attack when an ally is close to the enemy. Demiurg (PsP Psionic) Charisma and another stat bonus, a good save throw utility and you get and can use a lot more action points. Master of Moments (PsP Psionic) Action Points also give you minor and move action, and you'll get extra minor action later on at every turn.
(/sblock) Originally published by GelatinousOctahedron: I'm not going to include every point a clergyman might want, but will include a plethora of items that clergy in particular might find useful. The notation number is the lowest level the item starts at, and I order items by category and level. Remember that you can create items with enchantment magical ritual items and actually
put your ritual casting skills to good use. See the full list of dual-use and weapon implementations in my other guide: Ginzu items. I'm basically going to include itmes with good properties or having a good meeting or by their will credentials. Also here is a good common item guide (x). Chain armor (sblock) is only a good choice for those who have their DMs to stick to the
knowledge of the healer or for warpriests. Unfortunately, that has a lot of the best leader focused armor. Astral Fire Armor: Chain (PHB2) 2 When you use a CD get a bonus No. 2 to AC and Fort. After all, this caan be an extra 2 for those defense two or more rounds and meetings. Rebuke Armor: Chain (PHB2) 4 Bonus to defense against the target enemy when you hit with a divine
attack. Healer's Armor: Hide, chain (AV2) 5 gives extra hp with healing properties, but with errata it only works when the target spends a splash. Total Armor Prowess: Leather Chain (PHB2) 8 When You Give Ally a Tempo You will also get the pace of hit points. Benefactor Armour: Chained Plate Scale. (D380) I don't want to. When you heal the ally heal the extra key to the CHa
mod 1 / encoutner. One of the few armor scales worth looking at leadership qualities. Righteous Armor: Plate (AV) 9 Do shining damage to enemies that hit you while you provide HAuberk champion CA. Champion: Chain Scale (AV2) 13 Trading use of the healing word to use a CD. Armor Valor: Leather Chain (AV2) 15 When you give an ally a defensive bonus, you get it. With a
custody mark this can be very good for some warpriests. Armor general health: Chain (AV2) 30 When you heal an ally you also healed 1/2 as much as (block) Weapons there are a lot of good weapons out there, but these are the ones that I think clergy might particularly like. Balanced clerics may want those that can be used as a sacred symbol to save money and hesitant clergy
may want a mace that helps with healing. Post essentials, you can now multiclass in another class to use your weapons implements as holysymbols: swordmage to get any heavy/light blade, a sorcerer to get any dagger, and a sorcerer/bard/shaman/druid etc for some weapons like pacthammers or songblades. Can be used as a holy symbol: Breaking the weapon AV (flyil,
hammer, mace) 8 can be used as a holy symbol. Additional damage from the undead. Mostly notable for flail/hammer builds. Unforgettable Cudgel AV2 (Mace) 8 Anyone can use this as a holy symbol and he crits at 19-20. The weapon of the crusader AV (hammer, mace) 9 can be used as a holy symbol and half the damage shines and gives additional use to the channel of divinity
once a day. The Weapon evil Undone AV2 (Any weapon) 10 works on any weapon, and anyone can use it, but has strange properties. Best for virgins. Moonbow Drag386 (onion) 13 Sehanin Believers can use this as a holy symbol. The weapon Bradaman AV2 (heavy blade, axe, hammer) 13 Anyone can use this as a holy symbol, but more designed for paladins. Mostly notable for
axe builds, which don't have much else. Avandra's Whisper AV (light blade) 17 can be used as a holy symbol if you worship Avandra Lion's Heart Hammer AV2 (Hammer) 17 Any clergyman can use this as a holy symbol Blade bahamut AV (heavy blade) 19 baja clergymen The muta can use this as the holy symbol of Moradin's Weapon AV (hammer) 19 Moradin clerics can use this
as a holy symbol of the Holy Avenger PHB (Axe Hammer Heavy Blade) 25 Counts as a holy symbol and does many neat things Other useful properties: The Weapon of the Holy Healer AV (Mays, Staff) 2 Add a bonus boost to healing effects. Magician Weapon AV (heavy blade, light blade) 2 You automatically own this, so that saves the feat. BattleStaff EPG (staff) 4 A worthy
choice for combat personnel builds with a weapon crit range of 19-20 and a daily perliton for melee attacks. Sunblade AV (Heavy Blade) 4 Lee Shining Damage Employee Traveller PHB3 (staff) Teleport instead of shift. Do you want travel staff and other feats/objects along with it. Mace Healing AV (Mays) 8 Add charm bonus to the healing effects. Good for out-of-hand ranged
builds Jagged Weapon AV (Axe, Heavy Blade, Light Blade) 12 Increased Critical Chance helps those who can't get improved critique exploits later and good for lower-level characters, as well as a cunning AV weapon (any melee) 13 penalty to keep the ends effects. Radiant (AV) (any) 15. Because you can use this with vulnerabilities (/sblock) Holy symbols symbols There are at
least 100 different holy symbols. Here are some of the most unique ones. The battle of the clergy and the people who are MC's clergyman but do not accept any exercise powers may want to choose from the first section. The last section has holy symbols I like mostly for various clergy, but hesitant clergy have many options including the first section. Characters that are useful
even when you don't use them for attacK: Here's a thread about them. Symbol of Excellence (D365) 2 Give ally a bonus Dragon Symbol (D365) 3 Give the ally resistance as the internecine Leaves of Death (EBPG) 3 Must Worship the Immortal Court. Make savings when you hold a point of action. The Sovereign Master's Octogram (EBPG) 3 must be worshipped by a sovereign
master. Restore the CD. The symbol of St. Nimbus (AV2) 4 Your healing word power also provides tempo hitpoints for everyone around you. The Powery Symbol (AV2) 5 Allied action points do additional damage. Symbol of Unified Defense (AV2) 9 Raising the Defense Party against Attack Area as an interruption. Symbol of Courage (D365) 9 Party receives a bonus from Fear
Saves the Symbol of Victory (PHB) 9 Allies get an extra action point. Symbol of Security (MotP) 13 Teleport bloodied ally as n meeting reation power Symbol of livelihood (AV) 17 Extend the duration of power as a dialing power Symbol of Defense (AV2) 18 Give the ally a bonus to the defense when hitting an attack. Symbol of Divine Light (AV2) 22 increseases shining damage
from vulnerabile enemies Other notable symbols: Symbol of the Divine Limit (AV) 3 Extra range and critical damage. Enemy Turn Symbol (AV2) 7 Get to transform one other type of creature. The symbol Gaiz (AV2) 7 Grant Allies resistance when you use healing power. Symbol of Strength (PHB) 7 Saving throw penalties to first save Sun Disk Pelor (AV) 8 All damage can be
radiant. The champion symbol (AV) 15 Semi dominates the Crete and as a daily force. Peler Scepter (AV2) 29 works like a rod. Turn 1s on to radiant damage. Other sblock tools With new rules from the basic elements of multi-classified implementation users and other implementation classes, clergy can now use tools other than totems. This will be a list of useful tools from other
classes, with staff and pivots being those worth a look. Headquarters: Disgust (PBH3) 2 For Debaffers Staff Ruin (AV) 3 Additional damage. Hellfire Staff (PH Racing: Tiefling) 4 Restore to face fear or firepower on crit. The clergy have only a couple facing fire/fear powers, but if you have even one of them it is a worthy exercise. Staff Architects (AV) 5 Makes your areas and walls
bigger. Starting at Level 9, many of the best daily zone implementation powers Wall. Luck and Craftsmanship Staff (AV2) 23 For AOE builds, as you get a cumulative No.1 hit when you score a crit. Orb Orb Reasonable Witchcraft (AV) 3 Good for hand-holding. Allows you to support minor actions of power as a free action. Rod Divinity (AV2) 3 Daily Power gives you additional CD
usage. Kind of hope hope (AV) 7 Generates tempo hitpoints on crit, Rod Of Resurgent Valor (AV) 8 Bonus to Attack on a Creature That Attacks You. The kind of Divine Retribution (D381) is 9 No. 1 to hit the creature you just hit. Torch Miseri (AV2) 10 Get CA against creatures you are dealing with fire or radiant damage. Adamantine Rod (AV) 14 Shining Damage ignores some
radiant resistance. Rod Bloodthorn (AV) 17 Profit styling bonus to hit if you or the target is bloodied. Ingot Liberatis (EPG) 19 Encoutner Extra saves. The genus star caviar (AV) 23 Crete at 19-20 and can spend a splash. Rod Dispater (MOTP) 28 Is good for the balance of clergy and is a weapon that pushes and numbs (save ends) at will. Noatable Weapliments for Mulitclassers:
Sunblade (heavY Blade, AV) 4 Makes damage to radiant Jagged (light/heavy blades, axe AV) 12 crit at 19-20 Dazzling (axe, heavy/light blade, D386) 15 Ignore the radiant resistance and deals radiant damage. (/sblock) Neck sblock Amulet Elegy (AV2) 2 Penalty for your effects save ends. Healer brooch (AV) 4 allies get a bonus hp when you use healing power. Medic's Amulet
(AV2) 9 helps with healing checks and gives allies extra saves from ongoing damage when you use healing power on them. Periapt Wisdom (PHB) 13 Wisdom Bonus tests The Eternal Lockett (AV2) 14 Small Action for Standard Action (Not Assault) Once a Day. This allows you to use one of your good standard action utilities as a minor action. Clerics with a lot of
explosion/explosion powers want to look with this. Bracers of Psychic Power (AV) 6 1 / Meeting turn the power of attack into the wisdom of attack. This allows the fanatic builds to take one power meeting power or maybe some strength of daily newspapers. The real beauty is that it also allows warpriests to face a power swap with classes like warlord, fighter, barbarian, and warden
while keeping their forces low. Iron Armbands of Power (AV) 6, 16, 26 Damage bonus for all melee attacks. Bloodhound Bracers (AV2) 13 Creatures accepting the current damages grant from CA. Rapidstrike Bracers (AV) 15 Make their will attack instead of the main attack. Bracers of Bold Maneuvering (AV) 18 defend against OA. Bracers Respite (AV) 22 When one ally gets
hitpoints, someone does too. Shields: Battleforged Shield (AV) 4, 14, 24 Neighboring Ally gets an extra hp when spending a splash of the Pelarum Shield (AV) 7, 17, 27 Melee attacks will sometimes do additional radiant damage. Hammer Shield (AV2) 8 Defensive Bonus after being hit with a hammer. Healer Shield (AV) 10, 20, 30 Maximum Healing and add wisdom or mod
charisma as a bonus. Shield Scholarship (AV2) 15 Transfer of HP tempo to Ally (sblock) Legs (sblock) Boots Dancing (AV) 11 good for divine oracles, particularly Battlestrider (PHB) 12 most clergymen wear heavy armor, so this speed bonus always helps. Oceanstrider Boots (PHB) 14 they give a speed bonus regardless of your type of armor. Spark slippers (AV2) 16 Lee damage
lighting equals your fashion charisma when when move near you. Surviving Boots (AV2) 16 When bloodied do not provoke OA when moving or using the area/range powers Phantom Chaussures (AV2) 18 Move 3 and become Hidden Speed Boots (AV) 22 No 2 point bonus to speed Marshmallow Boots (AV) 24 Fly in Light Armor Fey Warrior's Boots (AV2) 24 Teleport, When
someone misses you sandals Avandra (AV) 25 No 2 point bonus to speed with lots of displacement cleaning Cleats (AV) 26 Ignore the hard-to-reach terrain Earthreaver Stompers (AV) Tremorsense 3 Boots Teleportation (AV) Teleport of your choice or help with healing. Brilliant Gloves (AV2) 5, 15, 25 Do extra damage when you aim to be. They seem depressed for the Level 5
version. Breaking Gauntlets (AV) 6, 16, 26 reduce resistance by 1 (weights) Burning Gauntlets (AV) 6, 16, 26 Fire is the second most common type of damage for clergy, so if you have many fire attacks it's worth a look at. Blood gloves (AV2) 4, 14, 24 Cause additional damage to bloodied opponents. Saints Gloves (AV) 8, 18, 28 Do additional radiant damage as daily. Strikebacks
(AV) 10 If you have a good MBA this is my preferred side item for you. I got tons of use of them with my strength of skill as a combat cleric. The gloves of the healer (AV) 12, 22 Heal additionally whenever you use power with the healing keyword and with errata the goal is to spend the splash. Glove Transfer (AV) 14 Increase the range of utility powers glove accuracy (AV) 16 range
attacks ignore cover and concealment. Hero Gloves (AV2) 17, 27 Bonuses when you spend action points. The Gloves of Destruction (AV) 18 Reroll 1s in melee attacks the gloves of the Wandering Star (AV2) 19 Range on the range force attack increases by 2 Many Finger Gloves (AV2) 20 Wear three rings. (/sblock) Head sblock Phylactery divinity (AV) 6 Bonus to heal and
religion checks Phrenic Crown (AV) 7, 17, 27 When you aim will be defense, the goal takes a penalty to save. Faye-Blessed Circlet (AV2) 8 Get tempo hitpoints equal to your fashion charisma Sacred Mask (AV2) 8 Bonus to attack the undead after using CD Power Headband Intelligence (AV) 10 A almost necessary for psychic themed builds. No 1 for all your mental attacks Circlet
mental onslaught (AV) 11 Daily bonus to attacks of wisdom. The Crown of Balance (AV2) 12 Rechargable Economy throws for the Allies. The Crown of the Shining Sun (AV2) 14 Turn lightning damage to the radiant. Helmet Able Defense (AV2) 14 Bonus for all defenses before the bloodied Tenebrous Mask (AV2) 14 Ignore the cover-up on the range of each meeting. Crown World
Tree (AV) 18 Roll twice for rituals. Halo of Fallen Stars (PHB) 25 great bonuses to religion, healing and testing of nature. Daily power is automatic damage ClockWork Cowl (AV) 26 Minor action for two standard actions that you can't use for attaclks. Allows you to use some standard action utility that collides. Also bonus for the firebird initiative (AV2) 27 Extra Extra With fire to carry
out attacks. Mirror Mask (Av2) Large static atypical bonus to protect against range/area attacks and sight attacks. Crown Victory (AV2) 29 Spend 2 Action Point (sblock) Rings (Sblock) Alliance Band (AV2) 15. A little extra healing for your allies when you use a second breath. You can also spend one of your splashes on an ally. Dragon Emperor Ring (AV) 15 bonus to damage rolls
with close attacks. The ring of the zeus (AV) 15 increases the size of the turn of the undead. Grace Ring Valor (AV2) is a bonus to the next round of attacks if you don't make that round attack. Makes stanaard utility action less painful. And bonus with stunned and stunned saves Ring Radiant Storm (AV) 17 Roll twice for damage while performing a radiant or lightning damage Ring
Tenacious Will (AV) 21 Using mod charisma to determine the number of healing jumps. Luminary Ring (AV) 21 Increase the range or healing/polishing powers of mod charisma. Ring of Elementary Mastery (MOTP) 28 Attacks can ignore some resistance, especially fire and lightning. Ring of Free Time (AV2) 29 Extra minor action. (/sblock) Waist sblock there are not many belts
specifically useful for clergy. Cord divine Favor (AV) 13 When you allow an ally to hold a splash, you can spend a splash. Sash vitality Ceaseless (AV2) 14 Spend a Splash while bloodied and get an extra HP equal to your wis mod mountain endurance belt (D367) 18 Spend a Splash and add your mod strength HP got. (/sblock) Wonderful items block As a rule, tattoos and
tapeworms are very useful, but none of them are particularly special for clergymen. Happy Book (AV2) 1 Never fill your ritual book Battle Standard of Healing (AV) 3 Healing jumps heal 1 hp more. I don't think it's so cool to look at it, but people keep commenting to say it's great to practice, especially while relaxing. Scabbard Sacred Mogudar (AV) 10 Blade can do radiant damage
instead of the normal type. Shining Suns (AV2) 10 Creatures receive a shock/damage bonus when you use shining force. Ritual Candle (AV) 11 Bonus to Ritual Stone of the Earth (AV2) 12 Reroll Melee Attack Stone of Light (AV2) 12 Reroll Radiant Attack Elemental Prism (dun165) 16 Switch around damage types (shining not choice) Firehorn (AV2) 12 18 Cause of fire
vulnerability in explosion Revenant Ankh (PHB) 20 Revive dead ally of the Holy Temple (AV2) (/sblock) Originally published by GelatinousOctahedron: If you can you should try mulitclass at some point, since almost all assemblies will benefit from it. With the new implementation rules of the mainstream, you can now use the holy symbol for other classes to carry out attacks and
vice versa. Staff, ki focus, and rods are your best bet if go down this path. For multiclassing in the divine class, mc's basic exploits usually give you religion as a skill that you already have. Divine power has a couple of feats that help with this, the divine channeler gives you a channel of divinity power (but not skill) and a divine secret secret hero of faith, and soldier of virtue will
allow you to choose something other than religion as skill. If you are a multiclass swordmage you can use heavy/light blades as your realization and for the monk you can use ki focus (but not weapons like ki focus) and own weapons, so for balanced clerics it is a good choice if you want to make all your attacks through one point. Basic skills that you should probably try to pick up
through multiclassing perception and athletics, but others like endurance or wisdom/charisma can be a good addition as well. I've added other useful class feats for those who mulitlcass, but I've left those that have racial or other tough prereqs. Those that included almost every clergyman will qualify for. I've included the recommended paragon paths, but see the actual paragon
path section for more details. For power swaps, I usually only recommend doing this if you're going to include collision credentials and possibly allowing daily credentials. Something like a combative cleric poppy warlord or a distant cleric mc shaman should consider power swaps to help out the weakest area of the cleric leading. And most warpriests need a power swap to clash



attack credentials, but I go for it in detail in my warpriest guide. Ardent ardent block guns attack with cha is not too bad a choice for melee clerics who blow charisma. The basic intro feat is good for those with 13 charisma and some of the Level 2 utilities may be worth replacing. Also, if you're doing a full str/cha build credentials like anger strikes or forward thinking cut might be
worth replacing if you want to make a power swap for some inclusion. The warlord works best for this, but it's a normal route. Unfortunately, fervent is only a normal hybrid choice. The exploits of the intro feat of Fervent Talent is the only one usually worth taking because the exploits either only enhance your fervent burst of power or prereq. The feat of blood passion is in order in
that it allows you to use the adent mantle of power as daily. Paragon Ways Warmaster (sblock) Artificer Artificer (sblock) there are some specialized builds that can use this, but not many can and the stats don't actually line up for all the clergy, since Int is usually a landfill stat. Several builds however can go with int as secondary stat, which makes this a better choice in that case.
You get rods and headquarters, a new skill, lets you get familiar and other secret feats, and you get a daily healing infusion. Spell Commander is one of the best paragon path leaders in the game, but this suggests that you have made int your secondary stats and you need a range of weapons to spell the tracer so it's more for bow clerics or corellon warpriests. Arcane Gunsmith is
an interesting choice if you take a bunch of resistance powers like shafts of light and granite shield. It adds your mod wis to all the resistance you give. Exploits Master Crafter (EPG) If you are a ritual charmer for your group it may be worth a look. The Enchanter dungeon may also be something you are interested in (/sblock) Assasssin killer sblock Shadow initiate gives you access
to stealth, you can use fox with weapons kind of like weapliment and you can get 2 savannahs that you can enhance with some exploits, but I don't think its worth it. I like the acolyte veils a little more if you don't plan to take extra feats because the shadow step power will actually help you move around more and you can choose between stealth and acrobatics. The practiced killer
is good for shortbow users. They also have good support for the feat for fear credentials and some of the clergy have the best powers of fear credentials. The exploits of Fear are key feats: the nightmare master gives a free stupor on the hit (before the next turn), the nightmare killer is better than the weapon focus, and the nightmare step slide on miss. Death Sight (D366)
Bloodied Creatures don't get the benefit of covering up and hiding from your attacks. Vengeful Shadow (D386) Make your shroud damage radiant. For radiant damage builds this means that twice per meeting you can do some radiant goal damage even if you miss. Mignon of Darkness (D379) Darkvision. Bucket of Death (D379) Hiding from enemies is not under your shroud.
Melee priests can get some benefit from this, as you have to be near the shrouded enemy for this to work. Painted Shadows (D379) Hiding when near dim light or darkness. It's very much party dependent. Soul in the Shadows (D379) The range of clergy especially liked this. Hiding from enemies 5 squares away from you. (/sblock) Avenger sblock Hero of Faith before errata was
sky blue, but now it's a normal choice for clergy, although you can pick up no religious skills for this feat and still get to double roll until you hit the enemy 1/ meeting. Class forces are not so good, but use wisdom and holy symbols/weapons. The exploits below are those Intro exploits: Hero of Faith vs. Disciple of Divine Wrath. Most people on the boards seem like a disciple of divine
anger more because the oath is a little better, but I prefer the hero of faith because you can take away the perception of skill in this way. The exploits of Oath Strike (DP) Mark your Oath Target Inspirational Oath (DP) Ally gets a shift closer to your goal of swearing. Painful Oath (DP) It is better for those who have accepted the disciple of divine anger. Additional radiant-non-root
damage to your oath goal. The onslaught of Enminy (PHB2) shift when you use your oath. Enmity Shared (DP) Get Ca against your goal oath. Hand divine Guide (D382) If you have taken a disciple of divine anger and have no other easy way to get a good crit range consider it. Mighty Feud (PHB2) It's best for those who have taken a hero of faith, since the oath lasts until they're
dead or you hit them. Paragon Ways Dervish Dawn Radiant Visage Serene Arms of Fortune (/sblock) Barbaric Barbarian (sblock) If you have a con it's a good choice for the battle of the clergy looking for damage momentum and some of the powers as the curtain of steel is worth replacing. Most of the feats are the key to the barbaric class class Clerics hybrid is very good with the
barbarian, so it is usually the best option. The exploits of Slayers Shift (PP) you get a free shift when you bloody or kill the enemy. Paragon Ways Wildrunner Winter Fury (sblock) Bard Bard Bard Bards have abilities that compliment you and you probably have charisma anyway. Makes a better hybrid. Master Stories gives you a daily healing power that doesn't use your actions, skill
wands, and class skills. Reveals secret exploits at least. The Wizard and the Sword are a little better, but this and the sorcerer are secret multiclass that most clergymen would pretend to have without problems. The feats of the Bard of all trades (D383) are a great unprepared growth of skill. Bardic Knowlege (PHB2) Another good skill-enhancing feat (sblock) Battlemind (skyblue
for warpriests) battlemind sblock Very few non-warpriest clergymen will use the high con needed for attacks and the sign only lasts until the end of your next turn. Templars usually shouldn't take this. Much better for warpriests than Templar clerics, especially at the end of the heroic/early paragon, since they often want a power swap for a lightning rush or a brutal flurry. The
exploits of Wild Advance (PsP) If you're going to warpriest quarterback route it's ok. Blurred step as the power of the meeting. Unstoppable Speed (PsP) You can get a decent step out of this 1/meeting. (/sblock) Druid Druid sblock Sentinel Initaite gets you an additional daily use of healing words, nature skills and personnel/totem tools. The harbinger of nature's wrath is OK too,
but gets you the growth of nature 1/day. Some power swaps are good for warpriests because they have some wisdom based on domination to face the powers, but the Templars are probably better hybridized to pick up good strength. (sblock) Sblock fighter is good for combat clerics and wis weapons Templars/warpriests. It also has many good poaching feats. Combative
awareness is probably the best of intro exploits for most clerics who want to sub-defender, but warpriests and fanatics should consider an angry warrior. There are still many fighter feats that potenitially useful depending on what intro feat you took, your race, and what weapons you use, but these are the ones that stick out for me as most often useful. The exploits of Dizzying
Mace It takes a certain type of build (see here (x)), but the wisdom of a focused cleric with con as a secondary statistic can focus on numbing with mace weapliment for many debuffing. Targeted Excellence (D378) Only stands for balanced clergy and warpriests, but if you regularly get a decent amount of OA take it. Preventing Shield (D385) Land/Dominance Warpriests or anyone
else who pushes will want Grit (MP) Warpriests/zealots should take this for a decent number of temp impact points. Shields Revival (D378) Is mainly for dwarf clerics, if you have any other way of second wind easily. Small Defense Soldiers (D378) For the small there there. Even in the range of them, this issue should be considered. If you are entitled to consider it prospects as
well. With the knowledge of the battle cleric, you can get the scale No. 4 Ac No. 2 reflex at level 2. Striking Resurgance (MP2) If you have the power of skill it is very good and its not bad for other clergymen. Fighter Wary (D378) improves your initiative and gives you a bonus to perception and insight. Tagged Scourge (MP) Warpriests (Paragon Way), or if you have any other way to
regularly mark, should consider this issue. If this feat works also consider a difficult task. Polearm Momentum (MP) For pole gambling builds. Combine with rushing cleats. Slashing Storm (MP2) Is good for balanced clergy and warpriests. You'll make an extra free 8 or 9 points damage most rounds in the epic with this one. Paragon Paths Doomguard Marauder Dreadnought Kensei
Polearm Master Draeven Marauder (sblock) Invoker invoker (sblock) You share the same basic attack statistics, you get rods and staffs, and call in your own account, increases your control; especially the hand of aurora, vision of blood, splinter shards and vangaurda lightning. And a good feat of support for clergy. The only thing that keeps this from perfection is that learning
religious skills is wasted on you with acolyte divine secrets. Cleric/invokers benefeit a lot from the hybrid because they have the same stat attack and have a lot of similar powers. Intro exploits: Acolyte Divine Mysteries does not give you the skill, but gives you the power of challenge. The Divine Secret Keeper gives you skill and calls implements so perhaps pacifists would prefer
this one. The exploits of some of the feats that enhance the powers of the call may be worth taking if you do some power swaps, but some of the feats below increase all the divine forces of attack. Invokers Blaze (DP) is better than implementing a focus for sloth clergy. Invoker's Control (DP) if you have to keep the ends of the credentials it can be very good because it gives you a
potential power bonus to hit. Speaker of the Gods (PHB2) This allows the crete at 18-20 after using the channel of divinity power. Retraining in the epic. Invokers Aura (PHB2) Shining damage the aura when you give us a channel of divinity power. Invoker Implement Expertise (D387) Crit range 19-20 when using a personnel or rod for the divine power of attack. One of the easiest
ways to implement a clergyman is to get a good range of crit in the epic. Paragon Ways Adept Whisper Divine Philosopher Angelic Aspect Blightspeaker (/sblock) Monk Monk (sblock) uses dex to attack. But the skill choices are good and a flurry of 1/meeting punches is good for melee clerics. The main advantage is that you can now use ki focus and weapons for your melee cleric
attacks and use ki focus for your cleric to carry out attacks. My Goliath Battle took this, and I was happy with it for athletics skill, a flurry of punches, and fluid movement. The exploits of The Monastic Adept (PsP) If for some reason you use dex as secondary statistics it is very good. If not, it still gives you the technique of moving a monk once per meeting and another monk skill.
Fluid Movement (PsP) Untyped No. 1 speed increase in No.2 in the sample. Confusion Technique (PsP) Swap places with an ally. Keep your feat (PsP) from getting knocked prone as an immediate reaction. Paragon Ways Radiant Fist Paladin Paladin (sblock) Some opportunities with combat clerics and you share the same basic three statistics. For a basic intro feat you are the
best choice, usually a walker dark way. This gives a choice of skills rather than religion and a consistent melee increasing the damage based on you cha mod 1 / meeting along with a veil of shadows as daily. You can also get a divine challenge of 1/meeting (but no new skills) with the Soldier of Faith, a defender of the aura with a righteous 1 /enc radiance with squire righeousness,
or a touch of virtue once a day with soldier virtue, more for the various clergymen. The main reason mc paladin besides some worthy meeting powers you get is they have good feats for you, in particular the virtuous restoration for wisdom builds and Hero Poise for the charisma of heavy builds. Commitment Defenders feats (DP) No. 1 atypical bonus attack when the enemy or you
are next to a bloodied ally. Virtuous Recovery (DP) DR is equal to your Wis mod when you hold a healing splash. Divinity's Shield (DP) NADs afer Bonus via divinty channel. Charity Reward (DP) Extra healing for you or ally when you score a critical blow. Resurgent Attack (DP) Power Bonus No. 2 for Attack when you hold a splash. Hero Poise (DP) When you do keep allies close
you will get a bonus to keep equal to your mod charisma. Paragon Ways Champion Corellon Knight Bowl questing Knight (sblock) Psion Psion Psion (sblock) You need int to get the MC feat and you attack with Int. A few builds is probably possible, but if you play an int/Wis character pass. None of the exploits are good for clergy either. (sblock) Ranger Ranger Elf Ranged
clergymen in particular can get a lot out of it. Double-wielding stuff doesn't easily help you, but hesitant powers opportunity and even just a basic intro feat worth taking. Wildlife Warrior is an intro feat to take. Get skill and quarry hunter 1/ meeting. Feats Retreat Technique (MP2) Step away after you hit a melee attack without provoking Slashing Storm (MP2) Good for balanced
clerics and warpriests. You'll make an extra 8 or 9 points compromising most rounds in an epic with this one. Surprise Action (MP) Get extra action in an unexpected round. Paragon Ways GiantSlayer Horizon Walker Thay Infiltrator (/sblock) Runepriest runepriest (sblock) So far it doesn't have much to offer, despite being another divine class melee leader who uses strength and
wisdom. You get the religion training skills that you already have, and a poorer version of the healing word 1/day. Some of the powerswap May be worth it, but it doesn't look like you'll get any runestates. In the end it may get an update, but for now you are better off with any other mc leader feat. Could be a good hybrid. The exploits are not feats that benefit the clergyman.
clergyman. Rogue rogue sblock Not much here and you probably don't have a light blade. If you're halfling using rapiers or something it's a normal choice and there are some good feats. The exploits of Blade and Buckler Duelist (D381) If you have taken a combat cleric weapon it is a good choice to increase your shield bonus some. Duelist Panache (D381) Feat is a bonus to
athletics and acrobatics. Risky Shift (MP2) Shift is an extra square, but grant CA Suprise Knockdown (MP2) Knock enemies prone to critiques when you have CA. Works with the implementation of the powers too, but you need 15 forces. Expert Sneak (MP2) CA against stunned slow-motion, immobilized or weakened enemies. Shadow Eyes (MP) Ignore the concealment (/sblock)
Seeker Seeker (sblock) It's only for specialized bow builds, but can be a good choice for anyone. See the bow cleric's guide in my signature. The exploits are no exploits for clergymen. (/sblock) Shaman shaman sblock Multiclassic shaman is one of the most overpowered mulitclass dips in the game, since you get the spirit of a companion and a bunch of other things. You share
the same main stat and I have now updated this skyblue since any clergyman can use the spirit of the companion with the addition of spirit prey and common guns though, without spending any feats he still takes standard steps to summon the spirit. Investing in washable spirits (and possibily a sudden challenge) is very effective in enhancing your healing. With the intro feat of
Spirit Talker you get a companion spirit, a 1/ meeting spirit attack, nature skill, talking to spirits 1/day, and access to totems and mace and hammer weapliments. FeatsMending Spirits Is a Healing Spirits as a clash of power. Better than the word player in the sample, if you don't invest in healing word-enhancing feats. Sudden Challenge (PHB2) Spirit Challenge as Free Action
1/Encounter. The nimble spirit works only for pure shamans and hybrids. Resilient Spirit (PHB2) only accepts this if your DM likes to attack your spirit and you try to keep it on the board. Paragon Ways/sblock Sorcerer Sorcerer (sblock) Laser clerics can get something out of this with their high charisma. Access to staff is good as well. Making the best hybrid, Soul witchcraft is a
good intro feat if you want it just for staff implements, since you can choose the damage resistance you get so pacifists have to go with that. (/sblock) (block) Arcane Prodigy is good for sloths with great AeO effects, and you'll also get an arcana. The exploits of Champion Blood Circle (D390) Are worthy of a rise in craftsmanship. (/sblock) Swordmage swordmage (block) You threw
Int right? If you don't, you can use heavy/light blades as a eye, while other features are in order. Some utilities may be useful, but I think overall it's the best choice for hybridization. Genasi balanced clergy or fanatics, balanced, and warpriests from races with an int bonus should consider this issue. Blade Intiate is an intro feat to take because it boosts your ac while you're wielding
a 1/day blade for everything Exploits No for clergy (/sblock) Warden warden (block) Some opportunities for combat clerics and daily uniforms are very good for battle and balanced clergy. Meeting a mark with a good list of skills including perception and athletics is a basic advantage. The exploits of Sudden Roots (PHB2) If you do a lot of OAs take it. Warpriests who take this
should also consider taking a crippling crush because clerics usually don't have many ways to slow/immobilize with gun attacks. Power Smash (PP) knock tends to crit with a hammer or mace. Manueving Attack (PP) for pole/spear builds if you haven't gone fighter for some reason. Paragon Ways /sblocksblockStorm Sentinel /sblockWarlock warlock sblock Most non-pacfists can
get good use out of this, mainly because you can get the feat of the belly of the star fire. The sorcerer gives you access to the rods along with access to some racial weapliments and powers as the eye and heavy glow can be a worthy addition. Intro exploits: A student is malediction with give you a jolt to damage and has good feat support for those who are mc in the sorcerer, but
clerics with decent charisma or constitution usually have to take/sblocksblockPact to initiate instead for additional attack power. The exploits of Star Fire Womb (D366) Roll save when you are dealing with damage with a radiant or fear of power. This feat is the main reason for the clergy of Mc Warlock. Relentless Curse (AP) If you took a Malediction student, I think it recharges your
curse. Ask your DM. Two folded curses (AP) For those who took a male student. Curse two at once. Curse of Doom Secured (AP) For those who took a male student. If you've taken twice the curse, then it's ok as your enemies provide CA for your Allies Warding Curse (AP) Again for those who raise their curses. This gives you a bonus to the defense. Inevitable Doom (AP) Again
for those who raise their curses. More damage when you miss. (sblock) Warlord 'sblock' Dark blue rating suggests that you're following the budding power. If you want a good skill and another daily heal for strength/balanced clergyman is a good choice. There are also some of the meeting power swaps worth taking, for example level 7 and on my brand. I don't usually recommend
Templar clerics take a novice power, but clerics usually don't allow well in heroic and low paragon, and you can poach powers like death on both sides and hail become that way. If you're a wis primary, then you can get bracers mental can to hit off on my sign or hail steel. Intro exploits: Inspiring leader gives you another way to provide pace hitpoints 1 Meeting. A resource leader is
similar, but works with every point of action that an ally spends. Student battle gives you another daily heal. The exploits of most good feats of the warlord have a racial or class feature prereqs. Turning on Shot (MP2) is good for range and pacifist, since you provide allies with additional basic attacks when you're critical with attack range. Reliable Action (MP2) Allies Don't Spend
Clash powers they miss by spending the point of action. Paragon Ways Captain Fortune Earthfast Brigadier Pack Master Knight Commander White Raven /sblock Wizard Master sblock If you really want some range of clergymen can multiclass in this way, and it gives you access to headquarters and balls along with arcane skills. Most clergymen won't have an int high enough to
use the most on will you can choose from, but storm posts and daily newspapers don't need a high int to be effective. The pacifist can use a storm pole and a magic rocket, as they have no attack role. The exploits are all good feats associated with master credentials or class features. Some of the racial ones may be worth seeing if you're playing in a tie. (/sblock) The Clerics make
better hybrids than straight Templars, and are one of the best classes for hybridization. With Battle Cleric's Lore you don't have to spend your hybrid feat on armor that solves AC problems for classes such as Ranger, Barbarian and Shaman. You won't lose that much for going to hybrid clerics and many other classes are using strength and wisdom to attack their stats or at least
use them as secondary stats. The Templars hybrid well with more than a dozen other classes. The main thing you lose is the use of a healing word and, as a rule, a channel of divinity. Hybridization allows you to choose good strength and patterns of the path and often good features from both classes. Thus, a clergyman who wants to be good include can hybrid shaman, bard, or
warlord, cleric who wants good control can hybrid master or refer (or even druid or seeker), a cleric who wants to protect can go fighter, paladin, or swordmage, and a cleric who wants to do the attacker damage can go ranger or barbarian. And you get (sometimes limited) functions from another class, and so the shaman hybrid will have the spirit of a companion and a barbaric
hybrid can use a rampage with barbaric powers. Cleric Hybrid: a simple weapon of Prof. and holy symbol prof., healing the word 1/ meeting, and knowledge of the martiale. Through your hybrid talent feat you either get 1 clergy CD power that you can choose or armor skill (skin/hide/chain), so you tend to better take other classes of hybrid talent feat if you need a channel of divinity
for your build. With combat clerics knowing you no longer have to worry about an armored one. You have to choose only one clergyman channel of divinity with a hybrid talent, so I would choose the favor of the gods if you spend your talent on it. One of the main advantages of hybrids for combat clerics is to gain easy access to combat weapons and increase their strength beyond
Higher HP and jumps and better melee forces. For different clergy, the main advantage is access to other classes of authority and functions, along with the capacity for staff or other implementation. You never know until you're actually trying to make one how the hybrid will work and I haven't tried it all, but actually its more classes you should avoid more than anything else. Now
the best/easiest choice for hybrid hybrids Ranger, Referencer, Redeemer, Barbarian, Paladin, Mechmaj, Shaman and Fighter. Bards, Avengers, Wizards, Druids, Warlords, Seekers and Monks also have very good potential to create. I also love the warden and avenger behind the hybrid cleric, but most other charopers don't like hybrid wardens or vigilantes. I think they can both
work well with clergy. Hybrids (sblock) Ardent It has only a small potential: the leader of the melee with charisma is the main stat, with wisdom as a rider stat. This has a decent inclusion, but I'd probably go bard, shaman, warlord or even cunning once you hit the paragon first. Artificer Is a bit tricky, but the two classes can complement each other as well as seen here. Spell
Commander is one of the best leaders of exemplary paths in the game and you need a long-range weapon to spell the tracer so its more for the bow of the clergy. Avenger: You get a combat weapon, but the main thing is an oath of enmity, although it only works with vengeful force. You share the implementation and wisdom of attack stat, so you have to go with the necessary
warpriest credentials and go wis/con or wis/dex or int. I would like to focus on the immediate cleric facing the attack. I have a strange build in my clergy build a book that uses domain synergy with radiant vengence and spear of faith to get these two forces to be very precise, and that makes almost all the strength of the meeting immediately. The tricky thing is a normal good
avenger is already a feat intense so if you want to focus on the fact that you won't have much room for clerics feats and most charop people don't like hybrid avengers, but I think it works with the Templars. Barbarian: It's more a way to improve the barbarians than it is a way to improve the clergy, although the barbarians have some good leadership powers. I would spend my talent
feat on Rageblood, although str/cha works very well. Thaneborn's talent is still working. The best part is that you can make a str/cha barbarian and not worry about dex. There is an assembly that does this in my build guide and others floating around there, as this is one of the best ways to do a barbarian. Battlemind: Not much to offer in features other than combat weapons, but it
has some good strength and you could make Wis/con build with lightning rush and cleric standard action attack powers. Maybe go tactical warpriest. Most other defenders use force as basic statistics and wisdom as secondary statistics. Of all the power point classes it's the only one that I think is worth hybridizing with. Bard: One of the best options for hybrid archery users. The
Bard now has a strong wis/cha build. A good combination of healing from and allows the bard. I have a very effective creation allowing me to build in my clergyman to build a handbook and a worthy bard one in my bow cleric's guide. Druid: You share the same attack statistics and it gives you access to the staff. You get to hide the skill, so you can do Int/Dex secondary builds if
you want, but I'd probably go with scale and 18 pre-racial wisdom. Druids have some very good good powers now, including the zjorn and paragon level of stunning/dominance. I think you are much better off ignoring wildshape and focusing on the close and range of the AOE, although now you can maintain no druid credentials while in the shape of a beast. Fighter: Get Combat
Weapon Knowledge. You get a combat challenge, but have to use fighter credentials to mark normally. You can gain combat superiority if there is good wisdom or one of the fighter methods. I've seen builds based on this, which have been pretty good, mainly because fighters have such good strength, feats, and sampled paths to choose from. Invoker: This has some good options
for different clergy. You share the same attack stats and it gives you rods. A lot of explosive and explosive forces and shining damage. A dizzying mace is an option too. The easiest hybrid is out there for clergy and there are examples in my guide to build. Monk It is difficult, but has great potential. The monk's secondary stats are str/wis, and you could use any weapon with which
you own as your holy symbol or stick to the holy symbol of realization. You have to make dex your main stat and then take off the turn of the cleric attack like Death Splash to stand up for the monk without actually having these. Maybe take a range of implementation or a major power melee attack like Fell Strike. The most interesting thing is you can use by your will the monk
movement techniques the same round you use the cleric's standard attack powers. The exam is in my build guide. Paladin: This is another good choice for combat clerics who want to work as defenders. This will enhance your strength, give you combat weapons knowledge, and you will get a divine challenge/sanctions. For a talent feat you can get a paladin or a priest CD
because its not worth it to pick up a plate/shield. You can do a couple of differeny builds here: str/cha or str/wis would be my choice, but wis/cha also works. Psion It may be doable, but I think you'd better be invoker, bard, druid, shaman, or master if you want to be a controller. Ranger is another possible good choice for battle or bow builds because many ranger forces are the key
to wisdom and this allows melee rangers to dump dex without any problems. You get quarry hunters and combat weapons knowledge, but really you want this for double blow and attack economy action. For your talent feat I would probably go for a prime shot. An example in my bow is a clergyman's reference book, but the melee builds well to work. You are more of a ranger than
a clergyman with these builds. Runepriest: The most obvious choice for all PHB3 classes. Use your clergy powers to heal and your runepriest powers for polishing and protecting your allies. Rogue: Doesn't seem to have much to offer. You can only sneak attacks with rogue powers. Previously you were able to lay down attack bonuses with rogue talent weapons, but this no longer
works with the exercise powers. Seeker: Wisdom is a concentrated range of character. You can spend your hybrid feat to use your power for AC and get the No.1 hit with an abandoned weapon so the clergy can get some use out of it. Also good for elves to make another bow cleric option. This is one case where you will probably adhere to clergy credentials and a handful of good
seeker powers. Shaman: shares the same attack statistics. You need a hybrid talent feat to gain the power of the spirits. Indeed, you want this for all allowing the shaman gives you and the spirit a nice touch too. This can be a worthy choice for pacifist builds, since you can choose passive attack forces like eagle claws. It also works well to balance clergy lack of inclusion and can
help with your control. While the shaman shakes some with good meeting powers and lacks good immediate attacks, so you can use the clergy for those. Str/Cha is probably your best option and should work well in heroic. I'd probably go dragonsoul and do something with the staff, but I don't know much about sorcerers. Swordmage: You have to go with a race like a maiden or
genasi for this and spend your talent for a hybrid reservation. Not intuitive, but it can be done with a wartime cleric and swordmage attack, which goes str/int or the range of shielding of the sword of the clergyman's magician lazer, which goes wis/int. Look at swordburst and white master fiss, along with intelligent blademaster and combat intuitiveness for Wis/Int builds. Probably
plays like a paladin and you get heavy/light blades as an implementation, so you can go with a long sword or rapier. Guardian: Your basic stats should be strength and wisdom (or perhaps con) you get a combat weapon and only get a hide and skin (and scale) to begin with, but with combat clerics knowledge you don't need to spend fear on ac used and can go with two hands. You
can get a font of life with a hybrid talent that hybrid wardens usually can't afford. You only get to mark one neighboring creature per round, but the wardens have enough interesting powers to make it worth taking. Many charopers don't like warden hybrids, but I think it can work fine, especially if you go tactical warpriest. Sorcerer: I used to have this rated low, but at this point I think
wis/con build with a radiant theme and battle clergy knowledge can work well. Maybe take some immediate force attacking the clergyman and the belly of the star fire as one of your first feats. Heavy radiance or eldritch strike for your own hire. Str/Cha can also work. Your curse only activates on sorcerer's powers, and you won't get pact good, but can pick up a shadow walk or
prime shot as a feat. With a shadow to walk it will be hard to get caught. Warlord: Another good choice for military clerics. You get 1/encounter, which is partly made up for the loss of use of the healing word. You get the function of a combat leader and can get a commanding presence with a feat. This boosts your allows significantly, and you can go str/ wis, str/cha, or even wis/con
or wis/int with lazy warlord powers. Wizard: Int/Wis laser and pacifist clergy could do this and wizards don't lose much hybridization. You can get the realization of skill from a feat like both Getting access to a magician daily newspaper can make it worthwhile. And there are good forces such as a raiant pillar that fits well into the clergy. There is a fun build I made from a pacifist
cleric/master hybrid with hypnosis in my clergyman build a reference book, but actually uses the mercy of a healer as his hybrid talent. (/sblock) Optimization of Hybrid Domains One good thing about hybridization with another divine class (invoker/paladin/avenger) is a lot of domain feats better because it will potentailly effect both on the will of an instaed one. Here are some of the
tricks that work, with a focus on how to use domain synergy. I have credentials that work for each domain listed with relevant statistics, but unfortunately only the senior cleric on wills get domain tricks, domain synergy sblock Domain Synergy is a cleric feat that gives you a No 2 hit on your account, but it's usually not worth taking because it only applies to one on its account, and it
takes three feats to get a bonus of 2 pounds. But with hybrid avengers, referenced, and paladins, it's sometimes worth taking because it can apply to both of yours in your opinion. The main trick is to spend your hybrid talent on the channel of divinity, usually favoring the gods. Then carry out the feat for the channel of divinity power and strength feat along with the domain of
synergy. Try to load up on immediate collision attack powers as this will allow you to spam your opinion. In the first round or so of each fight you use your channel of divinity power and then both of your will get an extra No.2 to hit along with doing something else extra for the rest of the encounter. It also works if you go half elf with a master dilletante in a sample, and any clergyman
can pick up an invoker one, going mc invoker, but it will only be a power clash. Top Combos: Sun works very well with a call or avenger. And both feat and strength are all about radiant vulnerability: Lance Faith (wis) Radiant Vengence (wis) Sunstroke (wis/main attack) Virtuous Strike (cha). Dilletante Sun strike with avenger hybrid and distant vengance means double rolls for
sunstroke. It's mighty accurate. I have a avenger build based on this trick in my leadership build. Skills are a simple trigger, just do a knowledge check to start a meeting. Turns power into a major attack. Righteous brand (str) Overwhelming Strike (wis) divine bolts (wis) valiant kick (str). Decent combos Many of them are a normal way to increase the damage, and if you do not want
to focus on shining for some reason: poison, storm (thunder), undead (necrotizing) and winter (cold). I think the storm is the best of them in The degree is due to the storm signs tricks, but with winter you can potentially make permafrost if you can find a place for feats. Arkana has some potential, but a bit of feat instensive and you need a way to reliably get in with fire, acid, lightning
thunder or cold energy every encounter for. This strength gives you an additional bonus of 1 euro for being hit by secret abilities, and by will is considered a mystery. You Are You you need mc to have something secret and then taking good white lotus feats. Divine Bolts (wis) Radiant Vengence (wis) Lance Faith (wis) Virtuous Kick (Cha, MBA) Poison: a minor action that gives you
the No.2 to strike with poisonous powers for the round. Lee poison with additional 2/3/4 damage. Enfeebling Strike (Cha, Needs Sign) Capture Shards (wis) Overwhelming Strike (wis) Righteous Brand (str). The only downside is the poison damage is usually not a very good type of damage. Storm: Small to give thunder/lightning vulnerability. Thunder power turns thunder damage
and gives 2/3/4 bonus to roll damage. Overwhelming blow (wis) Righteous brand (str) Valiant strike (str) Vanguards lightning (wis). The storm sign is a good addition to that. Destruction, the trigger - is damage to the roll for the melee attack. Additional damage against a bloodless enemy is in order. Ardent Strike (str or cha), censure bond (wis, with free double rolls), grabbing
shards (wis), righteous brand (str). The strange combo is that the two forces vary, but the trigger of melee damage. But the paladin is easy enough and the str/Wis avenger build can work fine. Freedom is kind of a simple trigger. Minor actions that usually do nothing. The bonus allies next keep through power is decent. Holy Strike (str/wis) Leading Strike (wis/int), Righteous Brand
(str), Vanguards Lighting (wis/int). Paladin is probably the only one worth it. Hope Free Trigger Action. Ally receives a bonus of 1 euro for the next attack. Avenging Light (wis/con), Lead Kick (wis/int), Righteous Brand (str) Valiant Strike (str) Madness, Free Action Trigger. The enemy takes -1 to attacks from the power of madness feat. Enfeebling Strikes (Cha, needs a sign)
Overwhelming Strike (Wis) Righteous Brand (str) Visions of Blood (wis) Strife, Free Action Trigger, but can take a turn or two, and does not work when only one enemy. Ardent Strike (str or cha) bond of retribution (wis/int), spear of faith (wis), sunstroke (wis basic attack) Tyranny, Small action trigger Peanlty to rescue astral seal (wis/cha), Bond Cureens, bond of cens (wis, with
free double rolls) Divine Bolts (wis) Bond Censure, (wis, with free double rolls) Enfeebling Strike (Cha, Needs Sign) Grasping Shards (wis), Lance Faith (wis) Wilderness Minor Action Trigger. Allows allies to ignore the difficult terrain. Overwhelming Strike (wis), Recovery Strike (Str/cha), Sun Strike (wis) Valiant Strike (str). Paladin looks only usually a good combo. Winter, easy
minor action. Additional cold damage. Bond censure (wis, with free double rolls), enfeebling strikes (Cha, needs sign), hand radiance (wis), spear of faith Usually bad domains for domain synergy They don't work well for domain synergies, usually because the trigger for the channel of divinity power won't go early or easy. But the power of feats may be worth taking on in some
cases. Changing Death Fate Justice Luck Moon Protecting The Life of a Sea Trickery Trickery Usually bad combos: They all either have a moderately difficult trigger, have strange stats combo, or use Priests Shield. With The Priests Shield they can be lifesaving if you are a hybrid and half elf dilletante at the same time for the other two classes on will and some other clergyman
one. Or if you go with other classes and Mc Clergy is just for a domain synergy feat. Civilization Creation Darkness Force Torment War Terrible Domain Don't take the power of love if you make some weird pacifist build and even then I wouldn't accept it. (/sblock) Originally published by GelatinousOctahedron: I moved all my builds in this guide, To save space: Samples of Faith (x)
Other links and guides To other Naussicaa Handbooks in Warpriest (x) - Healic (x) Handbooks My Bow Clergyman Miniguide My weapliment guide (x) and deityough Sun Warpriest/Adroit Researcher Option Of Ruinsfate Earth Warpriest, which works as a good fifth man. Naussica's Enabling Storm warpriest My Death Domain Warpriest/blightspeaker (x) (hard front line
debuffer/controller) My Sun Domain Warpriest can't keep me (x) constantly providing for myself and my allies. Also very good at the radiant damage. Others builds Elf frostlaser cleric (x) Cazzeo's Headspin (x) builds: a dizzying mace with a clergyman or clergyman / invoker Naussica White Mag Healic Guide (x) Nausicaa Staff Eater and Battle Eater (x) post BCL builds Naussicaw
Lights Tielfing is a clergyman/paladin hybrid that stuns itself and then automatically saves to give allies good saves among other throw saving tricks. Dielsen in The Three-Bank Ranger / Cleric (x) draeven marauder with a hungry big spear. His in the first post. Adslanhit's White Mage (x) Kalashtar Cleric Messenger of Peace Favorite (good but pretty outdated at the moment)
Ranged Cleric Diary (x) (old, but good) Shining Damage Jedi Team: Using Radiant Vulnerabilities (x) It's Elementary: Radiant (x) It has a great worn out lot of radiant things clergy and shining damage sblock key with clergy is that you have many ways to stack the shining vulnerability of the damage and have more than 56 forces finally count (including 3 wills on) that do the radiant
damage. The range of clergymen have the easiest time of this because of the will (hence the name of the laser cleric), but battle and balanced clergy can also do so. Here are some common tricks you can use: Sun Domain: the power of the solar domain creates a radiant vulnerability through the spear of faith and the divinity of the channel creates a stackable radiant vulnerability.
Elements: The symbol of divine light increases a radiant vulnerability as a property. Several weapons do radiant damage for the war clerics who want to use this: Brilliant Energy, Crusader, Breaking, Holy Avenger, Radiant and Sunbeam. Ring champion give a radiant beaming as everyday property. Brightleaf is a Reagant who creates a radiant vulnerability with radiant powers.
Feats: Heroic: Astral Fire, nymbus of light, the power of the sun, the solar enemy paragon: clinging radiance, pervasive light, shining vessel. Epic: Lights of Heaven, Radian's Font, Radian Punishment, Radiant Advantage Paragon Ways: Morninglord, The Outcinger of the Silver Flame Devil, Lightwooker, Shining Servant, Soulforged, Angelic Avenger, Astral Scientist. EDs: A shining
one, a sublime flame. (/sblock) How to make your pacifist cleric speed up the fighting: Pacifists sblock a quote from tiornys of this topic (x) in response to how a pacifist build slows down the struggle by denying the benefit of additional healing, this is a common trap for pacifist builds. This can be mitigated with careful choice of power and play, and a well-built Pacifist Cleric with a
well-coordinated side can easily pull its weight into direct and indirect damage, but most builds will fall into a stretch fight trap because few select powers for one particular assembly actually contribute enough indirect damage to be useful, and many parties will not coordinate well enough to make the math work. Astral seal has a bonus to hit and imposes -2 penalties in defense.
Assuming party members beat about 50% of the time, they will hit sealed targets 60% of the time, which is 20% more than their expected damage. In the standard group of 5 people, if the remaining 4 characters are focused on a sealed target, the pacifist indirectly contributes about 80% of the average damage to a party member, which is worthy of the leader. However, if only half
of the party attacks a sealed target, the indirect output of the pacifists drops to 40%, which is clearly sub-par. As for the clashing credentials, Bain's line of authority (Cha mod penalty for attack and defense) is excellent under the excited Wis/Cha Pacifist. Reducing the defense of Target X is actually the same as giving everyone instal X to hit that target, which can lead to a dramatic
increase in the damage from the batch if a) the X--Cha mod - high and b) all actually attacking the weakened target. Bain and similar powers are multipliers of damage; Taking a side from the 60% hit rate to an 80% hit rate as multiplying the lot damage by 4/3. The move from a 50% hit rate to a 90% hit rate is multiplied by 9/5. The effect is comparable to the leadership attack for the
round, which is as awesome as the strength of the encounter. The Exacting Utterance line (vulnerable to all damage equal to Wis fashion) tends to be weaker than the Bane line, as direct damages are a linear increase in batch damage instead of a multiplier. However, for high-precision groups (such as the Avengers and Rogues) and/or the ability to make multiple attacks against
one enemy during the round, these forces may be better than Bane's credentials. In particular, they can be combined with the Bane line (through the point of action) to allow the party to take down or solo for a round or so. Finally, nothing stops the pacifist cleric from accepting and using destructive powers, and in terms of optimization, pacifists should have at least one meeting
and at least one daily power that causes significant damage. Ideally, one could start fighting with outright destructive powers and only move to non-bane pacifist powers against bloodied enemies (Bane powers should be used against priority targets once the party is able to capitalize). This allows the pacifist to function as a normal damage dealer when enemies are not bloodied,
and encourages the party to focus on bloodied enemies thanks to debaffs and healing bonuses. Of course, RP Fluff encourages most pacifists to have only one in their opinion that the deal is damaging, and such a cleric is more likely to avoid using their damage by their own will power, if at all possible. Bane's line of powers is easy to overlook, and the overcrowded super-Wisdom
Pacifist builds can't use them to the fullest. Many of the field's pacifist powers look better than they play, or at least very easily abuse in combat. Pacifists are potentially amazing as the only leader in a large group. Debuffing powers like Bane and demanding utterance (and even astral print) get stronger with more allies to take advantage of the debuff, and additional healing is
welcome rather than excessive. Unfortunately, I suspect that very few Pacfist Cleric builds a balance of Wis and Cha to maximize Bane, take some destructive powers to use on bloodless enemies, and have a large, well-coordinated hand to take full advantage of their debuffs. These are builds that deviate from those guidelines that tend to delay fights, and these builds are the sad
majority. (/sblock) Maximum healing I don't think you should do anything to max healing, but you have to do something. Here are some of the main ways to do this: Healing sblock exploits like defensive healing words are good, but don't really enhance your healing. The temperature of the hit point raises kind of like pre-emptive healing so they get a small section at the end. The
exploits of the Heroic Healer battle; Healer implementation (only helps with a burst of healing now); A pacifist healer; The word of retribution; Rest Healing; The Sign of Healing; Sign of Hospitality Paragon Extended Healing; A radiant vessel; Guaranteed healing; The player's word; Epic Beatific Healer (only help with bursts now); Supreme healer; Reactive healing; Joint healing of
Avandra's racial blessing (half) ; The blessing of Corellon (elf); Holy Resolve (military); Dragonborn Clarity of the Spirit (Kalashtar); Resistance of lunar elves (eladrin); The burden of rejuvenation Githzerai healer (Githzerai); Phantom Rejuvenation (Shadar-kai) Aspect cultivator (wilden) Channel Divinity / Healing Domain (They don't get your wisdom momentum because they are
not clerical powers) The Moon touched; Ally of the Undead; Grace of Amota; Power in death; Life Arawai's abundance; The light inside; Salve Berronara; The blessing of Silvanus; Ilmeter's martyrdom; Korda's favor; Melora's tide; Melora; Blessing of the queen; Many of them are not the best choice for all builds or even a lot of builds, but here are the items that help on the level
when the first one is available. Also, read the description paragraph for healing carefully, as some like the healer's gloves only help heal the goal of power, so with powers like healing the attacker and astral seal the goal is the enemy. Heroic armor items: sublime armor (better for new heals); The healer's armor (this one heals more during the day, but only helps the goal heal so
powers like the astral seal do not heal anymore, and with errata they must spend a splash); The general prowess of armor (good for the pace of hit-point builds) Weapons: The Weapon of the Holy Healer (enhances the healing word and has a powerful daily heal); Healer's weapon (in range, with a powerful daily heal, only for bow users) Weapon healing (mace, with static bonus for
all heals) Symbols: Symbol of life (daily raises heals for the round) Symbol of St. Nimbus (healing word also provides tempo hitpoints) Symbol of general healing (when you hold a splash just as an ally) Symbol Gaiz (gives : The brooch healer (static impulse heals) When you use healing power on them) Hand: Bracers respite (heal the second character a bit, When one computer
gets healed as a daily) Battleforged shield (daily power allows an ally to spend an extra splash - some extra in sample) Healer Shield (daily power, in epic it's power clash) Hand: Healer's gloves (they heal the target of your healing goal 1d6 more. Note for most offensive forces such as healing punch or astral seal , the target is the enemy, so it does not help with these forces. With
errata they have to hold a splash, a) Miraculous: Battle Standard Healing (good for out-of-the-fight healing) Paragon Elements Arm: Shield Scholarships (transfer tempo hit points) Hands: Glove Transfer (increased range of utility powers) Ring: Alliance Band (a ring that gives an ally hp when you use a second breath and which has a good daily healing power) : ally spends a splash,
you spend a splash, you're spending a splash. : Armor of General Health (big but level 30) Ring: Luminary Ring (range of healing forces increased) Paragon Ways Astral Savant (spending point action, ally spends a splash) Compassionate healer (spending the point of action they spend splash. How much do your allies heal: The point of action to increase it, your healing Uses D8s,
the second wind heal more. My opinion is the best way of healing paragon) Epic Destiny St. (great meeting healing utility, many ways to make allies make saves and waste splashes) Revenered One (decent level 30 heal) Avatar life Good Healing, Regeneration and Throwing Saving) Temp hitpoint Boosts: Feats: Defensive Healing Word; Dwarf battle priest (dwarf); Healing step
(eladrin); Boone Cola Corrana (CD); Healing Fragments (Shard) Paragon Way: Jealous demagogue post healer Lore Errata Power, who get to add knowledge to your healer's bonus (according to 5/18/10); Meeting Special: Healing Word CD: Mercy Healer 1 Healing Strike 2 Return from the Door of Death 5 Consecrated Advance 6 Health Bastion 6 Divine Favor 7 Strengthening
Faithful 7 Jealous Sanction 9 Decisive Revival 10 Word Vigor 13 Mantle of Glory 13 Remorse 13 Union Three 15 Divine Repression 16 Unexpected Return 19 Necrotic Transfer 22 Spirit of Health 23 Divine Fervor 23 Healing Touch 25 Soulshock Field 27 Healer Reproof 27 Sacrificial Healing Powers That No Longer Receive, to add the knowledge bonus of your healer (also
previously frequently asked questions says regeneration powers like Divine Power do not add a bonus): AT will Astral Seal Wis DP AT will be restoring strike str DP 1 Beacon of Hope Wis PHB 2 Cure Light Wounds PHB 2 2 Life Transference DP 5 Consecrated Land PHB 6 Cure Serious Wounds PHB 6 Spirit healing DP 6 Stream life DP 7 Strike Court Str DP 9 Divine Fury STR
DP 10 Mass treatment of lung wounds DP 13 Inspiring blow Str PHB 15 Puryfying Fire Wis PHB 15 Calling Black Reaper Wis Dragon 16 Cure Crete Rans DP 17 Life Stealing Light Wis Dragon 19 Indomitable Spirit Str PHB 22 Mass Treatment of Serious Wounds DP 25 Life Lanterns wis DP 27 Sunburst Wis PHB 29 Breath Stars Wis (DP) to expand the range of crit: crit range
sblock For some reason WOTC decided that the Holy Character users (along with users of totem and ki focus users) do not need to have access to the range of 19-20 crit if you go with very specific builds. So here are some of the ways to get it. Cleric Paragon Ways: Shining Servant Level 11 Critical at 19-20 for Shining Forces, Seldarine Devote: Can Take Bow Of Mastery in the
epic for critting at 19 with range powers (other feats of weapon skill require it to be a melee attack) Morninglord: Crete at 18-20 with radiant force after point of action. Sehanine believers have several ways to use the bow as an implementation and then take bow craftsmanship in the epic. Anyone can use the weapon of evil Undone bow and take bow craftsmanship. (RAW you don't
need to be experienced with a bow to use it to carry out attacks) The power of luck prevents you from crit 19-20 with a spear of faith Multiclassing: Avenger (these only work with your purpose of swearing) Take a hand of divine feat of guidance, but that only works 1/enc. The relentless PP fighter is critical of your goal oath at 18. Invoker Invoker Implement Expertise allows crit from
19-20 when using call implementation. The gods feat allows the crit at 18 with the divine power of attack after using the CD. Referee Forgotten Justice PP allows a crit at 19 with shining attacks and 18 with demons and devils. Rogue Daggermaster PP allows crit with dagger implements at 18. The errata message is not not (/sblock) Originally published by DSCrankshaw: Cool,
leadership cleric. I'm glad to see him. One thing you can do is bold color text. This makes the colors stand out better... Otherwise, it is not always so easy to distinguish black from purple. Originally posted ppaladin123: Ritual Caster: Your not a master, but you can still quit healing rituals and do things if you want. Okay, I don't want to step back like an internet jerk (TM), but it's, you,
not yours. I also second offer bold colored ratings. This makes things much easier to read/find. Originally published as ieniemienie: You can shamelessly steal from previous Cleric guides, so you only have to add in Divine power and quality work: (x) 1059975 (x) (x) (x) Originally published by Backlash3906: Here, I hope that it helps to heal the links. Full list of indissoluble attack
powers. Lv 01 Astral Seal (DP) At-Will Bain (DP) (DP) Requirement (DP) Meeting Beacon of Hope (PHB) Daily font of tears (DP) Daily Moment of Glory (DP) Daily Lv 03 (Meeting) Command (PHB) Astral Flare (PHB) DP) Anthem Of The Revival (DP) Lv 05 Daily Halo Consequences (DP) Iron to Glass (DP) Lv 07 (Meeting) Denunciation (DP) Price of Violence (DP) Lv 09 Daily
Dismissal (DP) Rebuke of Violence (DP) Lv 13 (Meeting) Deadly Bait (DP) Repentance (DP) (DP) Lv 15 Daily Brilliant Censure (DP) Blood Repentance (DP) Lv 17 (Meeting) Malediction (DP) North Source (DP) Lv 19 Daily Wonderful Intervention (DP) Moment of Peace (DP) Lv 23 (Meeting) Rebuke of the Angry (DP) Word Deterrence (DP) Lv 25 Daily Divine Intervention (DP)
Lanterns of Life (DP) Lv 27 (Meeting) Healer in Reproof (DP) Raised Light (DP) Lv 29 Daily Peacemaker Chains (DP) Pringant Surrender (DP) Originally posted by GelatinousOctahedron A: Here, hope this helps to heal the links. Full list of indissoluble attack powers. That's a good list. I'm still deciding what notation to use for non-damage powers. I think that will work. I've also
started bolder colors and have already planned on stealing from other guides. I wanted to do a guide for a while and it seemed like no one wanted to step up and make an updated clergyman one, so I hope it helps. Originally published as Backlash3906: Good list. I'm still deciding what notation to use for non-damage powers. I think that will work. I've also started bolder colors and
have already planned on stealing from other guides. I wanted to do a guide for a while and it seemed that no one wanted to come up and make an updated clergyman one, so I hope it helps. Good show then. I'll probably contribute to the Passive-Aggressive Healer build over the next day or two. Along with Psion, the cleric's build is designed to be about zero zero The output
fascinates me. How can I put it in a spoiler box again? ^^; Originally published sven_stryker: Are you going to add cleric credentials (like Gaze Disobedience At-Will) from the PHB Heroes series? Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: Are you going to add cleric credentials (like Gaze Disobedience At-Will) from the PHB Heroes series? Just added. I plan to add every priest
prayer WOTC publishes and the most relevant feats. Originally published as Snoffo: Just one comment: Restoring strike doesn't really encourage you to focus on charisma. At least nothing more than wisdom because wisdom is already adding to HP's power gives. He got the healing keyword you know. Originally published as GordonPasha: Great. So far, a handbook for clergy.
That's exactly what I'm looking for. Good work so far. Just a few comments about the race: While I share your view of eladrins regarding the power of clergy, I don't think they're red for sloth clerics. Most of these builds need dex more than cha, get a good PP if they are going for an archer clergyman, teleportation is nice and free craftsmanship (perception, for example) is also a
plus. Don't get me wrong: I'm not saying they're great for these builds, but at least a decent IMO. Also, drowsiness IMO better sloths than you give them credit for (kick on secondary and tertiary statistics, some good exploits, lothtouched powers are also sometimes handy). Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: Just a few comments on races: Although I share your view on
Eladrins regarding the power of clergy, I don't think they're red for lazer clerics. I can upgrade them to purple, but so far they are only a red race because they don't give you any stat support and the stats of the beats they get are redundant for the clergyman. In 4E you can do just about any race/class combo work if you're trying hard enough, so you could make an eladrin cleric,
but even halflings to start with more. Sleep I will need to take a closer look, but no one has played drowsiness in my group and I admit I am biased against them. Edit: Changed the title of the guidebook a bit of The Handbook of the Priest because it was what many other guides called. Added a good piece of credentials including all those that do not cause damage and most PHB
and dragon mag credentials, but it will take some time to get everything added and appreciated. Originally posted streetshaman: While many consider it an alternative to Lazer Cleric, would you be willing to include Luce Cleric as a viable build in its own right? Especially since the introduction of nasal implementation of pp in the DP? Originally published as I'm second to it. I think it's
a separate Boosting DEX and WIS opens up other options in armor and feats that the cha and WIS enhancement doesn't do. A lot of forces are similar to a laser, but I tend to miss laser builds because the builds are so different. Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: I'm second to it. I think it's a separate build. Boosting DEX and WIS WIS up to other options in armor and
feats that raising CHA and WIS does not. A lot of forces are similar to a laser, but I tend to miss laser builds because the builds are so different. I can place a bow build eventually in the final reserved post, which I think can be for highly optimized/specialized builds, and you are invited to place your own build before then. I'm not sure it should be its own general build. This
exemplary path is limited to 3 races and all the bow builds I've seen for the elves. The other 4 common builds I've mentioned so far are much broader than this. I mean, the sample builds post at the moment will be 4 fairly common characters limited to PHb, PHB2, AV1, and DP materials for players who don't have access to everything and all settings. Something like a dwarf
healic, Goliath battle cleric, longtooth balanced, and elf lazer cleric. Then make the final post very specialized from all sources and with links to other builds. Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: Every prayer is added and sorted by level and statistic. About a third of prayers have ratings/comments now. All races are added with at least some ratings/comments. Some
high-class and paragon clerics way things added as well. I'll try to do a little more in the next few days, but my pace will slow down some. Originally published as Just one-on-one, the character builder update seems to have counted the Creation of the Feat Domain as having a bonus to the Sacred Fire rather than the Righteous Brand. I have no idea if this is the only one, or the
book or builder is correct. But in any case, you can check twice. I'd do it for you now, but it's 3am here and I'm going to go to bed. I'll try to handle it tomorrow if you haven't gotten around to it yet. EDIT: In addition, the flow of life (level 6 daily) should be sky blue. Once you add in the typical static modifiers that Cleric will have, you take 5 damage rounds to heal about 20. He turned
level 4 MM2-style solo fight last Saturday with almost TPK (my cleric, the only party healer, was stunned by all but one turn) to an easy victory. I didn't even have to use both healing words. Originally published as Trial: Godstrike must be flat out/B. Was even before the Divine Power, and certainly so now. It's literally a Shining, Non-Reliable No Mercy. No one uses that power.
Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: Godstrike should be flat out/BH. Was even before the Divine Power, and certainly so now. It's literally a Shining, Non-Reliable No Mercy. No one uses that power. Yes, I think it might be right, and thought about making its red last night. I like to give red to forces that are worse than lower-level powers, and I think I would rather
righteous power than cross, except that other equal forces are level and better. Godstrike does good damage, but does not provide effects of the type of leader, which is very bad for the level 29 leader of power. Power. Changed it from purple to red. A long note about clergy and armor was also added immediately after the statistics section. Originally published as DSCrankshaw:
It's nice to see a few more on this one. Moradin's hammer is probably designed mainly for dwarves without having it as an out-and-demand. They automatically get the skill with the warhammers and throwing hammers, and Moradin are their most popular deities down-wise. Personally, I like the Stone Keeper as a model path for dwarf battle clerics. The history of pre-req is
annoying, and the biggest drawback for this way is paragon. The extra W for attacks for the spending point of action is pretty good for the dwarf, since he usually uses a high-hit die superb axes and hammers, and that's until the end of his next turn, so potentially three standard actions plus anything the other leader can scare. Knocking prone with crits for large creatures is very
nice too. But the best feature is probably the unchanging condition that turns Divine Fortune into No.3 and makes it reliable. The power is also decent. The power of the meeting is nothing to write home about (just damage with bonus accuracy when things are bad), but Scrape Sky is a slightly weaker version of Righteous Might available 13 levels early (no AC bonus or attack
involved, but you do a little more harm for the rest of the meeting). Daily is interesting, as it has arguably a better effect on a miss than a hit. This makes me wonder whether my DM will allow me to intentionally miss the enemy. The biggest weakness is that these are only neighboring allies. Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: Moradin's hammer is probably designed
mainly for dwarves without having it as an out-and-demand. They automatically get the skill with the warhammers and throwing hammers, and Moradin are their most popular deities down-wise. They might say must be experienced with a combat or superiour hammer to goliaths with mauls or other superb hammer users to take it. Its not as there is a surplus of power based on the
clergy sampled the path and the dwarfs got another in divine power. Goliath with a mole is very well suited to the way taste wise and RAW they must take a totally useless and unnecessary feat to take it. I have very mixed feelings on dietary specific ways and feats and prefer domain-based limitations. I understand the motivation and taste behind it, but if you play a campaign that
uses different dieties then that causes problems and potentially eliminates what WOTC says is supposed to be the main stuff. And you make role-playing decisions for mechanical reasons (like many Tempus fans who just choose it for a channel of divinity power). My band plays Eberron, the Iron Kingdom (which has no 4E books to my knowledge but has its own pantheon), and a
homegrown monotheistic setting Many other powerful spirits and creatures you can serve, none of which are from the books. If I wanted to make way my DM DM probably houserule it in and if I was DMing I would use the fix mentioned above, but not all DMs are as generous especially I hear if you do LFR. WOTC should have stuck with domains as prereqs for exploits and powers
because those can fit in any setting and allow for much more role-playing flexibility. Originally published as DSCrankshaw: Well, you'll notice that dwarves and elves, who are generally great for divine classes, got one less racial feat than average (2, as opposed to 3, and not a common divine feat for anyone). This was probably to balance with the introduction of one racial and one
deity-oriented exemplary path for each of them, one clergyman (race) and one paladin (divine). Personally, I don't mind, but yes, I could see it annoying in a non-core setting. Originally published as MatthewAmirault: EDIT: In addition, the flow of life (level 6 Daily) should be sky blue. Once you add in the typical static modifiers that Cleric will have, you take 5 damage rounds to heal
about 20. He turned level 4 MM2-style solo fight last Saturday with almost TPK (my cleric, the only party healer, was stunned by all but one turn) to an easy victory. I didn't even have to use both healing words. Since you mentioned Stream Life, I would add that it could be used as a source of free savings throws for your party if you chose Saving Grace. Especially useful if your DM
decides to just stop using Save Ends effects for you; Choose an attempt to save whenever an ally has the effect of saving the ends, choose not to do so when they don't. Originally published as Bigfluffylemon: Shield of faith red? Really? You call it a trap? When is the No.2 AC for the whole party throughout the meeting trap? I understand your concern that there are many ways for
clergymen to provide AC power bonuses that won't stack up, but they won't have much available at level 2, which is this power. Personally, I think this is one of the best options when you hit Level 2, but probably a candidate for retraining when you take other powers that raise the AC further down the line. It's probably about black. Divine help blue? Really? Did you miss a bit
where it was as hesitant (so it provokes - not a great idea if you're a melee cleric) and standard action? Giving saves is a good thing. Spending standard actions to do this is rarely worth IMO. Originally published Black_Egg: Shield of faith red? Really? You call it a trap? When is the No.2 AC for the whole party throughout the meeting trap? I understand your concern that there are
many ways for clergy to provide bonuses AC, which won't stack, but they won't have much available at level 2, which is that power. Accept. I considered taking the Shield of Faith specifically because it emulates some of the other bonuses so closely. You could party throughout, meeting a long bonus power armor class in each meeting if you choose your credentials to that effect. I
think there are some very competitive choices out there, but they don't do Faith is bad. Providing reliable meetings of long AC bonuses will be one way for the cleric to stand out among other leaders. Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: I agree. I considered taking the Shield of Faith specifically because it emulates some of the other bonuses so closely. You could party
throughout, meeting a long bonus power armor class in each meeting if you choose your credentials to that effect. I think you convinced me it was better than I thought. Depending on the build, you may not have many other AC bonus options at low levels, but I need to add a note that this is a standard action. At higher levels it becomes less useful and I treated it with such thinking.
The problem with many of these powers is that they do not exist in a vacuum, and many of them are variations and duplicates of other Powers. Originally published as Estlor: In practice, I found the clergy utility from PHB for everyone about equally blah (which naturally doesn't help the ranking). I took the shield of faith mainly because on the 2nd level my party, which also contains
an inspirational warlord, had many power bonuses to attack and the fact that divine help and heal light wounds are standard actions... I really didn't have a choice at this level. So far, it's very, very situational. We're on level 9 now and I'm pretty much just breaking it if 1) I can get everything within my range and 2) after round 1 I decide most monsters are going after AC. It's
definitely retraining or multi-class bait as you go to the level and less monsters target AC, but while you get it - especially if you don't have access to DP - it's the best of a sorry lot. I'll never see why divine vanilla doesn't bonus standard action and shake it off is a minor action and you get their Charisma bonus to roll. This is how they decided to make the clergy a better healer and
warlords better save to throw a granteer... except that this is not the case at all (second part at least). Originally published as GelatinousOctahedron: I'll never understand why divine vanilla doesn't bonus standard action and shake off this insignificant action and you'll get their Charisma bonus to roll. This is how they decided to make the clergy a better healer and warlords better
save to throw a granteer... except that this is not the case at all (second part at least). The lower level of the PHB utility is pretty blah. I used the Shield of Faith on about 5 levels, and that was fine, but I only had access to PHB materials and there was no other easy way to provide AC bonuses, as I had a sacred flame and a righteous brand like mine in my opinion. Kind of hard to
complain about the clergy and saving throws, they get the power of their will, allowing them to provide them and Level 2 divine help gives a bonus as well and a meeting of power. Power. Power.
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